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CHAPTER OtlE 
THE 19TH CENTURY PUT INTO HISTORICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL 
PERSPECTIVE 
1.1 19TH CENTURY BACKGROUND AND VIEW OF LIFE 
In order to understand the views of the 19th century, the 
prior streams of thought in their turn must be understood. 
The events and philosophies of the past broaden and impress 
the thoughts of a given age, its aspirations and its ideals. 
They also serve to justify specific attitudes of thought as 
they lay the foundation of a way of life upon which the pre-
sent and the future is based. Thus are human values and 
norms moulded and formed, their aim and direction establish-
ed, leading to further development. 
During the Renaissance period, 1450 - 1600, there was a re-
birth, an intellectual awakening of man partly as a reaction 
against the Middle Ages during which the two ruling social 
systems were the Church and the Aristocracy. Musicians and 
artists were to a large extent viewed as craftsmen who had to 
fulfil a practical function at court or in the church and 
obedience and humility was the norm. When viewing the 
Renaissance as a reaction against an outmoded order of socie·ty 
one could see it as the revulsion against the suppression of 
the free expression of man as an individual. 
For a variety of reasons 1. the Renaissance further brought 
1. i. Cultural advancement was made possible by economic 
prosperity. The crusades and the means of contact 
with the east brought about a socio-economic revi-
val. There occurred the rise of a third commercial 
cl ass. 
ii. Voyages of discovery opened up channels for colo-
nisation; Columbus discovered the New World in 
1492, da Gama rounded the Cape in 1498. New maps 
were drawn. 
iii. There were advances in technology such as the in-
vention of the printing press which led to the 
availability of cheaper books-, active ·study, in-
dependent thought and research. Music printing 
was done by Petrucci in Venice, 1501. 
iv. Scientific discoveries revealed the earth as round· 
l."nvented and • the telescope and compass were 
Copernicus gave a heliocentric i.e. sun-centred, 
mechanistic description of the universe. 
1. 
an increase in scholarly interest in Classical learning 
and universities were established to satisfy the demand. 
Together with this there took place a rapid urban growth 
and concentrated economic and cultural activity. Leading 
citizens were often prominent patrons of the arts, the 
Medici family of Florence being an example of such a patron-
age system. The intellectual awakening included a revival 
of Greek and Roman civilization which even now forms part 
of our cultural heritage. The Greek civilization influenced 
art, literature and philosophy in a spiritual and humanistic 
sense, whereas in terms of applied subjects such as mathe-
matics and science as well as in the practical field of 
architecture this influence pertained more to Roman civi-
lization. 
During the Renaissance man came to be all important. The 
new mood amounted to a tendency to liberate mankind from 
the authority of the Church and the accent gradually shifted 
to Reason by which man could control his actions and set his 
own norms and values in life. The resulting rationalism is 
a 17th Century product which may be seen as the continuation 
of Renaissance humanism to the extent that it was the cul-
mination of the belief in man's ability to make nature ra-
tionally comprehensible. This rationalistic outlook found 
further impetus in Isaac Newton's scientific discoveries 
which articulated the conception of a mechanistically under-
stood law and order in the universe. Rationalism emphasizes 
reason, which is an ability of man. In contrast to the 
theocentric world view of the Hiddle Ages, the Rationalist 
emphasized the intellect as the only source of certainty, 
this being epitomized in Descartes' "I think, therefore I 
II 2. am. 
According to the rationalistic ideal the mind has privileged 
access to all knowledge and science through the power of 
thought. Even as early as the Renaissance some writers had 
expressed their belief in man's ability to construct an 
ideal society. The Empiricism and Environmentalism of the 
17th and 18th Centuries respectively continued this trend 
2. Descartes, 
The Chaucer 
page 53. 
Discourse on Method and the Meditations, 
Press Ltd., Suffolk, Great Britain, 1968, 
2. 
of thought, projecting an absolutely certain system of know-
ledge which would render mankind as the master of nature. 
The Empirical tradition, the parallel stream of thought in 
the 17th Century voiced by Bacon, Locke and Hume was slightly 
less optimistic than the Rationalist school of thought be-
cause of the importance attributed to experience as a true 
source of knowledge. On the other hand, the Environmen-
talism of the 18th Century was a descendent of 17th Century 
Empiricism, believing in the unrestricted possibilities of 
the development of man through, for instance, controlled 
education. 
The advance of science, being the manifestation of man's 
newly established independence, encouraged progress in many 
fields. That which had previously been accepted uncritically 
as the truth had to be challanged and if found wanting in 
terms of scientific criteria, discarded. Intellectual Europe 
in modern i.e. post Renaissance times was in the process of 
emancipating itself from the past. 
New ideas and sentiments appeared in France where the late 
18th Century became known as the Age of Enlightenment. The 
philosophical outlook of this era was not to the liking of 
either the aristocracy or the church, because it was in con-
trast to the dogmas laid do~n by them. In the work of, 
among others, Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712 - 1778) a shift in 
emphasis occurred from reason to nature. In addition to 
reason, Rousseau invokes nature as a touchstone in his 
'critique of society.' He wanted to change the order and 
structure of society with the intention of creating one 
which was more humane, with the accent on freedom and equa-
lity of the individual. This came to expression in self-
confidence and artistic self assertion and resulted in an 
idealistic concentration on individualism. For Rousseau 
as for many other 18th Century thinkers the conventions and 
traditions of society had to be tested anew with criteria 
which have their foundation in nature. Here, as elsewhere, 
3. 
in the Enlightenment the emphasis was on Change. The ideas of 
humanism and rationalism which had their roots in the 
Renaissance gathered momentum, finally culminating in re-
volution. 
With the outhbreak of the French Revolution in 1789 the end 
of an epoch was reached when the e xisting order of society 
was terminated, not only by the execution of King Louis XV I 
and many members of the aristocracy, but also by the rise of 
the tHddle Class. 
A stron g feeling of nationalism had already started to de-
velop before the revolution, as can be seen in the stress 
on virtuous republicanism in the art of Jacques-Louis David 
e.g. his famous "The Oath of the Horatii." 
Oath of the ROTatii, by Jacques-Louis David. 
Reinforced by the revolution, this nationalism spread to 
neighbouring countries of post-revolutionary France. German 
society in particular became proud of its cultural heritage 
and all wanted to share and participate in this inheritance 
in true patriotic spirit. This force also found expression 
in Kant's "call to duty" as the true criterion of morality. 
The emphasis on conscience, together with his stress on 
reason and experience, makes Emmanuel Kant the German counter-
part to Rousseau. 
The direction of German nationalism is reflected in the suc-
cession of Kant by Fichte, Schelling and Hegel. Fichte in-
terprets Kant's critical philosophy in an individualistic, 
activistic manner, which may be seen as the philosophic 
source of many of the ideas of Romanticism. Schelling on 
the other hand develops German thought further to an objec-
tive idealism which stresses nature as the supreme work of 
art, and God as the artist. The work of Fichte and Schelling 
is given a synthesis in the philosophy of Hegel who inter-
prets history as the unfolding of the World Spirit or Lo gos . 
For Hegel, this process goes through the self-alienation of 
the Spirit in nature to its eventual return to itself via 
man in art, religion and philosophy. In the last, Spirit 
knows itself once more. 
Modern man's reflection on a meaningful existence, as ar-
ticulated in the different philosophies of rationalism and 
empiricism, accumulated into the thought of the 19th Century 
which became the most disunited century to date in European 
history. Theology and science had long since lost their 
power to unify We stern culture. The pace of living as such 
had accelerated and this, together with the increasing com-
plexity of knowledge, contributed to the general confusion. 
One of the significant developments in 19th Century thought 
was that of anarchy. This total disregard for rules could 
be attributed to the concentration on individualism, and the 
desire for freedom of expression, whereby justice could be 
done to man's emotional and imaginative life, as opposed 
to the narrow, rational outlook of the 18th Century. The 
stress on freedom of expression resulting in a growing sub-
jectivism was a reaction to the law-dominated world project-
ed by science and formed the point of departure for the 
Romantic Era. A situation had been reached where, instead of 
~. 
viewing society in static terms, the reciprocal relationship 
between the individual and the nation was articualted in 
terms of a changing social or ganism. The status of man 
therefore rose in some quarters, though it declined in others, 
notably in the pessimistic rationalism of Schopenhauer and, 
in a different way, in the Darwinian brute image of man shaped 
by evolution. These ideas became manifest in social thought, 
politics, philosophy and art and were expressive of the 
diversified 19th Century view of life. All the questions 
to which man was seeking the answer were re-examined in the 
light of imagination and of reason: this reason being very 
different from Locke's or Kant's "understanding." 3 • 
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The Dream of Reason Produces Monsters, by Francisco Goya. 
3. Baumer, F. L. t10dern European Thought, t'iacmillan 
Publishing Co. Inc., New York, 1977, page 287. 
6. 
The fact that history concerned itself more and more with 
the individual and the particular than with general laws, 
was symptomatic of the growing particularization. The con-
text in which the 19th Century reflected the increasing 
differentiation of Western thought may be seen from the fact 
that the idea-historian, Franklin Baumer, found it necessary 
to classify the multiplicity of these ideas into four dif-
ferent worlds of thought. However, these schools of thought 
were not sealed off from one another and ideas from one 
did influence and infiltrate the others. 
In the first of these, the Romantic world, there was a yearn-
ing for the mysterious and this included a reaction against 
the mechanistic, rationalistic, Newtonian world-view which 
the Romantics felt was an attempt to subject all life to 
reason and thus to mechanize and demean it. In opposition 
to Newton's world, the Romantics offered their own night-
time world, as it is the night, in contrast to day, which 
carries the soul beyond space, projecting the thoughts and 
emotions into a world of man's own making. Col eridge be-
lieved the mind to be wonderfully creative and that by means 
of imagination, creation and invention, new worlds could be 
brought to life by man. The Romantics felt that art and 
even science contained more freedom and spontaneous creation 
than specified by the order of fixed rules and laws. They 
were aware of living in a world of creativity and development 
wherein feelings of passion and an exp~rience of the remote, 
fantastic and strange could be legitimately expressed. Ro-
manticism touched off a religious revival, and one of the 
forms of this revival was a new 'nature mysticism.' It was 
as though man needed to recover his metaphysical and reli-
gious bearings in order to justify the emergence of heroes 
and the creation of great works of art. The influence of 
Rousseau can be seen in the idea of a return to nature; the 
Romantics sought to make nature a place in which man could 
once again live and feel close to God. These "natural 
supernaturalists" 4. radicalized the ideas of God and nature, 
in that they divinized nature, and God was brought down to 
4. Baumer, 
i ng Co. 
F. L. t-Iodern European Thought, Hacmillan Publish-
Inc., New York, 1977, page 278 
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dwell in, for example, th e blue sky and in the mind of man. 
The Romantics commonly saw man in the context of great cosmic 
forces that enveloped him in a whole or infinity greater than 
himself. The em phasis on th e greater whole does not contra-
dict an equally strong em p hasis on in divi dualit y and even 
though Romanticism contributed much to the rise of nation-
alism, it did not ne gate individualism. Romantic thou gh t de-
picted the nation itself as a great individual different 
from other nations, and the "Volk', bound together by reli-
gion, langua ge and literature, grew and became a living whole 
greater than its individual parts. 
The second, the most optimistic of these worlds, the New 
Enlightenment, was a continuation in spirit of the 18th 
Century Enlightenment, exhibiting many of the same general 
traits. The followers of this movement also displayed the 
optimism about history and human nature as found in the old 
enlightenment. 
These ideas were taken a step further by the Romantics and 
philosophers of the New Enlightenment, .who, thirstin g for 
the infinite, gave free rein to the emotional and irrational 
side of human nature. The same preoccupation with social 
problems and the assault on traditional reli g ion continued, 
as was the case in the old enlightenment. There was a be-
lief in the greatness of man and in his ability to make his 
own destiny by providence. Man ver y nearly became deified 
in that many of the properties and powers formerly invested 
only in God, became ascribed to the individual who was view-
ed as a 'demi-god.' 
Wi th Darwinism or Evolutionism the question concerning the 
nature of man and the behaviour of social groups, including 
nations, stimulated fresh thinkin g . After 185 9 the id~a of 
evolution dominated European thought and pro jected a new 
picture of nature as a "cosmic process·, 5. but wit hout 
design. With the idea of ev olution a new conflict occurred 
between science and theolo gy . Man himself was viewed as 
part of the evolutionary process deriving From the 
5. Baumer, F. L. f10dern European Thou ght, Hacmillan 
Publishing Co. Inc., New York, 1977, page 339. 
lowly origin of the animal kingdom. However, there was a 
certain amount of optimism, with the emphasis placed on 
creativity and on nature's ability to produce new and su-
perior forms. Darwinism helped to mould the least unified 
of the four worlds of thought, the'Fin-de-Siecle.' 
The phrase 'Fin-de-Siecle' had reference to the decadence of 
the period 1880 to 1890 which represented neither a unified 
nor a dominant mode of thought. It was the culmination of 
certain trends in thinking that had been forming for decades 
in which there was a revolt against the whole pattern of 
values and conventions. There was a reaction against positiv-
ism and doubts were expressed about God as well as nature. 
Disillusionment set in, and along with this sceptical climate 
a new culture arose in which the Self of Subjectivism, and 
of experience for the sake of experience, were able to thrive. 
Intuition was the way to truth and could liberate and inte-
grate the human personality. With this came the feeling of 
not quite knowing where certainty lay. 
The 19th Century was an unsettling period in which the irra-
tional meant different things to different people and could 
inspire either optimism or peSSimism. Every century favours 
a particular mode of thought to convey its deepest convic-
tions, and during the 19th Century the four main trends of 
thought gave rise to continual change and development. With-
in Europe itself there was a shift in the balance of intel-
lectual power in which Germany rose as the foremost. The 
type of national sentiment stressing the uniqueness of, and 
the difference between, the leading nations, each with its 
own culture, gave rise to the State of Germany repelling 
other ideas in order to flourish in purity. She excelled 
in the natural as well as the cultural sciences, and it is 
within this climate that Richard Wagner tried to create a 
new unified world, not only by means of his pen but also 
through the medium of his musical compositions. 
'7. 
1.2 THE STATUS OF MUSIC AND MUSICIANS I N SOCIETY 
Society and its cultural products are very closely inter-
twined as music had always entered into a symbiosis with 
the ruling social system. Up to the French Revolution, 1789, 
music had a certain function within the social structure, a 
structur e ruled by the church and the court, either together 
or separately. This condition greatly influenced music, 
giving quality and abundance by its sponsorship. Often the 
musician was viewed as a craftsman who had to fulfil a func-
tion at court or in the church. J.S. Bach, for example, 
while at the court of Prince Leopold of Anhalt-C~then durin g 
the period 1717 - 1723, wrote mainly instrumental music. On 
the other hand, from 1723 when in the service of St Thomas 
church at Leipzig, he concentrated on religious music. How-
ever, even though a composer was obliged to obey the dic-
tates of his sponsor, he had a secure livelihood within the 
structure of the patronage system. The economic and social 
climate was not ready to accommodate Independent musicians 
in society. 
The church and nobility remained the most important patrons 
of art throughout the Baroque period, but the careers of 
many artists now combined service to patrons with indepen-
dent activity. Handel, while fulfilling his duties as 
Musical Director to the Elector of Hanover, twice asked for 
leave of absence to go to London, subjecting himsel f to dis-
favour by 
in 1712. 
not returning to Hanover after his second visit 
Although he composed oratorios and operas which 
were well received, his venture into the business world by 
establishing his own opera house, proved unsuccessful. Owing 
to conflict and rivalry he faced bankruptcy. When the 
Elector of Hanover was crowned King George II of England, 
Handel gradually won himself back into courtly favour through 
his music and his growing reputation as one of London's 
leadin g musicians. 
Towards the middle of the 18th Century two complementary 
forces converged changing the patronage situation totally. 
10. 
Most aristocrats could no lon ger afford to employ composers, 
while most composers no longer wished to remain in servi-
tude because of the intellectual climate of the Age of En-
lightenment. The status of the middle class rose, and the 
composer-musician was no longer viewed as a servant, but as 
a respe cted member of society. The middle class grew strong-
er throughout the Classical era: the growth of individualism 
challenging the idea that monarchs rule by divine right. 
The Classical period was one of transition in music as well 
as in society. A pr e ference for simplicity in both art and 
music emerged: a demand for simpler music which could speak 
directly to the human mind and soul. The change of taste 
led to a swing from the contrapuntal style to music where 
melody and harmony were given more stress. The composer 
wished for freedom to express the clarit y and beauty of his 
art without the restrictions placed on him by a sponsor re-
quiring fulfillment of his own desires. In the position of 
Senior I(apellmeister to both Prince Paul Anton Esterhazy 
and his successor Prince Nicolas "the Magnificent," Joseph 
Haydn was fortunate. Not only had he no worries concerning 
his livelihood: his employers were devoted to music, giving 
him considerable artistic freedom. During the period 1791 -
1795 he was twice invited by Salomon to visit England where, 
by the e nd of the 18th Century, music was no longer restrict-
ed to the church or reserved for the aristocracy, making it 
possible for impressarios such as Salomon to arrange public 
concerts. 
Wol fgang Amadeus ~10zart 's position in society was one of con-
trast, ranging from the adoration of a worshipping public at 
a young prodigy's genius in composition and performance, to 
rejection and misery during the last ten yea rs of his life. 
He was expected to follow in his father's footsteps under 
the sponsorship of the Archbishop of Salzbur g but, owing to 
an independent spirit evidenced by a clash of temperament 
and personality, he broke awa y from the patronage system and 
tried to make a living on his own. He was unsuccessful, and 
led a difficult life in Vienna, where he was burdened by 
overwork and financial problems in addition to a health 
11. 
undermined by the severe illnesses of his childhood. 
After the French Revolution music entered into a symbiosis 
with man as the noble man. The composer became the 
of his art, as the music reflected his personality. 
subject 
This 
philosophic attitude bred self-confidence and artistic 
self-assertion. Music was no longer written for adoration, 
but functioned as a mirror expressing the personal emotions 
12. 
of the individual. Music had thus to seek a symbiosis with the 
philosophical concept not represented by an authority, but by 
an idea. 
Beethoven took up residence in Vienna during the aftermath 
of the French Revolution. The French troops soon marched 
through Austria, and aristocrats streamed like refugees 
into Vienna. The old social order was weakening to the 
point of chaos, and it was natural in such an environment 
that there would be changes in the aspirations of young 
composers such as Beethoven. It was also natural that the 
social attitudes towards musicians would change, as no longer 
could they be considered simply the servants of the upper 
class. The aristocrat of ancestry learned to treat the 
aristocrat of spiritual worth as his equal. Beethoven was 
an historical inevitability, and was the first musician 
of common background to mix with the aristocracy on his 
own terms. He considered that talent gave him the right to 
associate on an equal footing with the nobility. Though 
intermittently sponsored by various princes, he deferred to 
no-one. He had absolute confidence in his own standards, 
social and musical, and was fierce in his insistence on 
originality as the mark of the true artist. He conquered 
the Viennese aristocracy through sheer force of genius and 
personality. Beethoven was an individualist who provided 
universal, well-balanced entertainment for an elite group, 
but who searched the depths of his soul for the expression 
of his personal feelings. This situation set the tone for 
the Romantic movement, of which Beethoven can truly be 
called the artistic father. 
Music received a completely new and exalted status in 19th 
Century society, and various philosophers and artists assigned 
to music the abil i ty of world improvement. To the Romantics, 
Bee thoven was the model in this respect, as he represented 
the depiction of humanitarian ideals as seen, for example, 
in the choral movement of his ninth s ym phony based on the 
words of Schiller's "Ode to Joy." The Romantic artist was 
viewed as a hero who not only tolerated isolation but also 
gloried in it, hoping to expose by his own eccentric and 
sometimes shocking behaviour the moral hypocracy of the age. 
The hi g hly charged atmosphere of individualism produced art 
with heavily subjective qualities. Emotional and personal 
forces predominated, and states of feeling were accorded 
g reat importance. The theme of nature in its many different 
moods symbolised human emotions which could be gentle and 
soothing or mysterious and violent. Schubert, in his com-
position of lieder, chose to sing of natural themes such as 
the brook, the field, or the countryside. His lieder are 
filled with symbolism in which the musical sounds are meant 
to represent the sounds and feelings of life itself. 
With nationalism there occurred the rise of a new concert-
going public and the secularisation of society. One no 
longer had only a refined aristocracy, or a religious con-
gregation using art to intensify devotion, but additionally 
an unsophisticated, sentimental public that valued art pri-
marily as entertainment. Composers now had to convince 
the public that their music was worthy, as well as being 
able to fulfil the function of art as a vehicle for enter-
tainment. Many of the pianoforte compositions of Robert 
Schumann were brought to the attention of this public through 
the medium of performance by his wife, Clara. However, de-
spite his accomplishments as a composer, and tile emotional 
and artistic partnership he enjoyed in his marriage, he 
suffered from bouts of depression, and grew less and less 
able to deal with the world until he was taken to an asylum 
where he died in 1856. 
Misunderstanding, loneliDess and suffering were the lot of 
Romantic artists. This state of affair s persisted through-
out Franz Sch u bert's career as a composer. His life is a 
story of divine creative gifts destroyed by pov e rty and ill-
ness, by disappointment, deferred hopes, and cruel ne gl e ct. 
14. 
At the age of twenty he gave up his positio n as a school-
teacher. Although most of the time he lived off his friends, 
who encouraged and helped him, he had no money and no income, 
except for an occasional pittance from music lessons or the 
sale of a song. 
The 19th Century composer had gained his freedom, but was 
living in a world which mad e it difficult for him to survive 
artistically and economically. Shattered dreams, emotional 
conflict and depression forced the artist into seeking another 
world in the realm of fantasy and as an outlet for inspira-
tion. The 'Symphonie Fantastique' by Hec tor Berlioz, cap-
tured the imagination of the public, though it offended many 
of his musical contemporaries. The programme of the symphony 
is quite detailed, and develops scenes of strongly Romantic 
contrasts. The hero, deep in an opium-inspired dream, has 
visions ranging from one extreme to another, and his mind 
paints images both wild and poetic. In order to survive, 
the 19th Century composer now had to satisfy the needs of a 
fickle public, and Berlioz's music, with its early use of 
an enlarged orchestra, and its daring exploitation of the 
possibilities of tone colour, startled many of the audiences 
of his day. 
The 1 9th Century saw the composer critic: the versatile musi-
cian with literary tendencies. He no 
narrow world of which boundaries were 
longer lived 
laid down by 
in a 
the court 
or church, but became involved in religion and politics, 
voicing his opinions in journals and newspapers. He was 
aware that the pen is a powerfu l weapon through which his 
fame would spread, thereby ensuring that he became known and 
remembered not by his music alone. In the diaries of Cosima 
Wag ner she quotes Richard as saying: "The musician who does 
nothing but write music from morning till night, entirely 
ignoring the world of ideas, must be an ox - he is missing 
far more than those who, knowing nothing of music, observe 
the rest of the world." 6. 
Of the musicians of the 19th Century it was mainly Liszt who 
undertook to make the public aware of the new status of music 
and musicians. He demanded, that in the interest of cultural 
progress, music be introduced in elementary schools. He 
wanted cheap editions of the great masterworks to be avail-
able to the masses. In his six articles on the position of 
artists (1835), he strongly criticized the existing status 
of teachers and the conditions under which music was being 
taught. His ideas on music incorporated religious and 
humanitarian ideals. 
Because music is able to express what language cannot say, 
it gives the ultimate depth of expression, and therefore 
some composers and philosophers felt that music had become 
the most important art form of the 19th Century. Schopen-
hauer was distrustful of the power of words, and placed 
more emphasis on feeling. He looked upon music not as tile 
copy of the "Ideas," but as the copy of the "Will" itself; 
and because music speaks of the "Thing" itself, its effect 
is more powerful and penetrating than that of the other arts. 
According to Hegel, life is a never-ending state of pro-
gressional development, and in musical creation this logical 
progress can be seen. The composer is in conflict with a 
world full of opposing forces, which he resolves in imagi-
native musical forms. The state of development in which 
music exists at the moment reflects the state of cultural 
development of a certain group at the time. Hegel fel t 
that music is a synthesis of reason and 
the irrational becomes rational through 
music. Schopenhauer, in the other hand, 
feeling, and that 
the medium of vocal 
believed that 
through music man can escape from the irrational will which 
dominates his life, and can achieve union with the universal 
IV ill . 
6. Wagner, Cosima. Cosima Wagner's Diaries, Collins, 
St. Jame's Place, London, 1978, Volume I, page 181. 
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There was a vast source of aesthetic ideas on music in the 
19th Century, but on the who l e they were narrowly conceived 
to suit a particular set of demands. However, they do form 
a source of material for research add are a great help in 
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the understanding of music in general, add of the music of the 
Romantic era in particular. It is within the historical 
and philosophical setting that we come to a real understand-
ing of Wagner's musical style. Music was developing towards 
a merger of the arts, and this was exemplified in his 
"Gesamtkunstwerk" where poetry, drama, music and painting 
became part of his music dramas. He felt strongly that 
there should be no dominating factor in a musical composiion, 
that all should combine equally and flow without inter-
ruption to form the whole. In Wagner this resulted in a 
positive fusion of the arts, and through this fusion a new 
style was born. However, it was in the aesthetical approach 
forming the basis for achieving this fusion, that Wagner was 
to lose the friendship of the philosopher, Friedrich Ilietzsche. 
Although both shared the same view of the manner in which 
the new musical style was to uplift man and free him from 
the shackles of Romanticism, they later had sharp differ-
ences of opinion. 
This short discussion serves as an introduction which merits 
an investi gation into the life of Nietzsche. 
CHAPTER TWO 
WAGNER AND NIE TZSC HE 
2.1 FRIEDRICH IIIETZSCHE: A BIOGRAPHICAL BACKGROUND 
Friedri ch Nietzsche was born on 15 October 1844 at R~cken, 
near Lutzen, in the province of Saxony. His father, Karl 
Ludwig Nietzsch~ was a vicar and his mother was the child of 
a pa stor, a combination conducive to a religious upbrin g-
ing. As a youth it was tlietzsche's delight to seclude himself 
and read the Bibl e , or re ad it to others with such feeling 
as to bring tears to their eyes. He remained a preacher to 
the end and stated, If What I am not, that for me is God and 
virtue." 7. 
After the death of his father and his brother, the family 
moved to Naumburg where Nietzsche attended a private school 
in p r epa ration for the Cathedral Gym nasium, Schulpforta near 
Naumburg. He entered the Gymnasium in 1854 and had good 
r easo n to be proud of this institution, as Fichte and 
Schlegel, among other philosophers, had spent their student 
days there. 
Nietzsche's studies were constantly made difficult by per-
sistent headaches and eye pains and in 1 856 he had to leave 
the Gymnasium temporarily. At the age of fourteen he re-
ceived a full scholarship as a live-in student at the State 
Schoo l at Pforta. There the rigorous discipline enforced 
upon the students constricted his intellectual mobility, 
which he always tried to regain during vacations. During 
the next few years his headaches became worse and the medi-
cal record me ntions his hard gaze, short sightedness and 
the tormen~ he underwent from erratic headaches. It was 
felt that the headaches may have been heredity, for 
Nietzsche had been conceived when his father was ill and 
suffering with softening of the brain. Nevertheless, in 
1864 flietzsche obtained his diploma receiving excellent 
marks in his major subjects, but j ust passing mathematics. 
7 . IHetzsche, Friedrich. Thus Spake Zarathustra, George 
Allen and Unwin Ltd., London, 1967, page 146. 
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At the end of his schooldays he distinguished himself with 
an outstanding contribution in classics, 'De Theognide 
Megarensi.' He spent two unproductive semesters studying 
classici in Bonn where he sUddenly pass~d into a period of 
sensual riot with his college mates. Out soon wine, women 
and tobacco disgusted him and he reacted with great scorn 
towards the society of his time and his country. 
After a brief experience of military service he continued 
his academic life as a philologist and became a Doctor of 
Philology. At twenty five the Swiss Government awarded him 
a full professorship, appointing him to the chair of classi-
cal philology at the University of Basle. Not far from 
Basle was Triebschen, the home of Richard Wagner where 
Nietzsche spent many happy days in the company of his closest 
friend. 
Nietzsche described himself as being earnest in all manner 
of circumstances and towards the end his work grew in bitter-
ness. He attacked people as well as ideas; Wagner, who was 
no longer his hero was publicly ridiculed. Christianity 
also became his target because there was so much true moral 
spirit in him that he was able to differentiate between the 
genuine and the 
the traditional 
arti ficial. In his philosophy of Nihilism, 
Christian view of life was condemned and 
exposed as hypocritical. 
Disease and increasing blindness were the physiological 
cause of his breakdown, while even his laughter became neu-
rotic as his mind disintegrated. He gave way to paranoic 
delusions of grandeur and persecution, his last book 'Ecce 
Homo' being full of mad self-praise. 
In January 1889, Nietzsche collapsed in a street in Turin, 
Italy. He blindly stumbled back to his attic room from 
where he wrote the most unusual letters to Cosima Wagner. 
He also wrote to Burckhardt and Overbeck, two of his friends, 
and his letter to Brandes bore the si gnature "The Crucified." 
Overbeck rushed to tlictzsche's aid and found him ploughing 
the keyboard with Ilis elbows, singing and crying his Diony-
sian ecstasy. He was taken to an asylum, but soon his aged 
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Inother came to look after him. When she died in 1 3 97 
IUetzsche was taken by his sister to live in Weimar .• 
There, at last, he experienced the peace and quiet which he 
never enjoyed wh en he was sane. He died in 1900. 
"Seldom has a man paid so g reat a price for genius." 8. 
8 . Durant, Will. The Story of Philosophy, '.Vashinton Square 
Press, New York, 1961, page 447. 
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2.2 THE WAGNER/NIETZSCHE RELATIONSHIP 
The first consequence of the friendship between the two men 
was that IHetzsche enthusiastically peruseu Wagner's p'oetic 
and aesthetic writings. He clearly realised Wagner's admi-
ration for Antiquity, but possibly set too much store by it. 
In a letter to Nietzsche in 1872 Wagner admi tted tha t, as a 
youth he had become excited about Classical Antiquity, and 
was particularly fascinated by Greek mythology, as well as 
being drawn to the study of the Greek language. However, 
the study of Greek civilization which helped shape young 
Wagner, and made him seem right for a career in classics, 
had a negligible effect on his life's work. Perhaps 
Nietzsche overestimated Wagner's enthusiasm for Antiquity, 
resulting in his failure to understand why Wagner's music 
dramas evolved into stage productions far removed 
standard of Classical Greek serenity and purity. 
from the 
Yet 
Nietzsche could not have remained in complete ignorance of 
the direction into which Wagner's music was heading, as he 
had already experienced misgivings that Romantic music in 
particular, was bound to evolve into the most un-Greek of 
all forms of art. This concern and confirmation became a 
source of disillusionment to him, with regard to the anti-
Classical music of his idol, Wagner. 'Tristan' had epito-
mised the standard of Nietzsche's ideals, even though after 
hearing the opera he confessed to not understanding Wagner's 
music, thus showing that his enthusiasm was far from blind. 
However, his further expectations could have been influenced 
by pre-occupation with his own cause, with Wagner as the 
redeemer of cultural life, to the extent that his ideal was 
shattered by 'Parsifal', which to him was a contradiction 
of all he had expected. 
Their ideas differed with regard to the importance laid on 
the element of nationalism. Wagner believed that when Greek 
drama died, and was absorbed into European cuI ture, it spli t 
into a number of single arts. The concept of a new totality 
could only lie in a work of art whose true author was the 
nation. He was of the opinion that the Hellenic model would 
make the people realize that THE Art constituting the essence 
of a nation, is born of the needs of that nation, and is the 
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very substance of all who experience this collective need. 
He evoked this model when delineating his concept of a total 
artwork of the future, by which he hoped to solve the problem 
of unification. On the other hand, Nietzsche's evolution 
was without a nationalistic undertone, and his interest was 
focused on probing the Greek intellect through the study of 
Greek Ii terature. In' The Birth of Tragedy', Nie tzsche said: 
"Everything that rises to the surface in the Apollonian 
portion of the Greek tragedy (in the dialogue) looks simple, 
transparent, beautiful. In this sense the dialogue is a 
mirror of the Greek mind, whose nature manifests itself in 
dance, since in dance the maximum power is only potentially 
present, betraying itself in the suppleness and opulence of 
movement." 9. He held the viewpoint that each and every 
Greek activity is surrounded by a philosophical world view, 
in which all that is single and isolated disappears, and all 
that remains is totality and unity. In his lecture 'The 
Greek Musical Drama', of which he sent a copy to the Wagners 
at Triebschen, he discussed his re-interpretation of the 
Greek mind, and gave a description of Greek art. In many 
great minds of the past, including Goethe, Schiller and 
Heine, Nietzsche found the polarity of 'Apollonian' and 
'Dionysian,' two concepts acquiring a key function in his 
thought. For Nietzsche the antithesis of the two notions 
became a synthesis in Greek drama: the hostile Greek gods, 
Apollo and Dionysus joining into necessary interdependence. 
In early Greek culture he saw that two forms of art, tragedy 
and music, could be characterised as Apollonian and Diony-
sian. In ancient Greek mythology, Dionysus was the god of 
wine and fertility, while Apollo was the god of medicine, 
music, poetry and all the fine arts. At Dionysian festivals 
prizes were offered for the best tragedies and comedies, and 
in this way the cult came to be closely associated with the 
development of Greek drama. The Dionysian chorus, in 
Nietzsche's opinion, evolved into tragedy, whereas music 
nourished myth, which the theatre then tamed in performance. 
The musical performance at these festivals can be pictured 
9. Nietzsche, Friedrich. The Birth of Tragedy, Doubleday 
and Company, Inc. United States of America, 1956, 
page 59. 
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as a communion of the feelings, first expressed in dance and 
song, then intensified, leading to self-oblivion, in which 
the music became well-nigh visible to the disciples of 
Dionysus. From this perspective of the origin of tragedy in 
the Dionysian chorus the orchestra in front of the stage 
gains a deeper significance. Originally the stage and the 
action were contained by the singing. Wagner similarly 
explained the relationship between music and action; but 
now the orchestra, rather than the chorus, had to fulfil the 
creative mission of the music. He affirmed that the sound 
of music could be seen on the stage. His orchestra was thus 
hidden from view, so as not to distract the audience, nor 
detract from the unification of the concept of the whole art 
work. The classicist Nietzsche, must have been fascinated 
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by what Wagner said about the essence of Greek theatre, and 
while still under the spell of Wagner, decided to write his 
first book 'The Birth of Tragedy out of the Spirit of t·lusic.' 
He believed that Wagner was another Aeschylus, restoring 
myths and symbols, and writing music and drama again in the 
Dionysian manner. Wagner's dramatic style seemed to set 
both a standard goal and measure for a musical theatre move-
ment which would endure for a. long time. He further felt 
that there should be a reformation of German music, as too 
long had the German spirit passiv,ely reflected the art of 
Italy and France. The German people should recognise that 
their own instincts are sounder than those of foreign cultures. 
Both Wagner and Nietzsche studied the philosophy of Schopen-
hauer, whom they believed to be the only philosopher who 
understood music. He gave music a special place in the 
meaning of life, in that it seemed to express directly the 
form and reality of things. ~lusic may not be able to convey 
any rational 
formance all 
knowledge, but for the duration of its per-
temporal needs are taken from us. Schopenhauer 
maintained that one could free oneself in music, because 
it affects the feelings directly, and touches something 
more subtle than the intellect: the soul. His ' impact on 
Wagner was powerful and lasting, as the composer now applied 
conscious formulae for attitudes artistically expressed in 
'The Ring' and 'The Flying Dutchman.' The philosopher 
offered Wagner the key to a deeper understanding of his own 
work. Contemplating the philosophy that compassion, rooted 
in the deepest part of human will, is the only true basis 
for all ethics, made Wagner think differently about his 
own art. Previously he had looked upon music as a means of 
expression which required for its realization an object to 
which it lends expression: drama. But Schopenhauer's 
theory of music brought him to a different view, that music 
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is not an image or a reflection of the will but that in music 
the will can manifest itself directly. Wagner's earlier 
viewpoint, that the arts are directly and impersonally gather-
ed under the dominion of the word, changed after reading 
Schopenhauer's magnum opus, 'The World as Will and Idea.' 
In this, music is described as the hi ghest, most liberating 
form of art, able to express what words cannot; the essence 
of the metaphysical with no mediating representation. What 
Schopenhaue~ heard in music as a tiding from the world be-
yond Wagner wanted to bring forth in his own music, as he 
believed Schopenhauer to be the one philosopher to recog-
nise the very essence of music. In his autobiography, 
Wagner said:"What fasinated me so eDormously about Schopen-
hauer's work was nat only its extraordinary fate, but the 
clearness and manly precision with which the most difficult 
metaphysical problems were treated from the very beginning.I,IO. 
Intuition, along with his grasp of music, led Wagner to 
regard music as predominant in opera. In his article 'Opera 
and Drama' Wagner postulated the idea that modulation as an 
expression of constantly changing emotions was a function 
of the poetry. These ideas were bound to result in random 
sequences of keys within the overall structure of his work, 
a technique that Nietzsche later flatly rejected. Wagner 
tied his theory of the 'Gesamtkunstwerk' to Schopenhauer's 
views of the symbolism of dreams and visions. Be cause of 
its clairvoyance, music is celebrated as being superior to 
all other arts; its kinship to poetry is purely illusory, 
as a piece of music retains its character no matter what 
lyrics are sung to it. To illustrate this point, Wagner 
pointed out that in [Jeethoven's Ninth Symphony, Schiller's 
verses were set to music with no regard for the words, and 
it is the inspiration of the hymnal melody which uplifts 
the listener. 
10. Wagner, Richard. ily Li fe, Constable and Company, Ltd. 
London, 1911, Vol ume II, page 615 . 
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Nietzsche was still under Wagner's influence while working 
on his third Untimely Reflection, 'Schopenhauer as Educator', 
in which he planned to present a powerful, self-contained 
thinker as a model. What attracted him about 
the concept 
Schopenhauer, 
of an ideal and what he 
philosopher 
sought in Wagner , was 
who had to be honest, serene and steadfast if 
he were to set an intellectual direction for yo ung mankind. 
"In Wag ner the man Nietzsche saw the very incarnation of 
his ideal. 'The day I found Wagner, ' he wrote, 'I was 
happy beyond description. So long had I been seeking for 
the man who stood on a higher plane than I did, and who 
really comprised me!"ll. Gy now Nietzsche had reached a sit-
uation corresponding to his . Wag ner worship, as although he 
no lon ge r shared Schopenhauer's principles, he was nonethe-
less still interested in the philosopher and his work. 
Even though disappointment was setting in re gardin g his 
ideal of Wagner and Romantic music in general, he reco gnised 
Wag ner's music philosophy as 'a costly distinction' avail-
able to very few at that moment. Thus it was that the 
philosopher Schopenhauer, and the musician Wagner, were 
fused for Nietzsche into one person. If Wag ner initially 
appeared to embody what Schopenhauer calls genius, then 
the philosopher as educator becomes a synonym f o r Wag ner. 
To von Ge rsdorff he wrote, "I have found a man who r e veals 
to me, as no other does, the ima ge of what Schopenhauer 
called the 'genius' and who is penetrated through and 
through by that wonderfully deep philosophy. 
other than Richard Wag ner."ll. 
Thl sis no 
tlietzsche devoted his life as a philosopher to seeking the 
answ e r to what musical romanticism is, and believed the re-
sult of this quest held the key to the future of music. 
Accordin g to him, 19th century man was livin g an aimless life, 
in which harmonious fusion could never be attained through 
the artwo rk of the future. He mu st have been distressed at 
the contradiction and confusion caused by the evidence of 
the r ea lity presented to him, and the ideal he clung to, 
11. Lea, F. A. 
Nietzsche, 
and 31. 
The Tra gic Philosopher, A Study of Friedrich 
ilethuen and Co. Ltd., London, 1957, pages 29 
re gardin g the outcome of Wagne r's music philosophy. The 
Romantics emphasized that quality in music which is able to 
touch man, and never had the soul of the musician been so 
overwhelmin gly revealed as in Romanticism. tiie tzsche fel t 
tBat, if music testified to the livin g soul in nature, then 
it was the mouthpiece for romantic ideals. However, he 
questioned the Romantic outlook that the goal of music was 
to arouse the emotions, as could not the impact of the music 
per se suffice in bringing itself into effect? 
Nietzsche regarded the cause of humanity as his own, and in 
his idealism strived to make ideas come true individually 
and socially, through the task of renovating cultural life. 
At first he was fascinated by Romanticism's rejection of 
everyday life, shown in the continual longing for, and under-
standing of, the metaphysical. Later he began to question 
this point of protest against reason, which had become a 
dominant factor in the life of mankind. His philosophy of 
Nihilism was a protest against the view of life held by 19th 
Century society, as the majority of people were existing in 
a world of their own making, constituting a meaningless 
reality without value and worth, or any definite goal towards 
which to strive. Mankind was unable to find the answer to 
the questions life imposed upon it, and sought a reality 
apart from everyday experience, into the realm of the meta-
physical. Nietzsche disliked that aspect of Romanticism the 
ideal of which was to allow freedom of expression to the ex-
tent of projecting the imagination into the mysterious. "His 
general attitude toward the 'beyond', the 'real world' and 
the thing-in-itself: he says again and again in different 
ways, these things do not exist. ,,12. Nietzsche found that 
the love of the mysterious which existed in Romanticism was 
in turn transferred into Christian mysticism. The path of 
philosophical thought had thus gone from theoretical reason 
without religion, to religion without reason. He stressed 
that Christianity had become a traditional way of life, and 
because of this, there existed an artificial actualization 
12. Hollingdale, R. J. ilietzsche, The Han and His Philosophy, 
Routledge and Kegan Paul Ltd., London, 1965, page 85. 
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of the values and norms set by the dogma of religion. Elabo-
rating this view Nietzsche wrote: "How little Christianity 
cultivates the love for honesty and fairness may be pretty 
well judged from the character of the writings of its 
literary men. They put forward their conjectures as boldly 
as dogmas, and are not often honestly at a loss regarding 
the interpretation of a scriptural text." 13. He believed 
that it was wrong to see the sign of the Christian in a faith, 
or as seeking redemption through Christ. In 'The Genealogy 
of Morals' he said: "Jesus of tlazareth, the gospel of love 
made flesh, the 'redeemer', tho brought blessing and victory 
to the poor, 
tation." 14. 
the sick, the sinners - what was he but temp-
in 
tlietzsche later modified his views expressing 
'The Anti-Christ' that all that is Christian should be 
put into practice as exemplified by Christ in the life He 
lived, and in the man who died on the cross. t·lankind was 
unable to withdraw from the viewpoint held by the masses, to 
free itself from slave-morality. 
By 1864 Nietzsche experienced a complete loss of religious 
belief, which ultimately led him to his attacks on Christian-
ity, and a sudden transference to the philosophy of Schopen-
hauer. His religious independence initially drew him to 
Schopenhauer's pessimism, which constituted the view that 
even the experience of beauty is not lasting. Nietzsche 
believed that knowledge through virtuousness, such as the 
Christian ideal, does not signify any progress, nor an 
escape from this existence. Nietzsche transformed his pess-
imism into metaphysical optimism by stating, in 'Beyond 
Good and Evil', that the most world-affirming man was the 
one who had not only come to terms and learned to live with 
what was and is, but also actually wanted to have things 
13. Nietzsche, Friedrich. The Dawn of Day, T. Fischer Unwin, 
London, 1903, page 74. 
14. Nietzsche, Friedrich. The Genealogy of Horals, Doubleday 
and Company, Inc. United States of America, 1956, page 168. 
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that '.'lay, as they we re and are. fie was disturbed by Schopenhauer's 
definition of the tragic as a path to resignation. He felt 
that this concept of tragedy as a ne gat ing art and a symptom 
of degeneracy impaired Schopenhauer's entire psychology, to 
the extent of misunderstanding genius, art its e lf, morality, 
beauty and knowledge. Furthermore, Schopenhauer's views on 
tragedy were far removed from, and contradictory to, the views 
of tragedy Nietzsche perceived in Greek drama. The withdraw-
al from Schopenhauer was unavoidable, though it did not 
necessarily entail a withdrawal from Wagner. 
For Nietzsche, the question of science and the analysis of 
problems carried the death seeds of all culture. The im-
poverishment of Western art through a purely scientific per-
spective of the world, was already looming, and he hoped 
fervently that a new art form would save mankind. The 
dogmatism of faith should be ousted from the field, as man-
kind had to get beyond Schopenhauer's demand for renuncia-
tion and compassion as the quintessence of Christian doctrine. 
Morality could hardly justify the world any longer, and 
Christianity became just another form of analytical disin-
tegration. He rejected the shallow optimism that contents 
itself with the achievements of given circumstances in life, 
but he did not reject the will to live. Nietzsche believed 
that the Greeks affirmed life; Wagner, he now felt, denied 
it. However, his high esteem for Antiquity, and its heal thy 
doctrine of life, was not necessarily compatible with 
Wag ner's philosophy. Perhaps Wagner was unconsciously rooted 
in middle-class Christian soil. For Nietzsche the opposite 
of Antiqui ty and Christianity, as well as the negation of 
life for spiritual salvation, demanded a choice from the 
confessor of faith. He was convinced that Wagner's art 
could set the Germans against stale Christianity, and lead 
German mytholo gy to an experience of the world in terms of 
Antiquity and heathendom. But it was not the pseudo-Christian 
tendencies in the later Wag ner that decided Nietzsche's 
estrangement. 
ly in the area 
This had already come about earlier, and main-
of aesthetics. The crucial q uestion was: 
art in the sense of ancient tragedy, or modern theatre 
obeying the demands of the day? He did not consider theatre 
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as embodying the unification of arts enjoyin g equal status, 
a goal over-riding the value of absolute music. While Wag ner 
saw the inclusion of t he Chorus in Beethoven's Ninth Symphony, 
as surpassing the limi ts of absolute music, :lietzsche felt 
that the symphonic composer had reached not for the de-
generate wo rl d, but for the more pleasant and joyous sound. 
The true character of Nietzsche's viewpoint is evinced in 
his marked antipathy towards anything theatrical. Why was 
Nietzsche not aware from an earlier date that he was opposed 
to this facet of Wag ners creation? It was common knowledge 
that Wagner came from a theatrical background, and had been 
closely associated with the atmosphere of the theatre and all 
the requirements of theatrical production . In Wag ner we 
find one of the few composers who not only wrote his own 
1 ibrettos, as well as composing the music to suit them, but 
who also organised and directed the performances. Nietzsche 
had been thrilled by 'Tristan', the most untheatrical of all 
Wagner's works, and his love for Wag ner created the ima ge of 
a genius in whom to have faith. When the composer declared 
Bayreuth the setting for the triumph of a new art form, that 
seemed to promise to Nietzsche the ultimate victory over all 
theatrics. 
'Iietzsche made the mistake of goi n g to the first Festival at 
Bayreuth with an ideal. He still viewed Bay reuth with the 
hope that Wag ner, and his art, would be presented there in 
a new way. He was thrilled by the vision of a festival at 
which both performers and spectators would be united in 
feelings raised· to an enormous pitch. Nietzsche did not find 
the festival he was hoping for, and as a result was bitterly 
disappointed, and actually felt repulsed by the distortion 
and over-excitement there. In his Fourth Untimely Ref l ect i on, 
'Richard Wagner in Bayreuth,' 1876, he mentioned that, in 
the picture of that tragic artwork there, he saw tile stru ggle 
of individuals with all things that confront them: the 
struggle with power, law and convention. He believed that 
individuals cannot lead a finer life than when they make 
themselves ripe for death, and sacrifice themselves in the 
struggle for love and justice: for art does not exist for 
the struggle itself, but for the intervals of calm prior 
to and during the st ru ggle . Such an aesthetics i6 a far 
cry from the area of agitation and propoganda which art, 
especially in the case of ~agner, has always been striving 
to touch. 
It was the masses, and not the chosen few, who came to wit-
ness the performance of 'The IU n gCycle" at the first fe s-
tival, held at the 'Festspiele' in Bayreuth. The illusory 
nature of Wagner's ideal became clear to Nietzsche when he 
observed the people he met at Wagner's home "Wahnfried." 
Amorous, bored, unmusical patrons mingled with the wealthy 
'do-nothings' of Europe. Wagner's music, with its secret 
and persuasive sensuality, struck t!ietzsche as a device for 
binding together a society in which everyone was merely out 
for pleasure. The people who mattered all but vanished 
amid the elegant toilettes and diamonds. To Nietzsche, 
those who attended were a parody who gave the Festival its 
flavour. Wagner also suffered from this disapPointment as, 
in a letter written to Heckel, he mentioned that the enter-
prise originally projected was actually a complete failure. 
Nor did Nietzsche find it the greatest symphony of all, but 
instead, grand opera. The intoxicating influence of the 
music did not live up to the moderation he reckoned as an 
essential element of human nature. Wagner's original argu-
ment against grand opera turned into a rejection of the 
Classical style of music, and yet, everything about Wagner 
aroused emulation, and not just his success. Nietzsche 
could be won by the magic of a musical inspiration, but was 
repelled by what he felt to be the 'Ring's' bombast and 
empty noise. 
that this art 
to Wagner. 
As an incorrigible opeI'a lover, he now fel t 
form had to be conceived anew, in contradiction 
It is difficult to establish precisely when Nietzsche start-
ed having misgivings about Wagner and his works, but he must 
have had qualms as early as during the resettlement in 
Bayreuth, and in the midst of the first Festival he bade 
farewell to Wag ner. However, iHetzsche had not as yet freed 
himself from the master; the conflict be tween loyalty to 
his friend and his own conviction still remained unresolved. 
As fate would have it, the t wo men were destined to meet 
once more on 2 ~I ovember, 1 8 76, after which they parted never 
to see one another again. During a stroll in Sorrento with 
Nietzsche, ~agner's fate was sealed when he discussed his 
\'lark on 'Parsifal,' and got deeply involved descr ibin g a 
Christian experienc e he had had . Ilietzsche considered it 
impossible for Wagner, who had declared himself an atheist 
to the bitter end, ever to return to nalve fai tho Where 
~agner saw ideals, Ilietzsche saw things that were human. 
How had ' Parsi fal', this final stumbling block between the 
friends, come about? It was beyond Nietzsche's comprehen-
sion. Wag ner had gl oried in the success of the Festival 
performances, but became frustrated by the sponsorship 
failure and huge financial deficit . The productive com-
poser thus now sou ght refuge in the new work, ' Parsifal '. 
In his 'Anti-Christ' IHetzsche 's chief accusation was that 
Christianity first brought sin into the world. On the other 
hand, Wagne r believed sin to be a natural phenomenon, which 
he could only fight with the believing saviour, Parsifal, 
because he could not a bolish it simply as an invention. On 
such a basis , 'Parsifal' challenged tUetzsche to the extent 
that he felt one could only laugh at the work. He preferred 
Siegfried the rebel, to Parsifal the saint, and could not 
forgive Wagner for coming to see in Christia nit y a moral 
value and beauty far outweighing its theological defects. 
In 'The Case of Richa rd Wagner ' he accused the composer of 
flattering every facet of Christianity and every form of 
religious decadence. He heaps on the head of Wagner, whom 
he once so adulated, eveything characterizin g Socrates, 
Christianity, and Schopenhauer. Add to these decadence, 
which in his eyes was the most despicable thing of all. 
Yet he admitted to being one of the most corrupt Wagnerians; 
"Well, I am the child of this a ge, just like Wagner, - 1. e., 
a decadent; bu t I am conscious of it; I defended myself 
. t· t " 15. aga1.ns 1.. 
The relationship between the two men was by no means a usual 
one, in the sense that during its early stage their bond 
1 5. Durant, Will. 
Square Press, 
The Story of Philosophy, 
ilew York, 196 1, page 412. 
Washing ton 
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bordered on the hero-worship of Wagner by Nietzsche. They 
shared not only a rapport in matters of common interest, 
but also a spiritual love. It wa s inevitable that two great 
figures such as Wagner an d Nietzsche should become close 
companions, as not only had :lietzsche long been an admirer 
of Wagner and his music, but also the admiration was mut ual, 
as "The I·laster would say 'f.1y Nietzsche' to him, and this 
'Ny' was the loftiest dignity he had ever bestowed." 16. 
In recognising the very real depth of feeling they had for 
each other, one may appreciate the personal repercussions, 
brought about through the later realisation that the moti-
vating ideas and individuality concerned in achievin g their 
objectives was contrary to what each believed and expected 
of the other. 
Nietzsche's desire to meet Wagner could have stemmed from 
the time, in 1861 when, after playing the piano score of 
'Tristan and Isolde', he was completely won over to him. 
However, it was not until 1868 that a meeting between them 
was arranged in Leipzig, when Wagner, being requested to 
playa song composed by Nietzsche, announced his desire to 
meet him incognito. At the time of their first encounter 
Wagner was at the hei ght of his artistic productivity, while 
Ni e tzsche was on the point of taking up his duties as 
Professor of Philology at Basel University. 30th men had 
reached a peak in their careers, and al though liietzsche 
was only twenty-four years of age and Wagner fifty-five, 
they had much in common, not only in the field of music, 
but also in that of philosophy. Four weeks after this first 
meetin g , i!ietzsche wrote to his friend Rhode, that he and 
Wagner could walk the path of subversive and constructive 
aesthetics together, and be carried away by the emotional 
sweep of his music. Furthermore, through Wa gner's music, 
Nietzsche believed that he could find himself, and get to 
know himself by way of an intuitive discovery. Thus it 
16. Fischer-Dieskau, Dietrich. Wagner and ilietzsche, 
The Seabury Press Inc., New York, 1976, page 75 
was that a friendship which lasted sixteen years was cement-
ed; a mutual sharin g between two men of similar interests, 
although from different backgrounds. 
Hietzsche came from a r eli g ious background, and at times 
Wagner was rankled by the virtuousness ilietzsche display ed 
before his denunciation !-i e 
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soon became part 
Cosima and their 
of the 
of Christianit y as a relig ion. 
household at Triebschen, where \'iag ner, 
two daughters had set up home. It must 
have demanded a great deal of self-control from Nietzsche to 
frequent such a liberal household, considering that the cir-
cumstances of unmarri e d co-habitation were contrary to his 
upbringing. However, he viewed Wagner and Cosima as far be -
yond other mortals, and this could possibly have been seen 
as excusing their behaviour. The Wagners expressed a desire 
for Nietzsche's company at every turn, but failed to realize 
how much valuable time Nietzsche was givin g them, as he was 
fairly overladen with his many study courses and highly 
taxing work. However, Nietzsche was delighted to steal time 
from his duties at Basel for these visits to Triebschen, and 
for the first time since childhood, experienced something 
like a home. Cosima often made use of Nietzsche, for example, 
when private letters of Wag ner had been published without 
his knowledge, Nietzsche was requested to put an advertisement 
in a well-known newspaper, saying that th ey did not have the 
approval of the master. At this sta ge of the relationship 
there is no mention of resentment of Nietzsche 's pa rt over 
carrying out such a favour for his friend. More than likel y 
he was pleased to be of service to Wa gner, and it became 
apparent only at a later date that he could not understand 
the composer's attitude, as he believed that he had always 
done his utmost to please ~agner. "Go d knows how often I 
give the Meister offence," he writes; "each time it 
happens it takes me by surprise, and I cannot understand 
what has caused it." 17. 
There can be no doubt that these visits, twenty-three in 
17. Hollingdale, R. J. Nietzsche, The i,lan and His Philosophy, 
Routeledge and I(egan Paul, London, 1965, page 108 . 
all, meant a great deal to Nietzsche, for he wrote to · .. :a gner 
that he "would never give away the days at Triebschen for 
anything in the world, the days of intimacy, of serenity, 
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of sublime hazards - of profound moments." 18. After the 
'.Vagners mov'cd to Bayreuth in 1 372, IUetzsche told Gersdorff 
how much the three years spent near Triebschen had meant to 
him, and how happy he was to have captured the Triebschen 
world for himself forever in his book. One can imagine that 
the setting and atmosphere at Triebschen was idyllic and con-
ducive to compatible discourse, providing momentary escapes 
from the press ures of everyday life. It also kindled good-
will and trust, as according to Cosima, llietzsche had a 
cheering influence on Wagner, his presence dispelling 
'doleful moods.' Whethe r or not Triebschen bore an, influ-
ence on the relationship wou ld be difficult to define, but 
one can ascertain that frequent contact kept the two men in 
touch with each other's trend of thought, and the direction 
in which their ideas were leading them. After the move to 
Bayreuth, the two friends were unable to be in the same 
close contact they had previously enjoyed. 
Wagne r was destined to arouse flietzsche's personality, and 
playa crucia l part in his development as one of the most 
important modern thinkers. Nietzsche had a gift for writing, 
as well as the audacity to speak out and say preCisely what 
he felt. ~hile these literary attacks were objective and 
impersonal, the two friends enjoyed a reCiprocal r elation-
ship, in which each respecte d the other's viewpoint, g iving 
both moral and verbal enco ura gement and support. Nietzsche's 
two l ectures 'The Greek tlusic Drama' and 'Socrates and 
Tra gedy' kindled misunderstanding and dread in the audience. 
Even though Wagner showed scepticism toward the former 
lecture, it was his support which gave iHetzsche, then lack-
ing self-confidence, the enco ura gement he needed to contin-
Ue writing. In his second edition of 'The Birth of Tragedy', 
there appeared a long epilogue in \'Ihich Ilietzsche pra i sed 
13 . Fischer-Dieskau, Dietrich. Wagner and Nietzsche , The 
Seabury Press Inc., [·lew York, 1976, page 28. 
Wagner and his 'Tristan.' This nen book made life difficult 
for Ilietzsche, and the author's downfall as a scholar and 
philosopher appeared to be sealed. He was aware that his 
uncompromising intellectual insi ghts made him a social out-
sider, and his friendship with the J a gners could hardly ease 
his tensions. '::agner, like ilietzsche, also had to put up 
with attacks, and was even accused of suffering from delu-
sion in an article written by Doctor Pushman. Pro- and 
anti- '.'lagner parties had been forming, and Ilietzsche could 
not comprehend why so many important men refused to si de 
wi th Wagner. 
Wagner recognised Ilietzsche's 'lift for writing, and profited 
from the young man's devotion by exploiting this literary 
talent for his own cause. When worried by the absence of 
large donations promised by patrons for the Festival Theatre 
:lietzsche shared these worries, and in 1873 travelled to 
Bayreuth to help his friend. :Iietzsche was requested to 
approach the wider masses to pledge contributions, and he 
composed 'An Appeal to the Germans.' With the triumph of 
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his project in view, the master demanded that all his friends 
put their own affairs aside, and devote themselves exclu-
sively to his cause. They were to suffer when he SUffered, 
and cheer up whenever obstacles were disposed of. The 
philosopher did make an effort, but continued writing works 
that had nothing to do with 3ayreuth. 
In the early days Nietzsche was still under the sway of 
J a gner's pamphlets against the Jews. However, he later be-
came a fierce enemy of racism, and here too, he and Wa gner 
were of different opinions. Nietzsche felt that ever since 
Wagner had been in Germany, he had lowered himself to every-
thing Nietzsche despised, even Anti-Semitism. On the one 
hand, Wa gner had Jews like Heinrich Porgess and Felix Hottl 
among some of his most intimate friends, while on the other 
hand, he became excited about the political writer Konstantin 
Franz's theories of Anti-Semitism and his nationalistic 
support of a German Reich. ',Yagner's wife, Cosima, further 
influenced him by pushing away his socialist and revolution-
ary ideas, supplanting tile r,l ,,' .. i th a nti- J ewish views. Thus, 
further resentment could have been caused when lli etzsche , 
while in So rr e n to , spent the e nti r e winter with , among 
others, Dr. Pa ul Ree , the ra dica l Jew . 
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The firs t apparent misunderstanding between the two me n 
occurred as ea rl y as 1 373 durin g tile r ese t t l emen t at Bay r euth. 
Nie tzsc he was invit ed to visit the Vagners after a vacation 
in Na um bur g , where he was absor bed in his writing. The 
scholar, however, had no intention of curtailing his short, 
q uiet working time, and failed to foresee the hurt feelings 
in Gay r e uth. The friendship deteriorated to the po in t 
whe r e the two men would o pe nl y ba it e ach other, a nd th is, 
too, shows lack of understandin g an d trust. Whil e on a 
visi t to the Wa gners at Bayreuth, tUetzsche provoked Wag ner 
by depositing a keyboard re duction of Brahms's 'Son g of 
Triumph' on the g rand piano in the drawing room of Wa hnfried, 
when he kne w that Wa gner had a gr eat distaste for Brahms's 
highly traditional music. Perhaps Nietzsche was frustrated 
by Wa gner's attitude, as he found Grahms actually more German 
than ~agner, and believed Brahms to be the spok e sman of t he 
No rth Ge rman soul. After the incident, Wag ner burst out and 
remarke d : "I would give a hundred marks on th e spot just to 
hav e such fine behaviour as Nietzsche, alwa ys noble, al ways 
dignified." 19. Whereas Wa gner's outburst quickly subsid ed , 
Nietzsche bore him a grud ge for this insult for a lon g time. 
He refused to visit the composer for two ye ars, until July 
1876 , during the final rehearsals of 'The Rin g ." 
ilie tzsche put Wa gner's mood of ill-humour down to financi al 
worries, and his s ho ck at the younger man's critical atti-
tude toward the times. The t wo men we r e no longer in ac cord , 
and i ntentionall y or unintentionally, continued to hurt each 
other's fee lin gs . tl i etzs che' s crisis-rid de n hea lth possibly 
contributed to the rift between him and Wag ner, since the 
sic kness increased his hype rsens itiv ity and irritability, 
mak in g him prone to ab ru pt reactions. He appears to have 
19. Fischer-Dieskau, Die tric h . I,\'a gner and l-iietzsche, Th e 
Seab ur y Press I nc ., ," e rl Yor k, 1976, page 11 9. 
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felt how great l y his progressive illness made him dependen t 
on a few Friends, and the ir sacrifices. He was a lso aware 
that h i s condition was not just temporary, and that he would 
requir e constant care. In Oc tober 18 77 ~agner caused a 
~ rav e incident when he too k thc liberty of informin g 
:! ietzsche's p hys ici an Dr. Otter Eise r, that rlletzsche's 
sufferin gs were basical l y due to ' exce ssi ve r.last ur iJat i on .' 
The fact t ha t this report got to rlietzsche's ears refl ect s 
2 O. 
unfavourably on the doctor. Nietzsche was beside himself 
and construed the incident as a vicious and de structive 
nastiness , and spok e of it as a 'mortal of fe nc e .' Wag ner's 
bio gra p her s on the o th e r hand, usuall y see a l ov in g concer n 
in t his co rrespond en ce between the composer and Dr. Eiser. 
tl ietzsche was unable to forgive iVagner for th is insul t, as 
he communicated to Overbeck that there was something like 
a mo rtal offence between him and Wa gne r, a nd it might have 
turned out dreadfully, had the composer lived lon ger. 
Nietzsche be gan ope nly to display his anta go nism to Wa g ne r, 
and used his composition 'Hymn to Friendship' for expr e ssin g 
his relationship to Wa g ner. One of the in te rludes in the 
composition was 'as in bittersweet re memb r a nce' and Cosima 
believed that ' Hy mn to Friends hi p ' had brought about the 
ru pt ure between the two friends. It was fortunate that 
I'/a gner, after readin g the complete essay 'Richard Wagner in 
Gay reuth', failed to perceive both Il ietzsche's explicit 
criticism and chan ge of outlook, and told Ni e tzsche t ha t 
the book was tr e mendous, and t hat he wondered how Nietzsche 
had come to know him so well. " On the 3rd January 187 8 
\'Iagner sent Ilietzsche a copy of the recently-published text 
of 'Par s ifal'. Th e following :lay ' Human All Too Human' 
ap pea r ed , an d ;lietzsche sent Wagner a cop y . II 21. The new 
opus, 'Human, All Too Human' was an anti- Wa gner t reatise, in 
which Nietzsche freed himself of the thin gs that did not 
belon g to his nature. II In 'Ecc e Homo ', he recall s holV he 
2 0. Fis che r-Dieskau, Die trich. Wa gner and Hietzsche, Th e 
Seabury Press Inc., I:e r, York, 1976, page 159, 
21. Hollin gd ale, R.J. t!ietzsche, The Han and His Philosophy, 
Routledge and i<egan Paul, London, 19 65 , pa ge 135. 
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received, in exchange for 'Human, All Too Human,' a splendidly 
bound copy of 'Parsifal', inscribed, 'To his dear friend 
Friedrich Nietzsche, from :1 ichard \'/at)ne r, Ecclesiastical 
Councillor' - di,j it not sound as if two swards had crossed?,,22. 
~1ietzsche said nothing to ':,'agner, but realised just how last-
in gly his book would shock the Wagners. He had added a 
dedication pretend ill g that many thin g s in the book could bc 
taken humorousl y. He also tried to have the book printed 
anonymously, but the publisher could not be persuaded to do 
this. llietzsche's notes included the draft of a letter seek-
in g to reconcil e the composer with the content of the book, 
explai nin g that in it he brought to light his innermost 
feelings about people and things. He clung to the hope that 
a rupture between them was still avoidable, and that Wagner 
would permit him the freedom of his own convictions in their 
friendship. Howeve r, the '.'Iagners shrouded themselves in 
silence, and it was only in the third of his articles, 'Public 
and Popularity' that Wagner was sarcastic and critical of 
Nietzsche's views, although allusively and with a self-
control that was quite out of character. His reaction to 
the book was characterized more by sorrow than anger. 
The collision with such a completely opposite temperament 
as Wagner's, left ~he worshipp in g Nietzsche a shattered and 
despairing man. It was hard for Nietzsche to abide on his 
course, and yet at times have a different opinion from his 
idol. He was able to pass the test of this conflict by 
allowing nothin g to entice him away from his cause, not the 
great political movement of Germany, not the artistic agi-
tation of Wagne r, and not the philosophical lure of 
Schopenhauer. It is fortunate that Nietzsche believed he 
lacked all poli tical and social ambi tions, and was permi tted 
to say what he thought. When studying the life and work of 
Nietzsche, one is confronted with a man, born to · be a genius, 
and dedicating his liFe to the cause of what he felt to be 
the betterment of human nature. He saw his task as thor-
oughly r enovat in g cultural life. We are struck by the fact 
of a man who became embittered by life itself, but to the 
end pushing himself relentlessly, a life marred by ove r-
22. Lea, F.A. 
Nietzsche, 
The Tragic Philosopher, A Study of Fried rich 
Hethuen and Co. Ltd. London, 1 957, page 24. 8 . 
\Vor'k, ill-heal th and an inner' dr'ive. ;-;e had an emo tionally 
over'-sensitive natur'e, with an introspective view of life 
which often left him in the depths of depr'ession. In contrast 
to this, '-1a gner's o wn an x i e ties did not ke e p him fr'om wOr'kin g : 
his melanchol y was never' per'mitt e d t o gain the up per hand. 
The confli c ting mental state resultin g fr'om Nietzsche's inn e r' 
struggle for' and a gainst Wayner' must have been difficult for' 
him to bear. His r'espect and admiration for' Wagner conflict-
ed with the realisation that his idol was not, after' all, 
what he e xpected him to be. His dreamy-e yed adulation of 
Wa gner had built up a mental ima ge of a crusader who would, 
thr'ough the example of his music, show the human r'ace a 
new way of life. When this image was shattered, his feel-
ings evolved into a love-hate situation. He was a man who 
walked his own path, but in contrast to Wagner' was spared 
any personal enemies, and could thus defend ideas for their 
own sake. When he himself was the aggr'essor, he battled 
against a type, rather' than a person. However, the attacks 
based on vanity and impur'e motives were often more against 
Wagner's person than his ar't. Wagner admitted that a man 
defending a cause for its own sake, often learns dUr'ing the 
str'uggle that the opponent's inter'ests lie elsewhere. 
Wagner was not the only one whom Nietzsche r'enounced; he 
was unable to keep up any lasting fr'iendships, except with 
,Peter Cast, his unconditional disciple. 
Wa gner, in explaining Nietzsche's emotions, used psycholo-
gical motives, especially self-r'ighteousness. Nietzsche 
even depicted himself as envious; he operated with a 
psycholo gy of r'esentment, by positing an immaculate sense 
of life, free of any scruples, as a pure value. He saw 
this sense of life imper'illed by \Yagner"s per'sonality and 
wo r'k. He had ultimately rejected almost every other se-
cUr'ity of a societal natur'e: the communit y of professional 
scholar's, the Protestant Christianity of his ancestor's, and 
finally his homeland and state. Wagner' returned to all 
these traditional values, both as an individual and as a 
composer, and thereby stood clos e to his 'Zeitgeist '. 
It is unfortunate that a close bond, such as tile one which 
existed between Wagner and Ilietzsche, was to be torn apart 
by differences of opinion. They led to their public criti-
cism of each other, involvin g all the unpleasantness of a 
scandal, which , once it had started, was difficult to sup-
press. As feelings ran so high , the ultimat e break must 
have been confusing and painful to both. They had shared 
so many happy hours to gethe r, discussing their interests 
and enjoying the companionship which the mutual covering of 
common ground brings. There must surely have been re gret 
when misplaced words or contrastin g opinion brou ght bitter-
ness and resentment instead of understanding and tolerance. 
Nietzsche's adoration of his master was such that he would 
do anything within his power to please him. When circum-
stances did not allow this, when disillusionment set in 
with what he felt to be Wagne r's lack of understandin g , he 
possibly not only felt rejected, but also felt a sense of 
frustration at being misunderstood. In a relationship such 
as this, there could be no middle path; the heights of lov-
in g and mutual respect, turned into a bitterness expressed 
in condemnation, not only of their work, but also of their 
individual characters. The public denunciation was por-
trayed in articles written by each against the other, al-
most as though they felt the need of public exposure. 
Possibly one of the reasons for this manner of criticism 
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was that each expected too much of the other. The relation-
ship had commenced with a unity of thought but an unbalanced 
level of expectation. When the realit y became clear, each 
felt betrayed and reacted accordingly. A balanced level of 
relationship would have included the elements of mutual trust, 
respect, understanding, and a certain amount of give and take, 
combined with tolerance and compassion. Whe n realisation of 
the true state of affairs was revealed, the two men were 
unabl e to come to terms with the situation and accept that, 
though their goals of universal growth and unity were 
compatible, their points of departure in achieving this same 
goal were different. Wagner tried to achieve this goal 
throu gh his music, while Nietzsche wished to fi ght the 
decadence of mankind throu gh ed ucation and the intellect. 
Each felt very strongly towards his own cause. They did not 
use their insight to make allowances for the other's point 
of view. 
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~ hen one has built up an ima g e of what one would like another 
to be, and expects him to act in accordance with this expec-
tation, and is suddenly confronted by the complete opposite, 
tile shock of thi3 realisation touches not only the emotions 
and lower consciousness, but also destroys the ideal which 
has been buil t up. ilietzsche expected Wagner to foll ow the 
same pattern of thought as he did, without making allowances 
for changes of direction, such as those concerning Wagner's 
Christian ideals. From the outset they were in agreement 
on so many issues of importance. Contact between them was 
frequent and allowed for an up-tO-date observation of the 
other's point of view. However, there has to be progress 
and change, and it is man's right to be true to himself. 
When a change of viewpoint is brought about, one should be 
permitted to maintain one's individuality and freedom of 
expression within the boundary of one's moral outlook and 
obligation to the view of life of society at the time. 
It is a pity that two great men, each endowed with superior 
intell.ect, were unable to rise above their differences, not 
necessarily with an acceptance of the other's point of view 
but by coming to terms with situations, and in so doing, 
subdue their subjectiveness, and channel the results of their 
labours into improving the lot of mankind. 
After Wagner's death, Nietzsche confessed to Peter Cast that 
it was hard to be an opponent of the man one venerated the 
most. It was an ageing, changed Wa gner against whom he had 
to defend himsel f. As for the 'real' Wagner, this was the 
Wagner he had so closely known, and had seen himself as his 
heir. He admitted that Wagner \Vas the most complete man he 
had ever known, and in this sense he had suffered a g reat 
loss for six years. Nietzsche's scorn of Wagner betrays 
how crucial that man had been for him; a friend who had 
become his foe, and from whom he thought he had become so 
remote. A crucial relati ons hi fl hud e nded without reconci-
liation. 
LJ.l. 
CH AP TEll THflEE 
',': AG rIE R A,iD LUD ':: I C II 
3.1 "HiG LUD';';IG II: A GIOG F, AP HI CAL ll ACI(Gf10 UtlD 
Ludwi g Friedrich ~ilhel m was born Crown Prince of Davaria 
on 25 Aug ust 1845, at Nymphenburg near ~Iunich, the summer 
residence of the Bavar ian Royal family. He was christened 
Ludwig because his birthday coincided with that of his grand-
father, Ludwig 1. He was the first child of King r'lax -
imillian II and Queen flarie. 
Young Ludwi g had much in common with his sentimental, art-
lovin g grand father. It was from him that the Crown Prince 
inherited his passion fo r building and his love of romanti-
cism. Queen Marie recorded in her Journa l that the you n g 
Prince, then aged six, showed an interest in art. He loved 
building with toy bric ks; especially churches and monaste-
ries. She also recorded that he listened with pleasure to 
the Bible stories she told him. He loved dressing up as a 
nun and enjoyed acti n g. 
When Ludwig was nine, and his brother, Pri nc e Otto , was six 
their gover ness, Fra~lein Sybihle Meilha us, was replace d 
by their first tutor, Gene ralmajo r Theo do r de la Rosee. 
Ludwi g was devoted to Fra~lein Meilhaus and kept in touch 
with her until her death in 1881. His friendship for the 
Fra~lein was one of the few permanent attachments he made 
in his life. Ludwig learned more slowly than Otto, and 
though he came to speak French fluently, he did not excel 
in Latin and Gre e k. 
In summer the ro yal family often went to Castle Hohenswangau 
in the Bavarian Alps. Here Ludwi g acquired from his father 
his love of German le gends and his longing for the solitude 
of the mountains. Queen Marie was a keen mountaineer, and 
the bo y s and their current tutor often went with her on 
quite stiff clim bs. One unfortunate tutor, the epi l eptic, 
Ba ron Wulffen, who had pleaded in vain to be left behi nd, 
climbed an awkward rock to pick edelweis for the Queen and 
fell, injuring himself seriously. The accident made a 
deep im pression on the you ng pr inc es . 
Soo n after this it was noticed that Lu dwi g , by now fourt ee n, 
s uff e re d from mild hall ucinations. Th ese took the form of 
hearing i magina r y voices addressin!] him . The Court doctor 
assure d the Que e n that there was no caus e fo r alarm. She 
was , however , concerned that Lu dw i g might have developed , or 
inherited, som e disease or insta bil it y through the prevale nt 
inbreeding with Euro pe an royal f amilies. 
In 1 86 3 Bismarck visited Nymphe nbur g an d was impr e ssed with 
Ludwi g even thou gh he felt that the Crown Pr ince's thoughts 
were elsewhere and that it was only by an effort t hat he 
coul d bring hims elf to make polite conversation. 
On 10 narch 1 864 fla xi millian died, and Ludwig, then nineteen, 
ascended the throne. He was at fi rst conscien tio us and 
hard working. The ministers who ima gin e d t hat he woul d be 
content to r emain a mere puppet we re q uickl y disillusioned. 
Their efforts to bully him failed, and he was soon to make 
chan ges in the Cabinet. Each morning at nine 0 ' clo ck he 
wa s r eady to r eceive the Cabinet Sec r e tar y , Pfstermeister. 
:-Ie did modestly inquire of Pfstermeist e r what his father 
wo uld have done when some diffhcult decision had to be taken . 
However, Ludwi g could be stubborn, and also had a tempe r. 
Those who saw him lose it said that his f ace be came sudden-
l y so transformed that it was barely reco gnizable . 
To the peopl e of ~l unic h, however , who did not yet see these 
da rker moods, he seemed to be a Prince Charming, an Apollo, 
another Lohengrin. Ludwi g 's ro ma ntic appearance made a pro-
fo un d impre ssi on on men and women alike. 
Ludwi g was an admirer and pa tron of the composer Ric ha rd 
','la gner. He worshipped theatre, and con t ri buted towards the 
fu lfilment of Wa gner's dream, the Bayreut h Fe sti val Theatre. 
In 1 870 , on the initiative of Bismarc k , Lu dw i g add r e ss ed a 
lett e r to the Germa n prince s calling for the creat i o n of a 
new emp ire. He br ou r;ht his territories into the newly fo un d -
ed German Empire in 1871. 
his cro~n ~as allayed by a 
l-iis fear for the independence of 
number of 
8avaria. ~~owever, his demands for a 
torial increase remained unfulfilled. 
special privileges for 
substantial terri-
~3. 
Alarmed by the Bavarian people's Pan-German enthusiasm and 
~cary of feuding with his ministers over his moves to stren g -
then the church, he retired more and more From politics, de-
voting himself increasingly to his private pursuits. He 
concerned himself only intermittently with affairs of state, 
preferring a life of moral seclusion and developing a mania 
for extravagant building projects. 
In the early 1880's the King withdre~ from society almost 
completely. Finally on 10 June 1886, he was declared insane 
and two days later was removed to Starn berger See. The 
following day both Ludwig and Bernhard von Gudden, the 
psychiatrist, were found drowned in the See. 
3.2 LUD~IG II OF BAVARIA: A 19TH CEiHUHY SPOilSOf1 
The relationship between Ludwig II and Wagner was on a diffe-
rent level from that which Wagner shared wi th iiie tzsche. 
Ludwi g 's interest in Wagner centred on tl,e composer's ,nusic, 
particularly the sa gas of t he music dramas whicn satisfied 
his need of poetic unreality. He preferred isolation in 
order to absorb the operas aUdibly and visually thereby 
creating a world of his own, far removed from the reality 
of everyday life. It was not by cllance that Wa gner's music 
should have had such significance for him for even as a 
neurotic youth he had found in the music an outlet For his 
pent-up emotions. 
While still young as Crown Prince, he often visited the 
Royal Opera and acquired an extensive knowledge of reper-
toire. His father, however, did not allow him to see the 
tlunich premiere of Lohengrin, but a description of the per-
formance by his governess gave rise to his vivid interest 
in the opera. In 1861 he witnessed a performance of 
Lohengrin conducted by Franz Lachner, and was overwhelmed by 
its pageantry, its movement and its dramatic force. Later, 
as kin g, he wrote to Wagner that it was 'Lohengrin' which 
had sown the seed of enthusiasm and love for the composer 
in his heart. The seed developed and while writing he was 
reminiscing, cherishing Wagner and what Lohengrin had 
mean t to him. 
'Tannh~user' made an even strQnger impression on Ludwig. 
According to Embassy secretary, von Leinfelder: "I t had a 
truly demoniac effect on him, but not a pleasant one" 23. 
At the point where Tannh~user enters the Venusburg, Ludwi g 's 
body would go into convulsions. They were so severe on one 
occasion that von Leinfelder fearcd Ludwi g would I,ave an 
epile[ltic fit. The secretary said, " Do not ima g ine that it 
was music that endeared Wa gner to the prince's youthful 
mind ••• The composer would ne ver have conquered him; it 
was the poet who enthr alle d t he yOUIl g p rinc e 's drea my dis-
position." 23. 
23. Gre gor-Dellin, Hartin. IUchard Wagner, His li fe, Ilis 
Work, His Century, William Collins Sons an·d Co. Lt d ., 
London, 19 83, p ages 336 and 337. 
After hearin,] 'Lohen g rin' and 'Tannh'auser', Ludwif) l'Jemorized 
the 1 ibrettos. He also read ~ agner's other dramas and was 
especially attracted to the phrase 'Artwork of the Future.' 
During the followin q year the despairing preface to 'The 
Ring', with its forecast that the music would never be com-
pleted, fell into his hands. In it ~agner had set forth 
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the idea of the production of a cyclic work at a g reat festi-
val, to be financed by some liberal-minded prince. 
Ludwig read this he knew that he would be that prince. 
Wagner meanwhile found himself in a desperate financial and 
failure of 'Tristan and mental position. After the final 
Isolde' in Vienna, extensive debts forced him to an over-
hasty flight to Switzerland. He feared his end and wrote 
to his friend Peter Cornelius, mentioning that a good and 
truly helping miracle must happen in order to prevent this. 
He fel t that there was only 'one' who could help hilll, the 
'ri 'J ht one' who must exist somewhere, but where to find him? 
The cornposer did not have to loak very far as the miracle, 
in the form of a royal sponsor, found him. 
Wagner's music was the passion of Ludwi g 's Ii fe and he was 
certain that if he should be king, he would show the world 
that he knew how to honour this genius. On 10 March IB64, 
Crown Prince Ludwi g succeeded his deceased father, ilax-
imillian, to the throne of 8avaria. Ludwi g had longed for the 
day when, as King of Bavaria he would appear and devote his 
power to serve Wagner. It was providential that on 2 ilay 1 8 64, 
while Wagner was hidin'] from his creditors at a hotel in 
Stuttgart, there was a knock on the door. The visitor, 
Bavarian cabinet secretary von Pfistermeister, brou g ht 'not 
a writ, but an invitation. Wagner was requested to go to 
r·!unich and grant the I(ing the 'privilege of knowing him' 
and caring for him for ever. Wagner was presented with a 
portrait of Ludwig II together with a ruby ring. The message 
a ttached to this was: "As this stone is glowing, so the 
king burns with longing to see the creator of Lohengrin." 24. 
The following day Ludwi g welcomed Wagner in his ilunich 
24. Ilunster, nobert. I(oni<) Ludwi g II, und die Ilusik, 
P.osenheimer Raritaten, 19BO, page lB. 
residence. This marked the beginning of a unique friend-
ship between the poet-composer and the idealistically-minded 
, , 
kin g who was determined to free his ~rotege from the burdens 
of life. The king wished to constitute himself as the 
composer's protector, providing him with the power and (".leans 
to carry out his future plans. Ludwig expressed his de-
votion in hi0hly romantic terms: "I will procure for you 
the peace you have longed for in order that you may be free 
to spread the mighty wings of your genius in the pure ether 
of rapturous art. Oh, how I have looked forward to the time 
when I coul d do this! I hardly dared indul ge myself in the 
hope of so quickly being able to prove my love to you." 25. 
The king offered Wagner a fee of 30,000 gulden for completing 
the 'Ring' and paid all his debts. In addition, the composer 
was granted an annual allowance of 8,000 gulden plus occa-
sional cash advances. Wagner's fortunes were transformed 
and at the stroke of a pen he was raised from the posi-
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tion of a miser's pensioner to that of a protector's favourite. 
Ludwi g saw himself as the supreme liberator of an overpower-
in9 art and resolved to give Wagner all he required. Wagner 
in return was to do nothing but compose and advise him. 
The composer expressed his gratitude in a letter to Frau 
Wille saying that he was to be his own master, not a 
Kapelmeister, nothing but himsel f and Ludwig's friend. "I ly 
external relation to hi;:) is qu i "::c unuefined; he is :l<1 P:):J 
to 11avc me near 11io, is tal(in g care of ~ly livin 0 0ua rters, 
and llas left it to nle to arrange wi th 111s trusteJ c~ biilet 
secretary for a salary, which I :nay draw regularly. ,,26. His 
happiness was so great that he felt quite overwhelmed by it. 
Free from the pressin g burden of debts, he was JUbilant: 
nllow everythin0 is won, my most daring hope surpassed. 11 27 • 
~a g ner now saw the possibility of living only for his artistic 
25. Osborne, Charles. ';;agner and his world. 
Hudson, London, 1977, rage 69. 
Thames and 
26. The Cu rTel1 Collection. Letters of rUc hard ·,'.a gn e r, 
Ilacmillan Co., Great Sri tain, 1950, par;e 421. 
27. Fisher-Diskau, Dietrich. ·.'iao ner and Nietzsche, The 
Seabury Pr e ss Inc., ::ew York, 1976, paae 14-. 
goals and surrounding himse lf with his proven pa l adins . 
Bu t none of the people he summo ned could deny that the ab-
normal relationship between the king and ~auner was not 
wi thout its dan gers. Even :,ans vo n Bulo w, one of ',~ a g ner' s 
closest friends, was full y awa r e qf this. 
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Afte r the meet in g wi th Lu dwiq , Wag ner moved into a comfortabl e 
cou ntry house in Kemp f e nhaus en on Lake Starn be r g . He often 
visited the king in nearby Castle Be r g , mostly uurin g the 
afternoon coffee hour. As the king was prevent ed from attend-
ing pub l ic concerts durin g his period of mourning, Wa gner 
arranged to have short extracts f rom his la test works pe r-
formed on the pia no. For thi s pur pose he su mmo ned his Friends 
Hans von a ulow an d Karl Klindwo rt h to Munich. Du rin g the 
visits to Castle Be r g , Wag ne r p r esen ted the I\[ ng with deta il-
ed plans concernin g f uture performances. The 'I'le is tersinger' 
was to be comple ted and 'Parsifal' was planned for 1 8 72. 
The king, too, had plans, intendin g to intro duce a new 
direction in e.ducation and future music presentations. The 
prevailing conditions at the Munich Conservator y requir ed 
r e -or ga nisation and Ludwi g commissioned Wag ner to p r epa r e a 
r epo rt fo r the building of a new fl usic School. In 1 865 
Wag ne r pre sent e d his ideas to the Kin g in an extensive 
Jo urnal. He was of th e opi nion that the new music institute 
should be centred on a school for vocal art. This wo uld 
pr ov ide the sin gers wit h the necessar y 
and pe rforming demands of his operatic 
tools for the vocal 
works. Th e curri-
culum should also inclu de such subjects as mime an d g ymnas-
tics. The Royal School of Music was inau gurat ed in the Autumn 
of 186 7. The fact that it p rovided an extensive pro g r am of 
musical education was chiefly due to the endeavou r and en -
th usiasm of i ts first musi.cal director, Han s vo n bulow. 
Wh ile the plans for the new mus ic School were being put in t o 
operat ion, Munich believed its artistic position to be se -
cu r e . The p ublic admired Franz Lachner, the, Director of 
t'lusic, who wa s wcll dispose d towards Wa gne r. Howeve r, even 
though he and Wag ne r r espected each other, thei r pe rson al 
r elatio nshi p was not one of friendship. Th ei r diffe r ences 
could be explained by the manner in which each approached 
a rti sti c p rincipl e s. Th e Dir ector wa s a very conservative 
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musician, a re presentative of c l ass ical compo si tion , wh il e 
~ag ner was exploratory and breaking ne w fr ontier s . Lac hn er , 
'vho had been ~oyal Cou r t Conductor since 133ci, later ~esi J ne~. 
As early as 1 864 , soon after thei r meeting , Wagner pe rs uaded 
the Kin g to buil d him a theatre of his own. He had described 
the idea of a Fest ival Theatre in his p r eface to 'T he fl ing 
of the ilibelungen.' The special \'I a gner theatre was to be 
based on an amphitheatr e a rran geme nt in which the o rchestra 
wo ul d be hi dde n from view. On ~ag ner's suggestion the ar-
chitect, Gottf ri ed Semper, was comm ission ed to d raw up plans . 
To Ludwi g , who was to sca t t e r fa ir y -tal e castles around his 
kingdom, a mere th e atre prese nt ed no g r eat difficulty. 
tle it he r he nor Wagner could have fo reseen the opposition 
and res e n tme nt this p ro position wo ul d produce. Lu dw ig 's 
cabinet had not bee n opposed to Wag ner bein g summoned 
to lI unich in the first instance. They mi g ht have shrug ged 
when t he young kin g cover ed Wa gne r's debts and gave him a 
house. Th e youn g ruler's ex cite me nt may have struc k t hen] as 
a 'ro yal whim.' How ever, whe n the architect Semper was 
en trust ed wit h building a Fes tival Theatre, not on l y 
We re the phil istines amazed and scandalized, there was al so 
some concern in the King's Exchequ e r. 
11unich kne w littl e about Wag ner's g reatness, but a good deal 
about his arrogance and extravagance. Of those who witnessed 
the p r em i e re of 'Tristan and Isol de ' on 1 0 June 1 365 , fc',', re-
co gniz ed its value except pe rha ps t he 'h a l f -ma d ' Lu dwig, who 
immediately announced i t to be h i s favourite opera . 'Tri stan,' 
o ne of the great maste r piece s of Rom anticism, was dire ct ed 
and conducted with a l most superh um a n effort by Ha ns von B ~low. 
ne mentio ned that it wa s the gr eatest success which a pr emie r e 
of a ;-:a gner wo rk had eve r achieved. Durin g the' Tristan' 
year , Wag ner came more and mo r e under public attack fo r his 
grandiose style of living an d his po sition of su perio rit y . 
fl uch ill-feelin g originated from the high salary he receiv ed , 
as well a s various ext r a funds wh i ch came fro,~ the kin g ' s 
purser . ~ag ner exposed himself to criticism and when he 
tried to act as Ludw i g 's politica l advisor I,e made many 
e nemies . ~agner kept a jou rnal for LudWi g in wh i ch he de -
velofled the article ' \';ha t is Germa n', in 1 8 65 . Accor uin u 
to him J.5. Bac h was an aid to understandin g the German 
5piri t. Furtilermor e , ~herever beauty and nobility came into 
being without an eye to profit, this spirit would manifest 
i tsel F. He wen t so far as to su gg est that Ludwig form a 
people's militia, place hiinself at the head ()f the German 
movement and ele ct himself Emperor. All this constituted 
Wa gner's active intervention in politics. Ludwi g had til e 
composer ' s outline proposals co pied and submitted them to 
his ministers for implementation. 
During November 186 5 Wa gner sp en t a week as Ludwig's gu est 
at Castle HOhenschwangau. At this time Munich was a hot-
bed of pol i tical intrigue, for war between Prussia and 
Austria was expected. The Cabinet Ministers visiting the 
Castle came into contact with Wagner and the political dis-
cussions the composer held with them resulted in his resolve 
to overthrow the government. He urged Ludwig to dismiss 
Cabinet Ministers Pfistermeister and Pfordten and to appoint 
a new cabinet. The king, in turn, had been ingenuious enough 
to mention the matter to Pfistermeister himself. Wagner's 
influence on the king became a cause for concern and the 
ministers soon began to plot his downfall. Pfordten made it 
plain to the king that public indignation mi ght sweep him 
from the throne as it had once deposed his grandfather. 1·le 
wrote to the king stating that Ludwig should choose between 
the love and esteem of his loyal subjects and the friend-
ship of Richard Wagner. 
The composer's presence in Munich was fast becoming intol-
erable. Wagner, the Royal 'adviser,' as a foreigner and 
revolutionary was doubly suspect. To his other enemies hc 
added the clerics who openly denounced him and his works. 
The journalists had resumed their malicious campaign a yainst 
him, accusing him of practising the politics of the future 
instead of music of the future. According to public reports, 
the paid music-maker and barricade-man of Dresden, who once 
planned to blow up the royal palace of that town, now in-
tended to estrange the kin g from his loyal servants. flot 
satisFied with this, he wished to replace ther.l with men of 
his own political complexion - isolate the king, and ex-
ploit him. Ludwi g went t6 Munich where he met with his 
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ministers. During this time the kin g took counsel nt greater 
length than he had ever done in the previous course of his 
rcivn. At first, he had seemed to agree with tagn er's pro-
posal to remodel 
he left it as it 
his cabinet, but after careful consideration 
was. [·!atters were drawing to a head and 
Ludwi g was presented with a si c ned petition requesting ~aGne r's 
remo val. On 7 De cember 1 865 the king was no longer able to 
resist the pressure being put upon him by his ministers. ~hen 
his cabinet threatened to resign, Ludwig reached his decision 
that Wag ner must leave Gavaria. Lutz, the second cabinet 
secretary, was instructed by Ludwi g to calIon Wagner and 
communicate his decision. Tl,e 
it in writing and that evening 
following morning Wag ner had 
he read a newspaper report 
to the same effect. For two days and nights he conducted a 
correspondence with the king in which he vainly sought a 
public repudiation of the misleading facts and figures 
broadcast by his detractors. Though privately of the opinion 
that Ludwig . had lost his head, Wagner refrained from turn-
ing on him. He preferred to maintain an appearance of friend-
ship, partly to avoid weakening the king's position still 
further and partly, no doubt, to preserve his annual stipend. 
On 1 0 De cember, Wagner left by train for Geneva where he pro-
posed to resume work on 'Die Heistersinger.' Wagner, the 
disparaged, the banished, whom even the king's favour could 
not protect from the hatred of the Muncheners once more sou gh t 
refuge in Switzerland. Not until seven years after his with-
drawal from Munich could Wagner return there as a citizen. 
11e anwhile, Ludwig continued to pine for his favourite, writing 
to Wagner and telling hi'" to be of good cheer as "Your Friend 
will never desert you." 28, ~agner in turn wrote bitterly, 
mentioning the treachery, incompetence and vanity of Ludwig's 
ministers through whom Bavaria was seekin g to save herself 
by a shameful surrender. 
On 30 i·!arch 1 866 , ','/agner and von Bulo w's wife, Cosima, the 
new love in Wagner's li fe , settlecJ at t~,e villa Triebschen 
28. Gre gor - Dellin, t·jartin. :-~ich ur d \',a l:] ner, His Life, His 
Work, His Century, '::illiam Collins Sons and Co. Ltd., 
London, 1983 , page 363. 
for Wllich Lu dwig paid t he rent. In May t a gne r r eceived a 
telegram f r o~ Lu dw i g r e - itera tin g his desi r e to abdicate 
and retire to Switzerland as a priva te citizen, provided 
that he could li ve at the ' Dear one ' s side.' Wa gne r was 
appal l ed; for Lu dw i g was of no use to him witllout his 
powe r and his exchequer. In reply he ur ocd the king to be 
pat i ent , remain amid st hi s people and devote himself to the 
affa irs of state. Gut Lud wig' s me ssa ge s we re i mmed ia tely 
f ollowed by himself in person. He had left Munich secretly 
and p rese nt ed hi~self at Wag ner's door. However, with the 
strongwill e d Cosi ma in r esi de nce, it was not so easy For 
Wa gner to e ncoura<Je the 'l ove -be sotted ' Ludw ig . Wi thin two 
days th e young kin g was back in Bavaria facing a public out-
c r y at his behaviour. 
Ludwig's disillusionment with his friend had to be prevented. 
In a desperate attempt to convinc e Ludwig that his friend-
ship wi th Cosima was purel y pIa tonic, Wag ne r and Cosima 
managed to persuade her husband to spend the summer with 
t hem at Tri ebschen. At this time Cosima was pregnant with 
Wag ner's second chil d. Th ey then ap pe al ed to Ludwi g to write 
a l ette r to von Bulow, co mp limentin g him o n the purity and 
nobility of his wife's character, and deploring the gossip 
that was be in g circulated about her. Ludwi g dutifully si gned 
the letter, but it fail ed to make its full impact when made 
public. The unusual style clearly reveal ed that it had 
been drafted by Wag ner. The composer could no lon ge r prevent 
the yo un g kin g from realisin g that he was being us ed . How -
ever, Ludwi g 's lo ya l ty was such that he continued to be 
faithful to his hero's artistic i deals and to support him 
ge ne rou sly. 
The departure of Wag ner to Switzerland and the knowledge 
of the composer's sec ret liaison with his wife , made von 
Bulow submit his resi gnati on . In ~Iarch 1867 Wa gne r went 
to Munic h to negotiate von Bulow' s recall with the ki ng . 
The compose r wa~ted to be ass ur ed that ' Die Me iste rsin ge r' 
production and the Roy al Schoo l of Mu sic were safel y in von 
Bulow's expert hands befo r e Cosima dra gged the whole truth 
out in to the open by leavi no her husba nd for good. On 
23 Decembe r Wa gner again pa id a visit to t·iunich, but fail ed 
to settle mat ters to his satisfaction. He r etu rned to 
Tri eb sch e n in February 1868 , his r e lations with the king at 
t hei r low es t ebb. However, in Ap ril after the storm a roun d 
Wagner had past, von Bulow returned to ilunich. The king 
promoted him to the position of court conductor and direc-
tor of the newly-founded music school. Cosima returned to 
11unich on 20 May, and Wagner followed the next day to super-
vise 'Die Ileistersinger' rehearsals. ~agner once again 
stayed with the von f3 ulowS. In June, visitors from allover 
Europe arrived to attend the first performance of 'Die 
Neistersinger.' Three days prior to the premiere von Bulow 
predicted that the Maestro should celebrate a triumph as no 
genius could ever experience during his lifetime. On 
21 June 1868, the premiere took place at the Royal National 
Opera House under the directiDn of von Bulow. The perform-
ance ','las an extraordinary success. Tite kin g invited 
Wa~ner to the royal box where he could accept the ovations 
of the public. The press wrote: "The impression which the 
royal craze made on the public was overwhelming; one was 
silenced." 29. Wagner, who himself considered 'Die Ileister-
singer' to be his best work, called the day of the premiere 
the greatest day of his life. Years later, he still des-
cribed to Cosima tile dream-like condition in which he found 
himself on that day. 
On returning to Triebschen after a short stay in Italy, 
Cosima left for Munich to confront her husband. Th e von 
Bulow scandal erupted and Ludwig vented his annoyance in 
writing to his new Court Secretary, Oufflipp: "I have 
become thoroughly disgusted with the everlasting wrangles 
and complaints of Wagner, Bulow, Porges, Frobel and the 
rest. I have been so lenient and patient with these people, 
and conferred so many benefits on them, that they should 
have good cause to be satisfied and grateful. Ny patience 
is at last wearing thin." 30. \'!hen Oufflipp pronounced the 
whole situation suspect, Ludwig voiced his own first private 
suspicion that there might be some truth in the rumour which 
he had never been able to bring himself to bel ieve: "Is it 
really a case of adultery? Then alas!" 30. It was in-
52. 
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evitable that Ludwig should have learned the truth for Cosima 
gave birth to Wagner's third child in June 1869. The inter-
pretation of Wagner's music had been the mission of von 
Eulow's life, yet he understandably found it impossible to 
be the disciple of a master who betrayed him before the world. 
The completely broken von Bulow divorced Cosima the following 
year, after which he left for Italy and never met Wagner a gain. 
After the von Bulow scandal the king broke off all relations 
with Cosima. Had she not prevailed upon him publicly to 
pledge her innocence? However, he could not bring himself 
to break off his relationship with ~agner. He could never 
forgive his beloved friend's treachery, but on the other 
hand he could not cease to serve and revere the artist. Yet, 
on 1 November when Wagner stopped over at Munich while 
journeying to Leipzig, Ludwig declined to grant him an au-
dience. 
The outer peacefulness of the 'Triebschen days' was deceptive, 
for Cosima and Wagner were greatly upset about the fact that 
the king wanted to arrange a performance of 'Das Rheingold' 
and 'Die Valkyrie' in tlunich. For the kin g ' s birthdays of 
1865 and 1 86 6 Wagner had presented him with the scores of 
this music whi~h formed the first and second parts of the 
composer's as yet incomplete 'Ring of the Nibelungen.' 
Contrary to Wagner's intention that the whole cycle should 
be performed as a complete work, the king could not wait for 
the finalization of 'The Ring.' Against the wish of the 
composer, Ludwi g arranged a performance of 'Das Rheingold' 
for September 1869 and that of 'Die Valkyrie' for June 1870. 
'::agner sug gested, unsuccessfully, that if the works were to 
be performed, then it should be in front of a private au-
dience only. However, the kin g stood by his decision and 
ordered the performances by invoking his contractual rights. 
The events leading up to the premiere of ' Da s Rheingol d' 
were bizarre, for Wagner decided to re gain power and in-
fluence in ~i unich by sabotagin g the performance. l!e wanted 
von Bulow's successor Hans Richter, as the theatre's admini-
strator, instead of Baron von Perfall. In this way ~ag ner 
hoped to rule through Richter who was young and inexperienced. 
On the grounds that the production had been badly organised 
and would discredit the composer, Wagner hoped and expected 
that Ludwi ~ would dismiss von Pe rfall. When realizing that 
he was being misled by his ex -hero, Ludwi g was furious. On 
his arrival in Munich, ~a g ner was astonished to finJ that 
he was refused admittance to the ' Das Rhe in gol d ' r ehearsals. 
The composer did not attend the premiere of ' Die Valkyrie', 
and the king missed i t through illness. Waone r no w used 
eve r y excuse for holding ba ck the sco r e of ' Siegfri ed ', 
thereb y preventing the king from s tag ing a Munich premi e re 
of the third part of 'Th e Rin g ' tetrology. 
The composer considered the performances of 'Das Rhe in gold' 
and ' Die Valkyrie' da ma g in g to his prO jec ted four-part Fe-
stive Drama. Ludwi g had not accepted Wagner's artistic 
r easons for interfering. ~agner wrote to Peter Cornelius: 
"The king loves my music; but he doesn't care how it's 
pe rformed." 31. After the performance of ' Rhein gold', while 
Wagner was busy with the orch estral sketch of 'G~t te rdamme-
I 
run g; he received a letter from Lu dw i g who wrote: "I think 
you imagine my job (if I may te rm it that) to be easier than 
it is. Standin g so fully, so absolutely a l one in a bleak , 
joyless world, alon e with my views, misunderstood and dis -
trusted , is no small matte r ••• Pity those who have to cope 
with the masses, lucky those who can deal with individuals 
as you do. Oh, I have gotten to know manki nd, beli e ve me; 
I came to them with true love, and was reject e d, and such 
wou n ds take a l ong time to heal." 31. Lu dwig g rew mo re and 
more distant to his idol, \,Iagner. Af ter' Di e Meistersinge r' 
p remi e re, the re was Ii ttle social o r intellectual contact 
between them until the Bay reuth Festival . 
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Fo r a lon g time Wa gner had been hop in g to carr y out his plans 
for a Festival Theatre in fiunich with Ludwig's hel p . Ho w-
ever, t hrou gh differences of o ~ inion and esp,ecially the hi r; h 
cost involved, the p roject could not be de velo ped by 1367 . 
'.':ag ner thou 'l ht of moving the 'I'ests pie1e' to lI uremberg, but 
decided against it. Th e local e could not be a metropolis or 
an industrial c e ntre : he wa s seekin g the id yllic conditions 
of a small tow n. Twe nt y - f i ve ye ars ea rli e r he had se e n 
Ca y r e u t han d f e 1 t 1 0 ve a t f ir s t s i :: h t for the ' s1 e e p y 
31. Fishcher - Diskau, Di et rich. ;'ia gner and tiietzsche , The 
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I!ar,]ravial' town. Ludwi g had ori 'J inally offered Wa gner thc 
use of the l'largruve Opera House in []ayreuth, which had one 
of the lar gest stages in Gavaria. However, !'lagner declined 
this offer because he ' considered the settin g too small for 
the production of his works. The composer was now fully 
committed to the idea of having Jayreuth gene rate new im-
p ulses for art. In line wit h his plan he 11ad decided not to 
permit 11 is operas to be mounted anywhere else. In Nay 1 6 70 
he had stated: "People must understand that for my works, 
which outer chance has flung into the ge nre of 'o pera ', I 
would have to have my very own playhouse, to which not ti,e 
indolent opera publiC, accustomed to utter trivia, would be 
invited, but only such people who hitherto remained away 
from those shallow entertainments." 32. 
In 1872 the Wagners moved to their new home in Bayreuth, 
which Ludwig had donated to them. The house, with its 
symbolic name 'IVahnfried', meaning 'illusive peace', became 
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a byword in the world of music. ~agner's dream was material-
izing and plans for the Theatre were put into operation. 
Carl Tausig, the 'ad hoc' manager of the Fest-ival, who 
feverently admired Wagner, succeeded in enroling the 
necessary number of patrons for the event. Now the main 
pillar of action was Countess von Schleinitz, who became the 
influential and indefatigable promoter. Later, \'Iag ner ad-
mitted that lIe owed the creation of Bayreuth to her. 8y 
Spring 1872 Wag ner, without Ludwi g 's help, had at his disposal 
a capital of some 300 000 thalers. However, by the end of 
that year it was clear that less than a third of the patrona ge 
shares had been taken up. Ea rly in 1873, Wag ner, who had 
just spent several exhausting weeks scourin g western Germany 
for suitable sin ge rs, se t out to raise funds by giving con-
certs in Dresden, Hamburg, Oe rlin and Colo gne. On 2 August 
the roof-wetting of the theatre building took place. Un -
fortunately the resources, which came mainly from private 
means, diminished, and the completion 0 f the Hall was in 
jeopa rd y. The only hope was Ludwi g , whom Wagne r approached 
32. Fischer-Dieskau, Diet rich: Wagne r and ilietzsche , The 
Seabury Press Inc., ilew York, 1976, page 67. 
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to stand surety for tI,e project. The king at first refused, 
and all seemed lost. The reason for this decision was that 
Ludwi g was offended by ~aDner's failure to set a certain poem 
of Dahn's to music. But the composer had no idea that the 
request had come from the kin g and wrote at once explaining 
the misunderstanding. In her diary Cosima records: "To the 
.King he writes that, if his royal benefactor requires music 
from him, he hopes l"Ie will allow ;i . to write nis own vers e s 
for it; also that he did not pay any particular attention 
to Herr Dahn's poem, since he gets scores of such requests, 
and anyway he could have found no melody suitable for such 
an archaic verse meter. At the same time he told the Kin g 
of his decision to abandon the performances." 33. Following 
this letter, the King agreed to help. Even though Ludwi g 's 
finances were not too good , he granted a credit of 100 000 
thalers. The property bought with the money was mortgaged 
to the king and the receipts from the patrons and societies 
were to be paid over to him until the debt was repaid. 
Durin g the summer of 1876, the First Festival of the now 
complete 'Ring' was staged. 
Ludwig arrived at Bayreuth 
On the night of 6 August King 
in his 'special' train. Wa gner 
welcomed his former friend at the station. Deeply moved, he 
uttered his gratitude to the king for his willingness to 
attend the dress rehearsals. Being extremely shy and anti-
social, the king did not wish his presence to be revealed. 
He avoided any contact with the crowd and even a drive through 
the decorated streets of the town was unbearable to him. 'J "e 
took u~ resid~nce at th~ pleasure palace of the Margtavine .of 
Bayr~uth, situated in the_middle of a park that provided 
seclusion. The king, accustomed to workin g by night and 
sleepin ~ by day, kept ~agner for a private conversation until 
mornin g . 
'The Ring' 
public was 
Ludwig was present at the four final rehearsals of 
immediately before the premiere on 13 August. The 
surprised when he appeared again in Gayreuth between 
27 and 30 August. During the performance of 'Siegfried',the 
third of the four ' Rinn' eveninr;s, ':, a qner sa t ncx t to the king. 
33. ''':agner, Cosima, Cosi',la ':.'agner's Diaries, Collins, St. 
Jaf<1e IS Place, Lon do n, 1 9 7 ,j , Volume I, page 720 
When 'The Ring' terminated with 'The Twili()ht of the Goels', 
Ludwig retreated into seclusion immediately. 
In spite of its great success, the First Festival ended with 
an enormous deficit. \,;hen, yet again, Wagner had to appeal 
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to Ludwig to rescue Bayreuth from its financial difficulties, 
he was not refused. This second financial arrangement not 
only made the 1882 Festival possible, it also laid the 
foundation For later similar events. By a fictitious arrange-
ment based on an assessment of the royalties which per-
formances of Wagner's works in the flunich opera might have 
produced, the unpaid loan was wiped out. The fiction lay 
in the fact that Wagner had already signed away his ~ I unich 
rights to the king in return for a yearly pension. This sum, 
combined with other donations, certainly represented a con-
siderable reward. But more important was the undertaking to 
pay royalties for the future not only to Wagner himself, but 
also to his heirs for twenty years after his death. On this 
basis the continuation of the Bayreuth Festival was secured. 
In October 1878 Wagner completed the 2nd act of 'Parsifal' 
Ludwig who had once more drawn close to Wagner, was the 
first to receive the news. The composer wrote: "I have 
flung myself into purgatory and re-emerged safe and sane. 
I know - this labour too is worth;Jof Us." The letter is 
signed: "His immortal own for this world, Richard Wagner. ,,34. 
By the autumn of 1880 Wagner apparently regretted giving 
'Parsifal' to the King to cover the Festival debts, and he 
reneged on the agreement: "How can a drama openly presenting 
the most sublime mysteries of the Christian faith be per-
formed in theatres such as ours next to an opera repertory 
and in front of an audience such as ours? I would really not 
take it amiss if our cllurch authorities were to raise highly 
justified objections to the exposure of the hallowed mysteries 
on the same boards on which frivolity makes itself comfortable 
yesterday and tomorrow, and to a public that only feels 
t t d t f · 1 . ,,34. \ . ~ h h d t d at rac e 0 r~vo ~ty. , s ~I e a never mor gage 
34. Fischer-Diskau, Dietrich. \'/agner and :Iietzsche, The 
Seabury Press Inc" ::ew York, 1976, pages 166 and 170. 
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'I'arsifal' to the king, \V agner demanded, "Parsifal may be 
performed for all time on l y in Bayreuth and nowhere else. 
!Iever shall Parsifal be offered a s an amusement to the public 
in any otl,er theatre, and my making sure of this is th e only 
thi ng now occupyin g me and makin g me determine how and by 
wh at mea ns I can assure the destiny of my work. I feel daily 
. 35. 
as if I were writing my last will and testament." A f e w 
days later the king indulgently gave in and retracted all 
earlier agreements about the performance of 'Parsifal.' Thus 
ended the right that the kin~ had acquired in 1 876 to stage 
'Parsifal' in I·'!unich. 
At the time of the ' Parsifal' production Ludwi g 's chief 
conductor was Hermann Levi, the son of a rabbi. Wag ner, 
furious that the king had appar e ntly rejected the Anti-
Semi tic message of 'Parsifal', att empted to turn Ludwi g 
a gainst Levi. Ludwi g 's comment, that reli gious and racial 
differences were unimportant compared with the essential 
brotherhood of mankind, was a bitter blow to the composer. 
The king in s isted that, unless Levi were to conduct, there 
would be no pe rf o r mance of ' Parsi fa l.' \'.' il gner. now r e -
sorte d to o ther tactics : he made ilLn sel f pe r sonally s o 
offensiv e to Levi that the con ductor as k ed to be r elieved 
of the task of conducting 'Parsi fal ,' and had to be coa;: e u 
back. Finally, however, ',Vag ne r realised he was defeated and 
wrote to Ludwig agreeing that he would accept Lev i without 
enquirin g into the conductor's r eli gion. When the king's 
response indicated his distaste for racial intolerance, 
Wagner i nformed Ludwi g that he considered the Jewish race to 
be " the born enemies of pure ~ia nkind and all that is nobl e 
, . ,,3 6 . I . h' b ' ~n ~t. twas aga1nst t 1S aCK ground tl,at Levi conducted 
the first pe rformance of Wagner's sacred Christian drama, 
'Parsifal. ' 
At first Ludwig announced that he would attend the premiere, 
Gut, thre e weeks before the openin g , he une xpectedly sent 
his apolo']ies. Deeply hurt, ;':agner wro te to the king: \< ho 
inspired me to th is hi ghest and ultimate upsur ge of all my 
35. Fisoher-Diskau, i,ietric h . "ag ner anJ ::ietzsche, The 
Seabu r y Press Inc., ii ew York , 1976, page 170. 
36 . ilunster, Eobert. Konig Lu dw i g II, und die Husik, 
~ osenheime r Ra rititen, 19 80 , pa ge 112. 
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spiritual energy? ~ith a constant eye on Whom did I execute 
all this , darin g to look forward to success? Thc no w assured 
success will become the greatest Fail ure in my li fe : what 
,?ood is it all if I ca nnot gla dden His hea r t with it? And 
it is the last thin g I shall c : eate . The 
which allows me only j us t enough strength 
terrible fati gue, 
today for these 
few lines, tells me what point I have r eached with my 
str e n gth ." 37. ' Pa rs ifal ' '.'las in deed ;';agne r's last work and 
it had i ts premiere during the second Bay reuth Festival in 
July 1 882. Ludwig di d not attend any of the sixteen pe r-
Forma nces of the opera. Onl y after the composer's death 
di d he hear ' Pars i fa l' in six special presentations in Hunich 
dur in g 18 8 ~ an d 1885. 
The original purpose of Wagner's plan was to build a theatre 
for the people, ded icated to Ge rman art. It was to be in-
dependent of the princes and their court ope r a s, with all 
th e ir artificial fashions and intrigues. This theatre 
was not intended to be used for Wag ner's work alone. Ho lV-
ever, Bay reuth has been reserved for the composer's work 
from the beginning, and still is. 
37. Fis cher - Dieskau , Dietrich. 
The Seabury Press Inc., i· :el'l 
~'; a(J ner anu ilietzsche, 
York , 1 9 76, page 183. 
3.3 LUD WI G: THE DR EM! KI :! G ':, ilO I i iHOR TALIZE C \"Jt\GI 1ER'S 
CREATIVE ';'iO RK 
b U. 
~a g ner's friends h i p with Lud wi g II has often been h ymned as 
the fulfillment of a drea m and the pinnacle of the co mposer's 
career. ~agner was always aware of the value of the king 
both to him and his work, as without Ludwi g he could not 
have existed. Gut for Ludwi g , there would never have been 
a Bayreuth Festival, the composer might have been irre-
trievably ruined and his later works never written. 
There was somethin g childlike about Ludwig's affection for 
Wa gner. It was that very quality which proved so detriment-
al to them both. Ludwi O's politically hazardous fondness 
for living 'cacooned' in fantasy came as a challenge to 
Wagner who, not content with marching his blindly devoted 
disciple toward the 'Grail', felt driven to mobilize the 
entire kingdom of Bavaria as well. He sought to manipulate 
the keyboard of practical politics and exert an influence on 
ministerial and musical appointments. It could have been 
possible that the composer's incentive acquired im pe tus after 
the meeting he had with an elderly clairvoyant, Frau Dangl, 
early 
had a 
in 1865. She endeavoured to persuade Wagner that he 
mission to save Ludwi g from 
influence upon the king was 
his enemies. The compo-
serfs always inexplicable to 
his contemporaries. His natural egOism was anything but 
a benign influence on the king because it could not fail to 
enhance his own prestige. Financial sup port may not have 
been the only reason for his cultivation of royalty. He 
enjoyed the company of the rich and powerful, and aspired 
to live like them, which he d id when he could afford to. 
The enthusiastic, often exuberant chord struck by the kin g 
ori ginated in his limitless respect for Wa gner the artist. 
The composer was th e extraordinarily ca pable senior partner 
in their eXChan ge of thou ghts. He knew ho w to approach 
the kin g and to guide him, but there were limits. On poli-
tical ma tters and important decisions suc h as the Cabinet 
r e shuffle, Ludwi g could not be influenced . ';;hen ',\'a gner's 
articles on Karl Sand, a d isciple of Friedrich Jahn, ap peared 
in a gov e rnment newspaper, even Ludwi g be gan to worry. Jahn's 
theory, propagating the creation of a new nobility based 
on duty to the state, was disturbing. Ludwig exercised his 
authority by heeding the advice of his ministers and ordered 
publication of the articles to cease. 
In the early stage of the ir r elationship ~agner's res po ns e 
to Lud wi g had been all that he could have wished. Visiting 
him daily , the composer would spend hours with the young 
man. Later, however, when Cosima appeared on the scene, this 
became rather more difficult for Wagne r and led to Ludwi g 
becoming jealous of Cosima. Lu dwig was to grow more and more 
capricious, alternating royal favour with sudden quarrels. 
He would write almost hysterical letters of apology and re-
conciliation to Wag ner. After a discord it was always 
Ludwi g who re-established contact. It was understandabl e 
that two men, each of such different temperament, would have 
experienced periods of strain. At times even a well meant 
gesture could be ~isinterpreted: when the king sent a 
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[lor trai t of Beethoven to \':agner for his birthday, the composer 
was offended by this gif t for which he could not find a place . 
\'/agner, too, tried to please and gladde n the heart of his k in g . 
For Lu dw i g 's nineteenth birthday he composed a ' tla rch of 
Homage' and intended to complete 'Die l'ieistersinger' in time 
for Ludwig's wedding on ,12 October 1867. However, even though 
the king's engagement was broken off the opera was completed 
ten days later. 
Durin g ','Iagner's stay at Castle HohenschlVagau, Ludwig arranged 
that th e 'morning call' from 'Lohen grin' was played from 
several towers of the castle by the oboe players of the First 
Infantry Reg iment. Whe n the days of bliss at the castle 
ended, Ludwig made Wag ner a farewell p resent of a watch with 
a picture of Lohengrin inside the lid. The king ordered a 
display of fireworks followed by a performance of special 
si gn ificance: it was g iven directly beneath the ancestral 
home of the kni ghts of Schwangau. Ludwig's aide-de-camp, 
Prince Paul von Tasus, re-enacted the operatic hero, Lo hengrin 's 
arrival. Dressed as the Swankni ght and ~rawn by an in-
genio usly constructed and illuminated slVan, he glided across 
the lake to the strains of the 'Lohen grin' music performed 
by royal musicians. Ludwig was so enchanted by this that it 
was repeated the following ni ght. He even wrote to Wagner 
seeking detailed information about an authentic Lohengrin 
costume. 
Wagner and Ludwi g fell in love with the charact e r rol e s th c y 
played. Worse still, they for got that they were actin g . 
When the king, aged twenty four, appeared at Wa gner's front 
door at the villa Triebschen, he had himself announced as 
'Wal ter', the romantic hero of 'Die t'ieistersin ger.' On the 
22 ilay 1868, while the rehearsals for the premiere of this 
opera were in progress, Wagner joined Ludwi g aboard the 
steam yatch 'Tristan' and sailed the Starnberg e r See. They 
enacted roles from the opera when 'Junker Stolzing' treated 
'Hans Sachs' to a birthday lunch on board. Their exag gera-
tion of the noble and ideal betrays the artificiality of 
the roles they were playing. Himself a g reat dramatist and 
composer, Wagner saw through the charade in retrospect. 
When Cosima mentioned that she had been readin g some of his 
letters to the king, Wagner commented that the tone was 
not good, but that he did not set it. As time went by the 
two men forgot themselves and neglected to keep their dis-
tance. Ludwig, who worshipped at Wa gner's shrine, would 
write, "My Dearest Beloved." Wagner's replies were neither 
more nor less deferential. Because of the fran kness with 
which the composer informed others of his relationshi p with 
Ludwi g , one tends to 
the possibility of a 
surmise it was not ph~sical. Al so, 
homosexual relationship can be ruled 
out as their cOTrespondence reposes less in these verbal 
embraces than in the fact that their extravagant phrases 
betoken a departure from reality. 
The death of the maestro touch e d t he I<in g deeply. Wagner 
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had been his only true friend in a lonely and unreasonable 
world. As the composer's body was carried fro ln Venice to 
Gayreuth, the king arran g ed that th e corte ge sto p in ~Iunich 
to pay his last r c ~pects. Ludwig did not attend ti,e funeral, 
but r e maine d at Castl e Hohenschwan gau to be alon e with t he 
memories of his de ar friend. 
Bayreuth had offered Ludwig pour return for his years of de-
vo ticn. By its very festival nature it forced him, ileing 
~ithin his territory, to play host to all tIle visitin c !)rinc~s 
and celebrities who wished to attend. This had not been 
his desire at all. '::agner rlas not for him a means of self-
nlorification, but a deep aesthetic necessity. Tilere is much 
evidence to suggest that it was not music at all that so 
attracted Ludwig to Wagner's world of drama. He was sus-
ceptible to auditory stimuli and fond of mythology. [-·Jo re 
important than the music were the subjects and characters 
themselves which were idealized by his poetic fancy into a 
combination of all the arts. ~agner had stated that art may 
be regarded as a 'dream image' which comforts and lifts 
one above the sordid actuality of distress. In doin') so, 
art becomes a refuge for unalterable reality. Ludw ig 
wanted to enjoy the composer's works in privacy, as a man, 
not as a kinG_ To indulge this desire he ha~ been wil1in0 
not only to assist Wagner in achieving the composer's ulti-
mate goal, but also to build a castle which would serve as 
a home for himself, enabling him to find the refuge he sought. 
Much has been written about the fabled King of Bavaria, 
whose castles have attracted thousands of visitors each 
year. Particularly, during his later years, Ludwig was 
famous for holding exhibitions and promoting the arts. His 
buildings gained their individual quality from their connec-
tion with the theatre: Neuschwanstein Castle from Wagner's 
operas; Linderhoff, Herrenchiemsee and the 'oriental' 
buildings from the private performances he held. He had a 
great sense of theatrical splendour, a boundless ambition, 
and before his eyes the constant model of Versailles on 
which Castle Herrenchiemsee is based. As a major work of 
'Historicism', t1euschwanstein illustrates the creative 
achievements of 19th Century art. It also contributed im-
portant benefits to the arts and crafts of ftunich as well 
as creatinq work for his subjects. 
King Ludwig II was the son of Maximillian II, who maintained 
family traditions by establishing and endowing the ilational 
Huse um. Lud wig 's grandfather, Lu dw i g I, virt ua lly founded 
the Mu nich Art Ca ll e r y . While his father a nd gr andfather 
had bui lt principall y for the p ublic , Lu dw i g II's castles 
and palaces we re built for himself. He was responsible for 
the buildin g . of Castles ti euschwanstein (1 3 ;9 - 1886), 
Linderhoff (1 5 74 - 1 8 78 ) and Ile rr e nchieOlse e (1 8 78 - 1 886 ). 
The king , after the frustrations of his first yea rs on t he 
throne, turned away from the resi dence town of Munich and 
took refuge in his beloved mountains. He had spent sev e n-
teen happy yea rs of his youth at Castle HOhe nswan gau. How-
ever, he had felt ha ra ssed by the ' prose ' of his mother, 
Queen t'larie, who could not appr e ciate his i dcals. To 
Ludwi g , HOh e nsc hwa n gau was a paradise on earth that was 
alive with his ideals. The impressi o ns he ga in ed ther e p ro-
bably had a decisive influence on him and eve n t uall y in-
s pired hi m to build a nd f urnish Meuschw an stein Ca stle in 
its present form. Two i deas had seized the i mmag inati on of 
the youn g king : the typ ical late ilomantic fancy of r es -
toration, and the idea of a new castle of the Swa nkni ght, 
Lohen grin. Already, in the middle of the l"th Century, 
Lu dw i g 's fa ther had the int e ntion to re build the old castle 
of Hoh enschwan gau, where the Neuschwanstein Castle is 
situated toda y . 
On 13 Ma y 18 68 , Ludwig wrote to Wa gner telling him of his 
intention to rebuild the castl e ruins of HOhenschw an gau in 
the true style of the castles of th e ancient Ce rman kni ghts. 
It was to be ccnstructed o n the mod e l of the ori ginal 
Wartbur g in which hero es and l egend s of the Ce rman Middl e 
Ages wou l d come alive in a uni q ue way. Ludwi g men tion ed 
the be aut y of the localit y , t he setting near the Poe lla t -
~ or ge , gr a ntin Q a s pl endid view ove r t he Cava rian Alps . The 
castle would li e embedded amidst thick for est surroun d in g 
the Al p Lake and the sm aller Swan La ke . He f e l t the si tua-
tion to be holy and una pp ro achable e xcept f or t he gods who 
1V0 ul d be t here wi th the~l , or eathinJ tile air of heaven . Tile 
arr ival o f Ludwi g 's beloved hero on the Al p sec provi ded a 
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delightful p r elude to the buildin g of the new castle. In 
1868 the site was levelled an d construction of a ro ad begu n. 
The plans for the castle we re finally co mp l eted , and on 
5 Septembe r 1869 the foundation stone was laid. Tile k in g 
himself was keenly interested in evcry small deta il of th e 
iilterior and frequently ordered corrections to be made be-
for! work could begi n. He devoted s pe cial attention to the 
plannin g of the mural paintings, his int ere st in the se poss-
ibly ori ginatin g from th e time his father had Hoh e nschwan gau 
pai nted wi th murals of re gional myths while Ludwi g was sti l l 
a ch ild. He had a lso become familiar with tAe Lohen grin 
sa ga as pai nted on the wal ls of Hohenschwan ga u, his father's 
castle, l o ng before his fateful expe rience with Wag ner's 
opera of the sam e na me . Dr Hyazinth Holland, a historian 
of literature and specialist in medieval iconography, furn-
ished Ludwi g with a collection of suggestions for the 
dec oration of the castle. Ludwi g set up a nearl y im po ssi bl e 
dead line for the building. He o r de red th e paintings of his 
apartments to be finished by Christmas Day of I S81. Later, 
the programme of He uschwanstein had to be altered frequently 
to meet his chan ging ideas. 
Since Ludwi g intended th e castle Heuschwanstein to be a 
't emp l e ' in Wagner's ho nour he chose motifs for the dec-
orating almost exclusiv e l y f rom Wagner's operas. He was, 
however, determined to return to the historical roots of 
Wa g ner's work and ordered that the paintings shoul d revive 
the real sagas and not the composer's int e r p retations of 
them, Ludwi g required painters who were fa miliar with 
med i e val poetry and who would, by virtue of their acq uaint-
ance wi th l itera ture, r eflect t he kin9 's spiritual concept. 
This concept was based on both truth and im magination; bu t 
althou 9h poetically glorifi ed , any exaggeration of the 
'historical truth' would be co n dem ne d as a farce. The si g -
ni fican ce of some of the wo r ks can on l y be seen as bein g an 
inte gr ating part of th e ca stle: as a 'total work of art.' 
He once wrote to \Va gner saiin g that he had t ried t o cre ate 
an art in ha r mony wit h his pe rsonal view of the univ e rse. 
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The pictures in the dining room of ileuschwanstein show 
details fro'" tile life at ~artbur9 Castle at the time of 
the legendary Singer IS Contest, about 1207. ''vugner had 
cllosen this theme to ~ ether with the TannhXuser saga as 
the subject for one of his most beautiful operas. 
The lonely king had a p re dilection For sumpt uous bedroo~s 
and the main bedroom at :ie uschwanstein is builtin neo-
,] othic style . The oak - carvin gs at the foot - end of the 
canopy above the bed re pre sent the ressurection of Christ 
symbolizin g the near - relationship bet~ee n slee p and death. 
Th e room is decorated with scenes From the love d rama, 
'Tristan and Isol de . ' 
The murals in the dressin g-r oom deal wi th poe try and re-
p r esent scenes fr om the life of the ' tHnne Sa nger' , Wal ther 
from 'Die j-Ieistersinger.' 
b I • 
The living room at tlcuschwanstei n represents the 'lohen 'J rin' 
saga and the paintings are dedicated to the Swanknight. 
There is a mu ral of Lohen grin's arrival in Antnerp as nell 
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as a paintin0 of the :1liracle of t he Ho l y Grail. Given a 
special rlace Is a smaller sittin 'J corner, thc 'Swan' corner, 
The swan ~ a5 a favourite symbol of Ludwi g II and tilere is 
also a lar ge flower vase in the sha pe of a swan. 
Lud\Yi ~ I,ad a special relationship \y itl, 'rJa rsifal. I i-ie was 
easil y ab l e to ident i fy ,"l ith the story anu had the ' :iall of 
• Sin 0er's f eat ure murals "Fro io l the sa c a . Durin £) Lu d wi ~ : IS 
life , the :linst rel :1a 11 wa s never used . Onl y In 1933, 
f e stive conce r ts were arrange d on ttle occasion of tIle 
fiftieth anniver s ary of :.agner ' s death . ;:usical events 
of this kind took place until 1939. During these concerts , 
the ha ll wa s il lum i nated by the l i ght of more than 600 
candl es . The angular and panell ed pine-wood ceilin g give s 
the hal l very goo d acou s tic qua l ities . Conce r ts have taken 
pl ace in the Sin gers' Ha ll every yea r since 1969 . 
The creative achievements in the castle ran ge froi~ the 
detail found in the throne hall's rO ril anesque chanueliers to 
suc h amazin01y ' modern ' solutions as sin gle pane winuo ws . 
In addition, the kin g 's projects reveal the application of 
the most modern technical devices of the time, as for 
example, the hot and cold runnin g water and a grill of 
fully automatic turnin g spits in tile kitchen. As early as 
1884, tleuschwans t ei n Castle was centrally heated by warm 
air from the cellar and the ground floor. 
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The romane5que style of architecture is obvIous i n the de-
sign of the buildinq as a whole as well as in its or na men -
tation: the round arched portals, the arcade windows a nd 
towers, the position of columns, the baywindows and pinnacles • 
.. 
' . :. ' . 
, .. ~ ..... : ... 
. Vellschwanslcin at the time of ,he death of LJldwig II. 1886, 
Engraving by R, Assmus 
Ludwig had been a dream)" solitary, unhealthy lookin g boy 
but in early manhood became very handsome. On his accession 
to the throne he rapidly developed symptoms of melancholia. 
He was subject to fits of violent temper and of sudden, un-
accountable caprice. Ludwig was a man who mistook dreams 
/1. 
for reality and filled the capital and its surroundings with 
monuments and castles like a fairyland. Although he became 
en gaged to Princess Sophie of Gavaria in 1867, he was notably 
insensitive to the influence of women. The en ga gement was 
broken that same year and he remained sin gle throughout his 
li fe. 
Ludwi g 's castles and palaces were reserved for his exclusive 
use. To him, f·!euschwanstein was more than an illusory world 
into which he wished to withdraw in prot e st a gainst t he 
bour~eois world which showed no understandin g of him: it 
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was to be his very life, in which dream and reality blended 
and history liv ed asain. To Lu dwi,) , the worle! of myths and 
legends was not merely a sta ge setting, but a real existence 
of beauty and peace . He could live in isolation and not f e el 
lonely, surrounJed by the characters anJ stories brou ght to 
life i n rla 0ner's opera s. 
In bu il ding his castles , Ludwig had acted with extreme 
skill and energy, something he completely lacked in pol i tica l 
matters . In no way did he dep l e t e the State Treasury by 
these undertakin s s , but paid everythin g out of his own 
resources. However , when the pri vy pu rse ran heavily i nto 
debt a n d buil din g had to stop, his life lost its purpose . 
Ludwi9 had threatened to take his on n life, a n d such th r eats 
were ta ken seriously. He was i n r e sidence at Castle 
il eusc hwanst ein whe n Dr von Cudde n, a p syc hiatrist, ap[leared 
anJ Jeclar ed t he king to be in need of treatment. Lu dwig 
became a pr isone r in his ow n castle. On 12 J une 18 86 , a 
Gove rn me nt commission ordered him to Castle Berg. LudlYi g 
q uestion ed holY von Gudden could have declared him insane 
without hav in g examined him. The king, if he lYere ' mad I 
was sane enough to realize that the Joctor 's behav io ur was 
unethical . His own brot her , Otto , wno was ul timately to 
succeed him a s ki ng , but in na me only , had al so been dec l ared 
insane . On a rr ivi n g at Castle De r 'l , Lu dwi g seemed calme r and 
von Gudden felt that t ile Kin g had accepted his situation. 
On 13 June the tlYO men set out on that fateful evenin g 
walk in the castle ga r den aro un d Lake Starnberg. 
were found in the lake a fe w hours later. 
Their bodies 
All Europe lYas shocked by the news of the Kin'J IS dr al,la tic 
death, an d many prominent people paiJ warln trib utes to hi m; 
typical of the s e was the comment of Pau l Verlairie , who s pok e 
of him as the only true I:in g of the century . 
For mankind Heuschwanstein remains a vision of beauty far 
0eyond anything that modern man has been able t o create . 
'~ a ~ ner ' s cr e ative work was so clos e ly linked to the name of 
the King, that it was not surprising that Ludwig should have 
declared: til was the first to recognise 
the whole world now mourns; I saved him 
ttlC artist for whom 
38. for the world." 
38. Ilunster, R. ::oni<] Lud'.'Ii:., II, und d ie r: usik, i\osenhaimcr 
nari taten, 19 .. jO , ~)a < e 1 32 . 
73. 
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",\11 our dreams," said Vincent d' Indy, "even that of composers 
who most energetically deny the i mputatio n, come from the 
spring which rises at the feet of the titanic Wagne r. 
Richa rd Wagner still casts his g reat shadow ov e r all our 
. d . d· ,,39, mUS1CO- ramatlc pro UCtl0nS. 
39. Ewen, Da vid. ~ r ~ a t Cor,l;;osers , p ublished by H. W. ','!'ilson 
Co., tlew York, ~C. C 0 t~ G ? 
C:!APTEr1 FOU R 
4.1 WILHEL f'! RICH AJ\O ':/ AC:'iER : A J I OGi1APH IC AL uACKGHQUt,iD 
Richard 1,;'a lJ ner was bor n 011 . 22 ,·iay l S13, in Leipzi j to Karl 
Friedrich anJ ~oh ann a ~a 0 ner . 
:lis artistic abilities devclo;Jed from an ear l y a ce . At t e n 
yea.r s . <?}..d he sho rted interest il! .. ~ !=,e ~}( traoedy; ~t t we lve he 
won the school prize for a poem to commemorate the death of 
a fellow pupil; the followin0 year he wa s writing a tra g ic 
d rama, wh ilst t wo yea r s later he was settin y i t to mus ic and 
co~po sin g other pieces as well. Gy tile a ge of ei gh teen he 
had entered Lei pzi g University and was studying harmony and 
counterpoint at the St. Thomasschule. He had already 
composed his C Ilajor Symphony. 
3y twenty-one , Wagner was composing steadi l y and completed 
his first opera ' Die Feen' which, al thou g h scheLluled for its 
premiere in Leipzi g tile same year, was never heard in his 
lifetime. He had accepted the post of conductor of . the 
Cethmann Company, based in :lagdebur g , and IYas composin ~ 
' Das li ebcsve rbot " whIch was sta ged in 1 836 , but fa ile d , 
brin g in g the Be thmann Company dOIYn with it. 
He was soon appointed to the i(linio.sberg . theatre, . but . it too, 
failed , and thereupon he transferred to jUga , followed by 
the credl tors of bo th :l a<Jdebur g and !<lini gsber'] . His stay 
at Ri g a was short-lived: a p re-oCCu l, ation with the compo -
si tion of ' :i ienzi', to (]ether with his current d isli ke of 
the abund ance of I talian opera bein g prod uc ed there, led to 
hi" bein n suspended . In a s hort ,: h il e fie l e ft for Paris, 
whe re for three y ears lIe lived in privat i on, althou g h com-
~ letin q I f\ie nzi I and COfi'iposin g 'T:le Flyin g Cutchma n. I 
i 'owe ver, his hopes that h is wo r ks would be ac ce pted in Par is 
thus enabling them to be accepted in his own country, were 
da sh ed. Three yea rs la ter, in 1 J 42, he left for Cr esde n where 
" ' ienzi' had been ac cep ted for p roduction in Oct00er, and 
,Yi l ~re he ~as appointed s e cond conductor at the court op era. 
lJrcsuen al so saw the production of I The Fl y in g LU tcnman t 
and in 1 34 5 that of 'Tannh'auser.' 
This period also sees a disastrous interest in politics, 
and the Dresden revol t, in which '..':a gner's rildical opinions 
see him on t11e losing side. He fled to ;-:ei;:lar and thence 
to Switzerland as a po litical refugee. he was forty-eisht 
I" • 
years old when, at last, the decree of ban ishment from Serrnany 
was revoked. The period of exile was marJ<ed by po vert y alld 
a severe deteriorat"ion in his personal affairs. ~agrler il ad 
married i.Ji nna Planer in 1836, but happiness proved elusive 
anJ their lives together were a succession of partings 
and reconcil ia tions until her dea th in 1866. Almost every 
parting led him into tile arms of another woman! Jessie 
Laussot, 1 850 , i-lathilde '::esendonck, 185l~. iievertheless, 
"Ia gne r's development as a drama G1Usician continued, al:,lost 
as if poverty and unhappiness were the fuels of his artistic 
fire. In 1 8 51 his book 'Oper und Drama' was completed and 
'The Ring' conceived. 
It was through his friendship with Franz Liszt that in 1853 
Wag ner met the composer's daughter, Cosima, who later became 
his second wife. 
In 18Gl ~ag ner settled near Vien na where 'Lohen Qr in' was 
produced. During 1864 he was threatened with imprisonment 
for debt, and had to leave Vienna secretly. The composer 
went to Stuttgard, in SlYi tzerland, and in tolay the signi fi-
cant meeting with Ludwi g II of Bava ria took place. The King 
was instrumental in producing Wag ner's operas 'Tristan and 
Isolde', 1865, and ':Jie Ileistersingcr' .. le6B. \'ih ile on a visit 
to Leipzig during the same year, Wagne r met the philosopher, 
Friedrich Hie tzsche. 
In 1376 the famous ~aQ ner Festival Theatre at Bayre uth wilS 
completed, and opened with the production of 'The ;:\in') '. 
After the production of 'Parsifal' at Bayreuth, ':iagner went 
to Venice where he died on 13 February 1883 . 
77 • 
4.2 RIC HARD ~'.' AGC!ER: A COt: TflOV ERSIAL GE,: I US 
Controversy surroun ded Ri cha r d ~agner throu ghout his lif e , 
and not least, at his bi rt!1. Al thou gh born to Johanna and 
Ka rl Wa gner, t!1ere was a sus picion that h is actual father was 
in fact the actor, writ er and pai nter Ludwi g Geyer. 
Wagner was born in Leipzi g on 22 May 1813. Karl Wa gner 
died six months later, and within less than a year, on 
14 August 1314, Wagner's mother married Geyer. 
Although no doubt influenced by his 'stepfather " Wa gner's 
artistic inheritance was surely more than coincidental. 
Certainly the artistic environment maintained by Geye r was 
conducive to the develo pment of the youn g Wa gner, whose 
sisters, Clara and Rosalie, were soon destin e d for t he 
oreratic stage. 
The family's home was in Dresden, and at the a ge of seven, 
'.'.'a gne r's education began nearby at Possendorf villag e school. 
'.Vhen Geyer died in 1822, ','/ag ner was brou gh t nearer horne to 
the Kreuzschule where he s pe nt the followin g si x years. His 
education was broken o nce more when, at the beg innin g of 
182 8 , he chan ged to the St. ~Iicholas School in Leipzi g . The re 
is some evidence that Wa gner was frequently at lo gge rheads 
wit h his teachers~ .this is bourne out by two observations 
which he has given us in his a utobio graphy. r;ritin g u p his 
pe riod at the I<reuzschule he speaks of: "Hy ne glec"t of 
school reached such a poin t that it could not but lead to 
4- 0 
a r u p t u r e. " • Of his per i 0 d at S t. ,<!i c hoI ash e IV r it e s 0 f 
despis in g the dry monotony of school re gi me . He eventually 
had to l ea ve the St. ~) i cholas Schoo l "too deep l y in dis grace 
with the staff of masters e ver to hope for an y p r omot io ll 
in the Universit y from t hat q uar te r." 40. In June l a30 , he 
entered the St. Thom assc hul e whe r e he r ece i ved his first 
fo r ma l music study und e r Theodor ~einlig. 
!~ () • ":' u :.; ner, 
London, 
:,icharc;j, :Iy Life, Consta ble and Com pany Ltd., 
1911, Volume I, pages 2S and 46. 
A major problcm in the pe rsonalit y of ~aJne r is th at of 
identity , and throu gh this, of i nsecurity. 
he received an interrupted education, mostl y away from home, 
could have contributed t oward s this fe elin g ~f insecurity. 
In his formative years it ap pea rs that you ng ~a~ner was 
known as Ceye r, the name in which he was re gistered in the 
books of the Kre uz schule in Dresden. The wisdom of usin g 
this namc is debatable. iiad he been an only child, the n 
76. 
marriage of Geyer to ~agner's mother so soon after the child's 
birth could have justified the name Ceyer. 
two older sisters at home, both of wllom were considered 
Karl ~agne r's daughters. It would not have taken an intell -
igent boy lon g to investi gate his name com p ared with that 
of his sister~ and perhaps affords a reason for the reversion 
to the name Wagne r in 1326, whcn he was thirteen . 
Wagner ever dir ectly q uest i oned Ilis parenthood is not known, 
but he claimed to be the son of Geye r, even though nothin g 
conclusive was p r oved . Add itionally, the death of Karl 
Wag ner so soon after Wag ner's birth meant that he never 
knew the man whose name he bore for the g r eate r part of Il i s 
Ii fe. These three factors: the adoption of Geyer's name, 
the search for p r oof of his father's identity, together with 
an inability to decry his mother, and his lack of direct 
association with Karl "Iagner , all 
of insecurity . This affected his 
combined towa r ds a feeling 
relationship to the three 
wome n who influenced his life as wel l as his relationship 
to other peo ple. 
Indications of insecurity are apparent from the Dia ry of 
Cosima, who records Wag ner ' s desc riptions of his nightmares 
when his age-old fears of rejection are relived in his dreams . 
"R. dreamed his old dream - that hc had offen ded mc, that 
I wished to leave him, that he then wa nt ed to starve himself 
to dea t-h." 41. TI 1 
- 1CY are apparent a so in his compositions, 
whiCh indicate a lifelon g continuation of the pro blem : the 
If 1. "'!ag ner, Cosima . Cosima '.'/agner's Dia ri es, Collins, 
St. Jame's Place, London, 1973 , Vol um e II, page 991. 
conflicts in 'T he Rin g ' are derived from identit y ; SO i:le of 
the heroic figures of his operas are prefaced by a father's 
death , for example Tristan, Siegfried and Parsifal were all 
bo rn afte r their rather's deaths. 
As a youn g child the tunin g of the orchestra would ~ortend 
the supernatural to ~a ~ner ; when he heard the fift hs of 
violins he beheld ghosts. :lowever, the most po tent cause 
of his ins ec urit y was possibly his mistrust of people, 
which on e can deduce from the nature of his dre ams . In 
these, Wagner saw himself as the victim of his two wives, 
his children, his friends, his p rofessional coll e a C) ues and 
stranCJers. For example, in his dreams of :Ii nna, his first 
wife, she is depicted as q uarrelsoine and vindictive. 
Wagner displayed a dual pe rsonality abDut his association 
wi th I-iinna. He both wanted and r ejected her. :1e wrote to 
Apel that his relationship with Ilinna wa s one of lo ve and 
trust and that he would leave the rest to fate. She was the 
recipient of his confidences, beinC) kind, p ractical and 
79. 
sympathetic. Whe n he suFfered his fre'luent bouts of erysipelas , 
in which his features became swollen, she tended him."~hen 
later on I had an attack of erysipelas, from which I often 
suffered, and with my face all swollen and fri ghtfully dis -
torted concealed myself from the world in my gloomy room, 
i-1in na visited me r epeat edly, nursed me , and assured me that 
42. 
my distorted features did not matte r in the least." He 
o bviously desire d and appreciated her service then. On the 
othe r hand, he would rant and rav e at her for hours on end, 
forcing her int o a situation in which she co ul d not do other-
wise than leave home. 
From the start, their r e lationshi p was a stormy one and the 
pattern of their life to gethe r, with its ma ny separations, 
could be said to have been set even before t heir marria ge . 
!f2. '::a gner, Richard . 1:y Life, Constable and Company Lt d ., 
Lon don, 1 911, Volur~e II , page 11 0 
They met durin g ';agner's ter~ as i· lusical Director of tIle 
: ~agdebur~ Theatrical Company, where 1·;inna was tile leadin ~.: 
juvenile actress. r,'h en :: inna's position at the theatre 
became intolera ble uecause of her rival ; ~ acJa ;,l e Gra bo us!':y, 
she left for an en ga ge me nt at the theatre in Serlin. A't 
a committee meeting of the 11 agdebur J Theatrical Company, 
]a ~ ner a t tacked the stase mana ge r so vehemently that he 
a !) reed to take il inna back. Her absence had unhin ged the 
composer to the extent that his urgent, temporary need of her 
compel led him in his letters to make ? assionate demands for 
marriage. "Cpen your heart, ;·linna,if you don't I am go ing to 
compel you; by God, I shall co role to Be rlin and tear you away 
by force, and if thilt should pain you, tell me that you 
don't love me any longer, and so g ive me the death blow! i:y 
dear, my dear, no one was ever loved as much as you! I will 
prove my love to you by renewing now with unceasing strength 
my offers for our union; if you reject this union there will 
be other ways to convince you of the power of my love. This 
is sworn by your R IC~A R D."43. She a greed to marry him, and 
triumphant and in tears he welcomed her home. 
The fact that years later he could write of Minna in very 
casual terms shows how inconsistent he could be. "I lon ged 
30 . 
for peace and quiet, and hoped to find these most effectively 
by getting married, and so putting an end to the state of 
things that had bccome the source of so much anxiety to me."44. 
After their marriage in 1 8 36 their relationship soon became 
intolerable. They had married in haste, with little money. 
The pilstor officiating at the ceremony WilS made to witness 
43. The 2urrell Collection. Letters of Richard \'ia !j ner, 
I!a cmillan Co., Great Britain, 195 0 , page 37. 
44. 'l/a g n er, 
London, 
'U chard. ily Life, Constable and COi:lpa ny, 
1911, Volume II, page 153. 
Ltd. , 
81. 
an u gl y, argumentative scene in front of the altar. He was 
forced to reprimand the couple an d remind them of the presence 
o f God. The misfortunes \vhich att e nded nest of ~a 0 ner's 
productions could have affected his married life an d hav e led 
to his many fits of jealousy and irrational outbursts of 
temper . After six unhappy months of penur y and heart-break, 
Minna's courage deserted her and she left home to live 
with her parents in Dr esden. ~a g ner was in misery 'For 
months, implorin g her to r eturn : when she did, he freely 
forgave her affair with another man . Ther e had been pr e vious 
indiscretions in ~i nna's lif e . At age sixteen she bore a 
daughter, tiatalie, the shame of whose parenta ge was con-
cealed by Min na through the simple expedient of passin g 
the child off as her sister. V:a gner knew this , but he too 
kept the secret for years. Natalie he rs elf did not learn 
t he truth until she was an o l d wo man . 
These irregularities in fiinna's life had little or nothin g 
to do with the failure of her marria ge to Wa gner. III their 
first year tO f} ether she l e ft hi m twice, but even t hou g h 
the composer forgave her, they r emained at odds. f.li nna 
was a WO IOlan of limited intelli gence . "I always felt some-
what distressed, uncomfortable , and ill at e ase wllenever 
I tried to pass a few pl easant hours in the society of 
,. 5 
my wife. It " • With eve r y year that passed 5a gner's complex 
brain de veloped until not only his ideas and his music, 
but his simplest actions became incomp r ehensible to her. 
:"is ego needed a great deal of support, while flinna 's 
insecure pe rsonalit y r equire d constant attention. 
From r(ci n i gsber g , in East Pr ussi a, the couple ,"oved to 
ni g a where the only thin g that kept ~agner goin g ,vas his 
work on the opera ' Rienzi'. ;·Ie had lost his position as 
conductor and was worried by debt. 3y t he summer of 
18 39 he decided to give up his conductin g career and 
45. i'!a oner, fUchart.l. :Iy LiFe,Constable and Com pany, Ltd., 
Lon do n, 1911, Volume II, pa ge 547 . 
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devote his life to the com position of operas. This rl as the 
most critical single decision of his entire life . , i "", ;' ..... 
believed that th e onl y "a y he coul d get his ' ,Uenzi' 
produced in Gcrmany would ~e to gct it ~ ro,Juced in Paris 
firs t. rlle reason why ~a g ner chose to go to Paris ratiler 
th an back to Germany had to do rlith the unsatisfactory state 
of operatic affairs i n his native country at that time . 
Their departure f ro m Riga and the voya s e on the 'T:'etis ' 
was his first step into the unknorln. As it turned out , 
Wa gner accomplished non e of his aims in Paris , but suffered 
two and a half yea rs privation so cruel that he spoke of 
the experience forty years late r only with tea rs. Of t hi s 
period in his Ii fe, Wa g ner wrote : " /-/ay and June had go n e 
by, and durin g these months our trou bles had g rown steadily 
more serious ••••• Soon , our lack of funds began to make 
itself fe l t with a severity that was very discoura g in g •••• 
One day it came to a climax. Be in g absolutely without 
money, I started out, early one morning , to walk to Paris-
for I had not even enough to pay the r ailway fare th i ther-
and I resolved to wande r about the who l e day, t ru dging from 
s treet to street, even until late in the afternoon, in the 
hope of raiSin g a five-franc piece; but my errand proved 
abso lu tely vain, and I had to walk all the way back to 
/ / d . t 1 · 1 " 46 . eu on agaJ.n, u ter y pe nnJ. ess. 
He respected l'lin na a gr eat dea l for sharin g his Paris 
ha r dships du rin g the years 1839-42. The anguish which the 
composer underwent du rin g that ti~e found its only compen -
satio n in the lo yalty and self-sacrificing devot i o n of 
Minna, as well as that of a few fait hful f ri e nd s from 
Cerma ny . :-!inna's coura ge and devotion \Yere beyo nd all 
p raise. The poverty they experienced made the ir former 
li fe appear affluent by cO __ lpa rison. Several times they 
were on the ve r ge of starvation, and o n two occasion s he 
was i mprison ed for debts. They had to take in boar ders, and 
each dawn i-iin na \'las reduced to cleaning the boarder 's 
shoes. She pawne d her f e w remainin g trinkets and was 
L;6. \',' a sner, 
London, 
Richard . i/y Life , Constable and Company Lt d ., 
1911, Volume II, pa ge 245 . 
3J . 
dri ven by necessity to s ell the paw n tickets. I;:a g ner 
was forced to acce pt hack war!e , but serious co rn position 
continued and ' Ri e nzi' was com~ l eted in I d40 . Cne yea r 
later he finished I T;)e Flyin ~ Cu tcl1;.}an . I In Pa ris he l::a s 
humiliilted as a miln, and worse still, rejec ted as a com poser . 
~ow evcr, he ~vas conscious of a rapidly Jro\vin g creative 
power . "Everythin g we n t easily , fluently. I actuall y 
shouted for joy, as I felt throu gh my whole being that I 
was still an artist." 4 7. ' Ri e nzi' was accept ed by the 
Dresden Ope ra Company. '.'/ i th bo r ro\1ed funds, the '.'!ag ners 
l e ft Pil ris to attend the :J remi e re, which took pl ace on 2 0 
Octo ber 1 8 42. 
Short l y afte r the prod uc t i on of hi s two operas , ' Rienzi' 
and 'The Flyin G Dut c hman ', r.'a g ne r was made :<a~e llme ister 
of the Dresde n Ope ra. .I~e r ema in ed at Dr esden fo r six yea rs, 
ha rd at wo rk, bu t funda me ntall y an unhil PPY man. '.'!ao ne r 
took an active pa rt in the r e volution of 1 849 , and a 
war ren t was issued for his arrest. He fled to Zuric h 
where his wife joined him . ~inna's worst t r o u bl e s with 
~ag ner bC0an shortly afte r they l eft Dresden . In 1 3 50 
po verty forced hi m once more to se ek a career i n Pa ri s . 
It was duri ng th i s ti"e that the first serious threat to 
their ma rria ge appea r ed in the form of Jessie Lausso t of 
Bo r deaux , from whom ria ,) ne r r eceived f inancial ai d . She 
too , was unhap pily married, and they f ell violently in 
love. 
sua de 
their 
'::ilgner visited her at 30 r dea ux, and tried to per -
her to elope 
love reached 
with him to t he ,lear East. :\ umo urs of 
dinna, and sh e insist ed he r et urn to 
his business in Par i s . ;·!inn a's l ette r dec i ded \,':a gner to 
break ~ith her, an d inform her of his i n t ention to travel. 
Jessie's husba n d fo und out a bo ut the affair, a nd th r eatened 
to shoot ~a G ner. :;in na mea nw hil e had taken a s mall house 
by the lake at Zu ri ch; and furnished it accordin g to 
~agner's wishes in t he ho~c t l,at he woul d one day return 
to her. It is possibl y unfl1i !." to accuse r; inna of de sert-
ing ~aJ ner on the r~any occasions when s lle l~ft 11 i m as she 
47 . Hilton Cross, Encyclopedia of the Great Composers and 
Their Hu sic, Double day and Co., 1962, paue 85 1. 
could have been driv e n to t.) k :: such action not only by 
their numerous q uarr ~ ls, but also by her husba nd's rela-
tians witll other women. His trcat:':1ent of ;!inn .:l was often 
i nex cusa ble . Oil 27 July, '::a "~; ner r ejoined i: inna and they 
Orlee acain had to ada~t the~selves an~ e xpect little of 
This unsettlet:..! state of affairs '.'i as :lepi~ e ss in ~; 
for them bo th . To Frau ~ i t ter, ";",'a ~j n e r rH"O l:e , " ilo t a year ... 
has passed recently without 
verne of a decision to make 
brin uin g me once to tile 
4 8 
an end of my life." • 
very 
','Ihile at Zurich, '.':agner became a constant guest of th (~ 
~':csen doncks. At first thc r elationsh i p with iiathi lde , 
Otto I,",'esendonck's l'Ii fe, had bee n that of ma ster Cl nd p u p il. 
HOl'lever, the friendship developed and she later brough~ 
~a'Jner the reality of true love. In April 1 8 57 Wagner 
moved into a small house, the ' {\sO'l, I adjoininr; the 
Wes endonck mansion. The circumstances must have been 
intolerable for Ilinna, riho was understandably consumed 
by jealousy. There was no attempt at secrecy about the 
affair; both Otto and I: inna were fully aware of it. 
\'Ia g ner's [lassion for ilathil d e was subli mated in the music 
of 'Tristan and Isolde', which he \'{as composin g . Li ke 
Tristan, ~ a g n e r loved a woman who was plighted to his 
friend. WaCJ ner soon had to reLinquish :Iathilde, for Otto 
\':esendonck p rovided the funds for the composer and ilinna 
to go to Paris in order that he for get ::athilde and try 
to mend his sadly mutilated marriage. '::a gner \'{rote to 
Liszt mentioning that he was at the end of a conflict in 
which everythin g he held sacred was involved. After 
t h ree weeks Wagner returned from Paris believing that 
he now had his emotions for l lathil de under control. 
Al though Otto understood his wife's fe elin g s for ';iagner, 
rHnna had not properly realized Ilathilda's relationship 
with Richard. After intercepting a letter which Wagner 
had written to r'lathilda, she became very a,]itated, a 
situation which worsened her heart disease. She then 
a g reed to go to Dresden where she would be careJ for by 
their faithful Dr. Pusinelli. the n she had recovereJ 
physically and mentally, as well as overcome her jealousy, 
Wa gner would rejoin her. 
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f'athilda and Wagne r realized that the r enunciation of their 
love could be effective only if t il ey se parated. On 17 Aug ust 
1858 '."a gner abandoned the ' flsy l' and travelled to Venice . 
There he ~ e t the ~esendoncks Dn d f ound the ~ co ~p l e t B ly 
reconciled and happy. He realized bitte rl y that hi s 
lon ~!in g for ;iathilde , which separation ;1dU never stilled , 
was utterly fut ile. 
The composer's persona l life was becomin g turbulent and 
complicated. His mis f ort un es wa r ped him to the extent that 
he felt Minna had disp la yed a n intolerable la ck o f under -
standing in he r re fusal to r eco gnize the necess it y of 11is 
relationship with ~iath il de . He wrot e to the effect that, 
without the understandin g of the one we believe we love, 
all love is an illusion. The expense of having to support 
Mi nna a nd his inability to ma rr y again on l y added to his 
frustrations. Possibly be caus e of all this, Wagne r could 
writ e so coldly in his autobiography,'ily Life', of lli nna's 
'coarse misu nd e rst and in g' and ruthlessl y ex pose her li mita -
tions. This is a contradiction as at the time he had both 
fe l t and as fa r as he caul ct , behaved compassionately towards 
her. He had eve n written her the cosy, chat t y letters he 
knew she li ked , had made plans for he r, and tried to liv e 
with her again. 
One of the letters written by '.'iagner to ilinna in Fe bruary 
1362 brought about the sequence of events which led to 
their final se9aration. In this l ette r he mentioned to 
li inna that she was ri ght in that another visit would be 
the most miserable thing that could happen to the~ both. 
:le said that he wus looking for peace , and a mood conducive 
to work. If il1nna fel t she could devote herself completel y 
to t his, his final flurpose in li fe, the n he would say to 
her , "come" a nd everythin g else would take care of itself. 
tl inna i gnored the cleur lo gic of this letter, but sensed 
his loneliness and took advanta ge of the choice he yave 
:l e;:-. \','ithin a week she appeared at 3iebrich , where 
was stayin g , and there Followed ten miserable days . 
I.a g ncr 
They 
were pleased to see each other, but when a letter fro~ 
!lathilde arrived the next mornin <] , all peace was at an end . 
0 0. 
According to '.Yagner, ~ i inna indul ged in what he called 'that 
vulgar tone' a 'J ain, which clade hi,;; lose all self-control. 
ranna's version of the incident appeared in a letter 
written to !"atalie from Dresden on 6 narch. She said H lat 
when the letter from Hathilde arrived during breakfast, \",'agner 
ranted and raved before she had uttered a single word. He 
told her it was not her business, and that he coulc.J correspond 
with whom lIe liked. A few days later another letter arrived 
from rlathilde and ;.!inna then told \','a Cj ner that he coulu 
abuse her as much as he wished; she would not react. He 
ranted for three-quarters of an hour, until she finally 
told him that he had no idea of the ri Qhts of a wife. As 
fate would have it, a belated Christl;;as present also arrived 
for Wagner from tlathilde. Hinna's fortitude held out for 
the next five days after which she went to Dresden. She 
further told :tatalie that she had to convince herself that 
her husband's behaviour was so horrible that it was impossible 
to live with him. 
~a g ner had once admitted in a letter to flinna that fate 
had linked her to one of the strangest of men. Hinna did 
try to understand his complex nature, not only because 
she loved him but believed that there was good in his heart 
after all. However, Wa gner was in many ways an unpleasant 
person who used women for his own ends, and caused much 
harm for those about him. Minna suffered to such an extent 
that after their final separation she criec.J in a letter 
to a frientJ, "If these twenty-five years coultJ be erasec.J 
from my li f e, I would be happ y !" 49. ,linna was the woman 
who had suffered most at Wa gner's hands, yet remained 
~ost faithful to him throu gh the storms of his passions, 
an d loved him :"ost trul y all her life long. 
attem p ts at excusin g his behaviour towards i,!inna have 
serve d onl y to tarnish his me mor y . 
The final break in the always unsta ble partnershi p came 
when Kichard met the formi da ble Cosi ma von [3'ulo IV , dau ghter 
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of Franz Liszt. Cosima and ~a s ner decided to live to oetJler, 
and after 16 54 ;·linna found hersel f alone. Cosima flun ~; 
:,er~elf body and soul into servin ~ the life of 
~et~een 1 8 64 an d 1 3 ~9 , she had turned ller-
self into an in dispensa bl e extension of Cl<lste r's ·,'Iill. 
nivinn hi :l sup,ort Ivith constant encouragement. Twent y -
foul' years his junior, Cosima was able to ,lrovide ria gner 
with the regular boosts which his ego demanded. However, 
there was a price to pay. As a result of this irregular 
union, Liszt ','las estranged from ':, a<]ner until 1872. 1(ln <] 
Ludwi n was compelled to ask ~a ~ ner to leave j·'unich because 
of the scand<ll over Cosima, who," he refused ever to set 
eyes on again. And CosiCla herself was compelled to follow 
her father's example in bearing illegitimate children. 
It had been a sadness to :Hnna tha t her union wit h I, :agne r 
had been childless, but this was due to an internal injury, 
the result of a fallon the journey from iliga. Fortunately 
for Cosi ra a, the death of ;!inna in 1866 permi tted marrai J e 
to ~agner, although this did not take place until 1871. 
Cosima's greatest desire had been to create a home which was 
also a salon, and to ensure that she was an important 
,art of the life of the great man. He r contribution 
towards the fulfilment of "', , .,a gner s ge nius was considerable. 
She subordinated her life and will to the composer. a ut 
this very act of continuous submission only proved that 
she was mistress of an equally strong will. She exerted 
a strong influence over Wag ner, who was far from being 
weak-willed himself. She soon began to cut Wagner off 
from the friends who had known and admired both hi,n and 
t'li n n a • Furthermore, she handled all his correspontience and 
fJenerally had things her own way. Cosima encouraged Wagner to 
write, realizing that throu gh the written word his name 
carried to wider circles than his music alone could. Th e 
glitter and luxury of 3ay r e uth came into being and Wagner 
was exalted as the great master of music. 
Eventually ','!a,]ner was unfaithful to Cosima, but she wisely 
ignored the incident preferring to concentrate on her 
mission. One of her principal duties was to record \Vagner's 
life story and keep a diary of his daily activities. Even 
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after '.'.'a gner' s death she continued to worship his melilory. 
This she did by keeping the Festival at Eayreuth alive by 
producinq, directing anti castin ~ performances of his operas. 
The Festival survived, and when she retired in 1906 the 
theatre was flourishing financially. 
It is not true to say that Cosima understood the importance 
of Wa gner's art while Hinna did no t. During the twenty-
five years wi th 1·1inna, el even operas were conceived, poems 
for nine of them were finished, music for seven of t!lem 
completed and half of the eighth composed. Four of the 
operas, namely, 'Rienzi', 'The Flying Dutchman', 'Tannh'duser' 
and 'Lohengrin' were produced. In all his life with 
Cosima he conceived no new work, only finishing 'Gotter-
dammerung' and 'Parsifal', both of which had long ago 
been completed in his mind. However, three operas 'Die 
r·leistersinger', 'The Ring' and 'Parsifal' were produced and 
Cosima was a great help to Wagner in the establishment 
and continuation of his work at Eayreuth. 
Wagner believed that throughout history, music was C)oing 
through a process of evolution: that music is continually 
developin g . The separate art forms had developed on their 
own, and in order to attain higher perfection,tlley should 
fuse, forming a 'Gesamtl<unst '.. These forms should exist 
in a symbiotic state, each bein C) enriched by the qualities 
of the others. The quality of art was an important factor 
in re gard to the composer's ambitions for tile artistic 
future of Europe. These hopes were based on the one 
hand upon a universal, social re generation and, on the 
other, ufJon til"" extraordinary and unprecedented develop-
r.1ent of r.1usic. The ancient world could have had no con-
ception of the limitless ca pacit i es for em otional expressiofl 
which, for example, Geet:l0ven gav e to art, and which hau 
opened to ~a y ner vistas of dramatic fJossibilities. 
~ef lec t in g his German cultural he rita ge ~a g ner's music 
dramas were something entirely new anu not an attcmpt 
at reformin 9 t he o pera. In his writin gs, r:a gner criticized 
the theatrical and musical standards in Germany at the time. 
For e xamp l e , in the re po rt co nc e rnin g the I~ew School of 
I-iusic in li unich, he stated that theat r e is the c e n t r e 
fr~m which a ll truly na tio na l culture is difF us cd . He 
returned to the point of pract i ca l shortcomin g s \vhich lay 
in the fact that Ger man y haJ neve r possessed a national 
musical theatre. Su ch a theatre should act upon national 
taste a nd in its turn be acted upon by {ne nation . It 
should deve lop a c lassi cal style of execution, such as 
co uld adequately r ef lect the peculiarily Ge rmanic spirit 
of its poet s and composers. He th us had no flat i e nc e wi t l) 
the routinc pe r forma nce s of Italian wo rks at t he Dr esden 
Or era . ~ -;e wan ted to conduct only the finer German works; 
those of i-iozart, Beethoven and '::eber. The COfllpose r wrot e 
a lon g r epo rt to the King o f Saxon y with plans for a mo r e 
eff icient operation of th e e ntire mUSical institution. :ie 
saw tile opera house as a t emp le where a new art could be 
made to fl o urish. Alas, these ima ginative plans we r e 
turned dow n as being impractical. 
J a gner's p redil e ctio n for putting subjects from the lit e r-
ature of German l eg end into d ramatic form wa s somethin g 
which had its ori g ins de ep within him . In this inner 
nature, feelin gs and thou ghts of his German forefathers 
li ved on in stran ge intensity. Wagner has vivi dl y r e cord ed 
the ori gin of these thou ghts: "The baldest le gend spoke 
to me of its ancient home , and soon my whole ima gination 
thrilled with ima')es; lon g -lost forms for which I had 
s ough t so eagerly shaped themselves ev e r more clearl y 
into realities that live d ag ain." 50. This feelIn g was 
so stron r; that he hi!n.sel f f e l t that he had come in to the 
wo rl d a particularly Germa n type, the most Ge r man of all 
Ge rmans. fie once said that he coul d create his music 
o nly to his texts and both text and !nusic we re based on 
the German lan gua ge and the Ge rma n spirit. 
In his article' Th e Ar two rk of the Future', ':;agner 
elaborated I,i s concept of a unifi ed ar twork . The ne w 
mus ic drama was to be a g e nuin e huma n drama in wh ich the 
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whole nature of the German 'volk' would be reflected. 
Like the Greeks, the Germans had a heri ta ~ e of myth and 
legend, and were a nation of 'hi 0h -souled' drear.lers and 
'deep- brained' thinkers. It was in 'State and Reli gion', 
written For Ludwi g II, ~a J ner said that the i dea l of 
his art was to portray the rebirth of Germany, a nation 
of supreme potential. At times this belief misled him, 
as in the article 'German Art and Policy ', where he 
di spara ged foreign influences upon the development of 
German art and culture. '::a <J ner believed that the Germans 
had n~ively allowed themselves to become so impressed by 
foreign cultures that they were underrating their own. His 
beliefs Further misled him on the Jewish question when 
writin\] the article 'Judism in :!usic.' He felt that 
Jews did not share the Cerman heritage and so were alien 
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to the people among whom they lived. He held the view-
point that integration would be impossible as then the 
Germans would cease to exist. Durin u the 1 3 70 's, 'i'ag ner's 
anti-Semitism became personal and he identified the Jews 
with all that was evil. His early dealings with Jewish 
moneylenders had filled him with mistrust. He later 
modified his views, yet his relationship with Jews continued 
to be a 'love-hate' one. His contrary nature is displayed 
~y his rejection of the Jewish nation on the one hand, 
while accepting Samuel Lehrs as his Jewish companion in 
misfortune on the other hQnd. He wanted his art to reflect 
the ideals of those who felt a common bo nd, and because 
he considered all Jews aliens, they were excluded . ~'!a'lner 
persistently confused reliqious, social and political 
f actors, a conFusion very well illustrated in his Qrticle 
' ~hat is ~e rman?' 
Wagner, who bore a new world in him as artist and as man, 
came more and more into conflict with the artistically and 
politically reactionary views of his time: he became a 
revolutionary. In 1848 the revolution in Paris spread to 
Serlin and Vienna. T~e Fran~<furt Parliament rlas inau tj u-
rated to le r; islate for a ne':1 united Gerr,la ny. '::a gner had 
~een proroundly stirred by the revolution. It seemed that 
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his solitary stru ~~ lc !~as to lle i~ er ~ cd in a great popular 
ui! risin g . In a new societ y t h e theatre woul d l:>e refor r!l e d , 
Qn d il is artis t ic 00il1 ~ oul d be reac he d . 
for;-ct tile world and t he hy ;)~)crisy of th e pol i tical ~ )ar l:ie s , 
\'l l,ic:l reve l ted hl ~ l . 
time would add i nl[lctus to t:le revolution. In Sp ri n o 1~49, 
revolution broke out in Dresden . ~a ~ ner part ici pated in 
this revolution, and as a result had to take refu Ge in 
':.'e im a r, be for e 'l o i n g 0 n to 51\' i t z e r I and . Al t hough the 
revolution had failed, this fact onl y intensifi e u '.:a ., ner 's 
ur ge to uplift society. It was not a ranJom process. 
ur ge de veloped, matured and took pos s ession of him . It 
can be explained by the factors of ?resentiment and recollection, 
"ihich gove rne d th.is flrocess . ;;is c lHl u hoo d fears hau ocen 
sublimated and replaced by othe rs. r:a g ner, the i.l an, sou Ght 
r ef u ge in illusion because of a deep existential uread. 
Po li tica l co nvicti o ns meant nothin g to him except in 
relation to th e idea of music a l drama , the measure of all 
thi n gs to hi m. ,Ie became a revolutionary a t a tiiile when he 
san soc ial upheaval as the onl y means of bri n g in g to the 
theatre, ar t in place of entertainment. lie relat ed soci a l 
phi l osophy to a rt, no t art to social philosophy . 
For the sake of a r t , wa gner submitte d to the situation of 
not being understoo d . Li ke Lohengrin, he felt himself as 
fro r~ another l'Iorld- the saviour of Ge rman a rt. For t he 
s ake of dramatic expression he had bro ke n the conventiollal 
desi'] n of ope r a . Drama was his aim, so he wrote a new 
kind of drama reachin g ba c k to the great elemental figures 
of roedie val his to r y , sa ga and myth. Such fi 'J ures he tenled 
' purely human .' He wanted to express the human emot i o n 
n hich un derlines action in al l its appea ran ces . It would 
attract the senses simultaneously and by doin g so , achi e ve 
a co ncrete, d ynamic, s ynthetic emiJo dLnent of truth. He 
once wro te that he was deep l y convinced that any l'Iork o f 
art c ould onl y be trul y eff e ctive if all t hat i s of im por -
tance to the imagination be im pa rt ed to the senses. ~ :e 
turned to the my th instinctively as ~ot onl y d i d the myth 
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contain i deal poetical rnateriQI, it also dea lt with the 
deepest human problems. 3y seek in G hi s ther.1 es fror.1 
~ytho lo nY he ~as presented with the universal, not the 
particular, and this freed hir.1 from the tyra nn y of "istoricQl 
fact. He could concentrate on the psychol00ical , r ather 
than the physical expression of his subject and throu g h 
this achieve genuine unity of form. H e was able to drama-
tise the myth and show that in it, the poetic pe rceptions 
of a who le race are so conccntrated as to r ece iv e their 
most palpable and in telli ;; ! ;)le express ion. H e fel t it t o 
be an ideal drQmQtic form which would stand in relatio n 
to the spirit of existence. The individual, when confront e~ 
wit!, the world of tl1ings which cast their alien shadow over 
h1r.1, feels an affinity with the world of r.1yth. He displays 
this affinity throu gh the gesture of fallin g silent, and 
this ges ture was in fact of crucial importance to ~a g n e r. 
The problem of the artwork of the future was how the 
sca tte red elements of modern existence ge nerall y , and of 
modern art in particular, could be united and interfuse d in 
order to form an adequate expression of the vast whole. 
",'a gner tried to make the drama in de pendent of all purely 
intellectual mo tives and elem e nts. i-le wished to construct 
his music drama in such a way that it would appeal and speak 
at once to the feelings of all men of poetical perception. 
It was only with the aid of music that this coult! be acco ",-
plished, as being free from the restraint of narrow nation-
ality , it could become universally intelligible. In mus ic, 
the lan g uage understoo d by all ma nkin d , Va g ne r found the 
equalizing power wh i ch coul d ma ke a universQl cOr.1munication 
of the innermost artistic intuitions possi ble . ~a g ner 
proceeded to demonstrate how mythical matter,the nature of 
which is always essentially emotional, dernands the gre at 
lan gua ge of emotion: music, for its p roper p res en tation. It 
is the aim of drama to p r e sent, in tile most universally 
intelliJible manner, the poe t's pe rception of pu rel y human 
individuality. The entire work of art envisa ge d by ~as ner 
was musical in spirit and could I,a ve been conceived only 
by a man of universal, artistic instincts, an d who was at 
the same time a g rea t r.1usician. 
I t has always bee n r ecognized that ~agner's aesthet ic 
philosophy is p r ese nt i n his music dramas. He na s so 
completely under the s pell of his nork that it wa s ever-
present to h i m a n d he could de r ive nourishmen t from the 
mo st triv ial eve n ts in his life. ' Rienzi' nas more than a 
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project: it was the fulfilment of a wish. Wag ner, embodied 
in ' Ri e nzi,' was gloriously at wa r in th e c ause of his art 
in a host ile, corrupt world. ~a g ner wa s a victim of his 
dramatic will . not co nten t to seek escape from this world 
by conj uri ng his musical instinct to c r eate another, he 
dramatised his daily li fe in thi s. In 1848 ~a g ner had 
been drawn to the final episode of 'The Ring ' because it 
embodied his life situation at the time. A tra gedy gr eate r 
than Siegfried's de a th is p r ese nt ed : the tra gedy of the 
wo rl d tha t destroyed hi~. ~a g ner had ex pe rienced Sie gf ried's 
love and his freedom, and could tell Lisz t that it was true 
inspira t ion that gave him the plan of the ' Rin g Cycle.' 
Wa gne r was 1 ess concerned wi til the symbol than the s ymbo l iz ed ; 
l e ss in mu sic as abstract sound than co n jurer of fa nci es 
and emotions. A rev ealing example of ~ag n e r's my sticism is 
provided by this passage from 'f.1y Life': " ue r Freischutz' 
in particular appealed ver y stron gly to my ima ginat ion, 
mainly on account of its ghostly t heme. Th e emot ions of 
terror and the d r ead of ghos ts formed quite a n i mp or ta n t 
factor in the development of my mind . From my earli est 
chil dhood certain mysterious and uncanny things exercised 
an e nor mou s influenc e over me . If I we r e l eft alone in a 
r oom fo r long, I r emembe r that nhen gazin g at lifel ess 
ob j ects s uch as p ieces of furniture, an d concentratin g ~y 
attention upon th em , I would suddenly shrie k QU~ with 
fri ght, beca us e they s ee med to me alive. Even durin" the 
latest yea rs of my boyhood , not a ni gllt passed witho ut my 
waking out of some gh ostly dream and ut tering the most 
fri ~ htf ul shrieks, which subsi ded on l y at the sound of so me 
human voice." 51. ':Iagner also records that in periods of 
drows in es s durin g the day, he had visions of the key notes 
51. ':la gner, Richar d . ,.,y Life , Consta bl e a n d Co mp any Ltd ., 
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of the t~ird and the dOQin ant which see~ed to take on 
livin a fo rm an (j reve~l their mij!lty meaning to him. During 
the voya ce on bo ar d the 'Thetis' lle had ~ vision of t he 
le ;e nd ary vessel, 'Th e Flyin g 8utc hman ' which ins[Jired hi:;} 
to com pose tha t o["lera. ":agne r's ps ychic ability ~'Ia s also 
demonstrated during his stay in Italy in 18 43. One Jay he 
returned to his room in Spezia after a country walk and sank 
down exhausted , utterly r e laxed. He described that he f el t 
himself sinkin g in swiftly flowin g water . The rushin g so und 
of the wate r forQed itsel f into a musical sound, giving the 
chord of E-flat major, which continually re-echoed in 
broke n form. Cack at Zurich he pl un ged into composing the 
prelude to 'Das Rhein gold' and based it on this chord. 
Closely bo un d up with Wagner 's ~ eneral psychic condition, 
was his unusual powe r of conception, balanced Dy an equally 
strong desire to pou r out the i mpressions he received . :ie 
had the intens e ur ge to communicate these i Qp ressions to 
others. The manne r in which he reworked tile emotions and 
ideas awake ne d in him, and put them into durabl e fo r m, 
reveals his special creative gift as a poe t musici an . He 
possessed the very r are gift of becoming pe rfectl y conscious 
of all his mental expe ri ences and of being able to give 
a cool, as well as compl e te account of his passions. He 
spoke only of what he had seen or felt himself. T;ler e 
is no filterin g of other men's ideas or thou gh ts. 
~a g ner found that taking 10n9 walks alone always induced 
a pleasantly productive composure . He was very climate-
conscious and fo r composing nee dell f ine weather. The sun 
influenced his joy i n creatin g . He was a morning worker, 
his evenin gs bein g devoted to correspondence. fiis condition 
during inspired creation was c ha racterized by com l, lete 
oblivion of the world around him . fie me ntioned that there 
must he an indescribable inner pe ace present which is active 
o nl y when the senses are in a sort of dream state, wh e n he 
no lon ger saw or heard distinctly. He wa s so completely 
under the spe ll of his work that it became part of him. ~ is 
life and art we r e fused to gether in th e profounu est sense 
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so that se paration of artist and rn an was i~ ~ ossible for hi m. 
~a o ner ha d a stron g personality, bein g a bl e to de tac ll h i ~ ­
self fro m his probleos and rise above disap p oi~tments • . It 
a ppears t hat misfortune ins pire d hi m to gr ea ter e ff o rts 
and he wa s even able to work under strain and he a rt brea k . 
After his separa t ion from Hathilde \Yesendonck, he we nt to 
Venice where he r emained in soli t ud e , co mp osin g the secon d 
act of 'Tristan.' i he 
li e rs acted as bal m to 
waterways and son gs of th e 90n de-
his soul and it was p ossi~l y 
provident that he was to die there. Althou g h ;",'a !j ner had 
love d Mathilde, the fact that he l o st her did not break 
hi m -- it actuall y spurred creation. For him, it seems 
that love involved the renunciation of love. He had 
alwa ys been torn by the conflict between th e compulsion 
of desire and that of morality . Havin g renounced passion 
and been freed fro~ the curse of desire, he could write 
a work celebratin g holy art, reconcilin g the personal 
with the im personal. It was a ~usic drama dealin g with 
the tra ~ ic fundamentals of human nature. He had p ro gresse d 
spiritually since composing 'Tannh'auser' in which he 
humaniz e d the e~otion of desire by p res e ntin g his hero 
as suff e rin g under the compulsion of an inncr pS yCllO-
lo gical conflict: the conflict between the desire of t he 
flesh for pleasure and the spirit f or re dem p tion. The 
core o f ~a gner's aesthetic p hiloso phy was a ri 00ro us 
artistic moralit y in the name of which he set out to reveal 
man's yea rning for redemption. He expressed this so 
wonderfully in th e music o f 'Parsi fa l' in whic h " assion is 
r enounced for the sake of etern a l life. ~h at he had want ed 
to sho \'! in I The r{ing' was the in e vitabl e decline 0 f the 
wo rld in its previous his t orical ph ase, and to co ntras t 
this with Siegfried,. the .fearless, J oyful man of t he future. 
By voicin g the fears of th e hel p l e ss p eo ~ l e , his ~usic 
si g nall cd hel ~ for the~. In doin s so it r e ne wed th e pro mis e 
co ntaine d in th e a ge-old pr o t e st in ~usi c : 'I th e pr om is e o f 
J lif e wi t hout f e ar." 52. : ut a s he c a~e to ca r r y out his 
52. Adorno, 
London, 
T. In Search o f '.":a <J ner, 
pa ge 156. 
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plan in 'Tile ~ in g ' he ~yas c08 pelle,j to reco ~ nise that 
unconsciously he had ~cen pursuinu another , much deeper 
idea. ';': hat he had perceived in his poem to 'The r~in J I was 
not just a sin']le phase of world history , but the nature 
of the world as such in all its phases. ~ is watchword was 
'forward', not to a diffe rentl y organized society, but to 
the new man. 
At the very outset of his career ~agner had r ecognized 
hi"lself as a unique being , For whose needs society must 
cater. He had grown u p in an environment where his family 
and teachers encouraged him to see the sky as the limit. 
His se l f-elected ;Jeer g rou p were the immortals: :·Iomer, 
Shakespeare and Schopenhauer . .Iow that he had p roved 
himself to be a unique being, his needs had multiplied. 
He was a master and had to live li ke one by having com-
fortable furniture, fine clothes, travelling first class 
and mixing with the important people in society. Whe n 
reading of the luxury and extravagance which marked his 
later career, it is well to r emembe r the odds against 
which he had earlier struggled, and over which his 
indomitable spirit had triumphed. It is mo re tllan p ro bable 
that the harrowing years of frustration, humiliation and 
suffering experienced in Paris during 1840 did much to 
warp his pe rsonality. He was abnormally sensitive, even for 
a musician. Cons ider the effect of the succession o~ 
slights, disappo intments and intriaues he had e ndur ed . 
One of his bi'lges t disappointments was the fact that he 
was ba rr ed from returning to his home lan d for Ilis role in 
the Dre sden revolution. One can understand his bItterness 
because such was the dreamy unreality of his state of 
mind at the time, that he could not decide whether he was 
guilty of treason. In dicative of ~agner's unreality 
are these wo rds he lat e r wrote of the Dresde n pe riod: 
"Now that the powe rs of reaction were everywhere more 
and more openly bracing themselves for confli ct, the 
final decisive strug olc seemed Indeed close at hand. ;·iy 
feel ings of partians hip were not suff i ciently passionate 
to make me des ire to take any active share in these conflicts. 
I was merely conscious of an impulse to give myself up 
recklessly to the stream of events, no matter whither it 
mif.{ht lead," 53. He was grateful for j·;inna's help in 
obtainins an amnesty for his role in the revolution. The 
foundin<] of the German E;npire in 1371 filled i:,· ti s ner wit!l 
hop e. :Ie WilS g rati fied not by the mili tary victory, but 
by Germany's new solidarity and her pride. 
:; / . 
It appears that Wagner was never for long free froID debt. 
Even after King Ludwig of Bavaria entered his life and 
supported the composer financially, he was still forced 
into a situation in which he had to write letters beQging 
for money. At the outset, ~agner had decided that his 
operas would be accepted more quickly if published at his 
own expense, and he borrowed the money for this. Wagner 
believed that the 'world' should recognise and provide 
the means for him to produce his work. Because his music 
dramas were on such a grand scale, requiring a special 
theatre, elaborate organisation and complicated effects, 
they needed considerable funds. He was a man who was very 
conscious of his own values and no scruples could detcr him 
from gratifying his wants, no matter how trivial or grandiose. 
ra ~ ner made enemies more easily than he made friends. 
l-!e brooked no disaareement or differences of opinion even 
on trivial matters. He took positive pleasure in rilinn 
critics and wrote with an acid pen. Al though he had rcached 
a hi g h degree of perfection in hi~ creations, he was the 
victim of ~uch criticis~. This criticism stuns ~a]ner 
into many bitter rejoinders. The ~orld ra1cj hi rrl back in 
his o~n coin, in the unflattering, ~ersonal criticism ai ~ ed 
at him. ~e was said to be the model of conceit ~110 was 
so opinionated t~at the slightest disagreement with his 
ideas both excited and ex~sperated He was a nervous, 
intense and irrit~ble man, said to have a cruel ~outh 
and the eyes of a fanatic. 
~agner was impatient of all restraint, being surrounded 
by laws, political, social and moral, which he unhesitantincly 
53. 1.',' a ~1 ner, Richard. :ly Life, Constable and COf:Jpany, Ltd., 
London, 1911, Volume II, page 472. 
defied. L-;e rlaSed relentless \"/ar on everything that did 
not suit hi;il and was a :Lla n incapat:>l e of cOiilp rofilise. , ~ ad 
ric compro (;l ised, or, foi."' exa8;;le, thwarted his needs J~I 
cUttiilC: {~own expenses or allol."i ed his hU :J e works to iJe 
shortened or sii:191ified, he woul Ii have been lost. ;'-ie staked 
everything on the power of the truth as he saw it, and in 
the end he won. He had, as he mentionecJ after 'The Ring' 
Festival, attained his goal once and sh0wn the world the 
true meanin 0 of his work. '::a'lner shared with 0 the I' grea t 
artists the belief that he was above ordinary moral re-
straints. Geniuses do not live by ordinary codes, nor 
must they be judged by them. Liszt describes Wagner: 
IIIn a word, a !Teat and overwhelming nature, rather like a 
Vesuvius, which when it erupts scatters forth sheaves of 
flame and at the same time sprays of roses and lilac." 54. 
By extraordinary effort the true meaning unique, 
elaborate art was revealed. It was as if art, in generat-
the in9 for itself a "/aaner, not only bestowed on him 
~olYer to conceive, but infused him with a devotion neede d 
to realize his conceptions. lie longed not so much for 
admirationi however sincere, but for the understandin g of 
a community who valued art as he valued it. The composer 
lcnew only one inte grity, ilis art. He ,vas will in a to go 
to any lengths to bring it to fruition, for in his mind 
the end justified the means. Thus his inte grity towards 
his art remained unblemished. :;owever discreditable 
were his actions as a man, his behaviour as an artist 
was on tIle highest and most idealistic plane. In the life 
of a man of abnormal receptive po~ers, the purpose of 
his existence must be looked for in the realms of thou ght 
rather than in that of action. The bio graphical facts 
then become less si gnificant anJ less worthy of attention 
than they would be in the life of a ~an of ~orldly affairs. 
".'a gner's works must in the end be left to speak for them-
selves. 
54. Ja co bs , :': . L. 
Ltd., London, 
\.Yagr"e r, Published by J.f ;. 
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U iA PTER FIVE 
COijCLUSIO :·i 
By investigating the friendship of Richard ~a u ner witil 
Friedrich ilietzsche and LudwiG II of Cavaria, this thesis 
is primarily concerned with the moral and psy chological 
influence they had on each other. In particular we arc 
concerned over the manner in which the relationships 
effected ~agner's life and work. 
Richard Wagner's great goals were the unification of all 
the performing arts as exempl if ied in his 'Gesamtkunstwerk', 
and the establishment at Qayreuth of a liational Theatre for 
Germany. Cut before his ambition could come to fruition 
there were many difficulties to be surmounted, not the 
lcast being his perennial money problems. The fact that 
he was able to rise above his problems overcoming all the 
setbacks, reflects great credit on this genius. Eut 
clearly none of his achievements would have been possible 
without an unswerving faith in what he was doinU' At 
times he no sooner felt near to success, when misfortune 
struck once aUain. Up aaainst the tremendous pressure of 
financial difficulties and opposition to the production 
of some of his works, he perservered until they were 
accepted and recoUnized. In her uiaries, Cosima quo tes 
~aqner telling her "that at times he has unbounded con-
fidence in his strength ••• at times he feels he would 
need only an effort of will to find himself hovering hiUh 
over everything. '.Ve will not go under, he tleclares." 55. 
Coth Nietzsche and Ludwig contri butetl towards the makinU 
of Wa g ner as man and as musician. The r e lationship ~ agner 
shared with Ludwig II was destined by circumstances of 
social position, as well as that of 'borrower and lender' 
to be on a different level from that whieil the composer 
had IVi th ti ietzsche. It was fortunate fo r ~a0 ner that 
Ludwi g appeared at the time wilen t he com po ser was in dire 
55. Wa0ner, Cosiflla. Cosima ',"/agner's Diaries. 
St. Jame's Place, London, 197 &, Vo lume I, 
ColI ins, 
page 81. 
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need of financ ial help. Fortunate, too, \'las the fact that 
Lud\'li y ap preciated tile ~agnerian music drama, and f elt a 
similar, inner drivin g co r~p u15ion as did the composer , to 
\vitness the pro ductio n of his works . It was Ludwig, who 
throu g h his sponsorship, was able to ensure that the 
composer's las t works we r e p roduced . 
The I(inq's appearance in '::agne r's life was providential for 
the compos er had just fled Vienna to escape his creditors. 
~aone r was well aware of this fateful interv e ntion for he 
said: " Sut my life was to have no more of these alarms; 
the dange r o us roa d a l ollO which fate beckoned me to such 
great e n ds was not destined to be clear of troubles and 
anxieti es of a king unknown to me heretofore, but I was 
never a ga in to feel the weight of the everyday llardships 
of existence under the protection of my exaltcd friend." 56 . 
The ideas and ideals of Ludwi g II arc difficult to define 
because he did not express his opinions clearly. However, 
we do know that his ideals were closely linked to the 
Wag nerian music drama and by his cham pionin g of the composer 
he revived ~: unich's fam e as a city of music and the t heatre . 
It appears that Ludwi g wished to avo id any unpleasant 
confrontation, unl e ss pressurized into aciton. This was 
the case when his Cabinet ga ve him no alternative in 
banishin g Wag ner from Hunich. Also , he mus t have been 
aware of the undercurrents surrounding ~agner's opera 
'Parsi fa l' as it could not have been <:oincidental that ,i'ayner 
had nicknamed Ludwi g , 'Parsifal.' He preferred to sta y 
away from the premiere rather than be exp osed to public 
controversy. At a private performance of ' Pa rsifal' in 
Ilunich, Lud wi g could approach the work as a romantic opera, 
givi ng him the fulfilment he needed. In ~a q ner's operas 
he wished to see only a musical and dramatic co unterpart to 
the sc~nes of medieval kniJhtly and religious page antry, 
scenes which were later to cover the walls of lieuschwanstcin . 
In setting ou t on this Wagnerian jo urney, one coul d ask tile 
~uestion why i t become s nec essary for In ankind to seek seclu -
sion and r esp it e in a wo rl d of myth a nd l egend. Do the 
56. r.'anner, <1 ichard. II y Lif e . 
1911 , VA 1 um e II p age S;; c • 
Constable and Co. , London , 
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pressures of life become such a ~u r d cn that we need another 
outlet? A visit to Neuschnanstein Castle has the immediate 
affect of projectin'l one into another world, possibly as 
a visit to twentieth cent ury Disneyland affects many people 
to day . The settin D surroundin Q i;euschwanstein is j",l a u -
nificent; tile wonderful view of the forests , Al ;J s and 
Lakes; all contri bute to th e beauty. 
and furnishings supply the atmosphere 
Insi de , the ;,1Urals 
of life in the mythi-
cal reqions of Ge rman folk-lore. ';/hy did Lud wi g feel th ,~ 
need to bu ild this castle, and want to liv e there for the 
rest of his lif e in isolation? How much was Lu dwig effected 
by '::aoner; the man a nd cOOl poser? '"e do not really know . 
The bo nd bctween ~a g ner and Ni etzsche was that of a common 
cause, the purification and emancipation of the Ge rman 
nation. However , althou gh their ideals were similar, the 
ideas on how to achieve these aims we re different. Oath 
men were prolific writers who laid out their thoughts in 
the many published texts available to this day. Even a 
change of thou ght or feeling was noted makin g it possible 
to follow the trend of their thinkin g . llie tzsche did not 
waver from his conviction that Germany's futu r e lay alon g 
the path of ancient Greek culture. ria gner, on the other 
hand was later to substitute the Greek idea with evcry-
thin 9 Ge rman. In 'The 3irth of Tra'ledy' ~! ietzsche said: 
" No o ne shall wither ou r faith in t~e imminent rebirth of 
Gr eek antiquity, for here alone do we see a hope for the 
re j uvenation and purification of the German spirit throu gh 
the fire ma~ic of music . What else, in the desolate 
waste of present-day culture, holds an y promise of a sound, 
healthy future?" 57. 
It is t h us clear that :! ietzsche was concerned with proble ';ls 
relating to the predicament of modern man, presuppOSill(] a 
crisis in human affairs. The philosophy of ancient Greece 
occupied his mind, with art and the people , myt ll an~ custom 
inextrica bly link ed . :l e believed t hat the decline of G r ~ek 
tra g edy was a process ~'Jhich wen t to !] i1ethe r with tile de -
neneration of th e ': reek ilat:ion al c i, uracter. ii i etzs c :,e ' s 
57. :! ietzsche, F. The ~ irth of Tr a~e dy, 
U.S . A., page 123. 
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evaluation of Athenian tra ~ edy wa s precisely ~ayner 's and 
his tl,eory as to why it declin~d \vas ex pressed in ~~ag ner's 
wor ds: "To Philoso p hy and not to Art, iJelong the t wo t housand 
ye ars wh ich, sinc e th e de ca de nc e of Grecian Tr a SeC;y , have 
d d ,,5 8 . passe to our own ay . 
Further :lrobler.ls for l! ietzsch e were the decline in Christian 
be lief and Carwin's theory of evolution by natural selection. 
~lietzsche was a scientific philosopller who examined in-
divi d ual questions in his search to understand reality. 
!latural selection rlas for hi:;, evolution free from every 
met aphysical i mp li cation . 
reli ~ ion. 
He had lost fait h in r ev eale d 
uo th Wa gner and ni e tzsch e Fel t that for too lony power Ful 
fo rc es Froln the outside had co mpelled tile Cerman spirit to 
subserve their forms. The Ge rmans should emancipate them-
selves from outside influences to discover a ge nius of their 
own. tl ietzsche believed that the German spirit would then 
stan d before other nations provided that it was able to 
l ea rn from the Greeks, It was to Germany that he loo ked 
for the rebirth of I!el lenisr.l. 
IHetzsche found ideas he could use in \':a gner's writ in gs on 
aesthetics. In 'Art and Re volution', the com poser said 
that the individual arts we re once component pa rts of a 
sin Gle art-work, the tra gedy of ancient Athens. It Drama, 11 
he says, "is the 'hi ghest' conceivable Form of art because, 
59 in it s true perfection, it is a union of all the arts." • 
In 'The Art-work of the Future', ~': a g ner said that l·la ture 
produces art not throu gh the individual but tilrou gh the 
mass .. This brings us to tile secon d ma in claus e o f DaGller 's 
aesthetic: t he true artist is the 'vol k '. The 'vo l k ' had 
been su bme r ged throu g h indivi dualit y and should be ma de 
conscious of i ts ' mission of r e de mp tion', which was to re-
store to art 't he intrinsi c laws of nature. ' In her 
53. ;·:ollinsdale , 0. • .J. ;l ietzsche , The ;;an an d :: i5 Ph iloso p h~/ , 
59. r outledge and i':e,] a n , Lon don, 1?6S, j) a qes 37 and 72. 
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Diaries, C051;·,1(1 ','Irotc: ";:icha r d s;Jeaks with some e/;;otion of 
the Serman 5;Jiri t whic:l raised i tsel f fro!',] a sta te of sub-
mission an d devotion to talce its place among the most 
li berate d of s~irits . ' One coul d really be excuseu for 
ascribin~ a special ~ission to the Ge rman sllirit . And i t 
. "" is not easy to re nounce t hilt . III aU . 
It was in ' A Commun i cation to r.ly Friends', that '::agner 
an nounced his ideal and intention of p roviding Ge r many wi th 
a mode l for the resto r ation of the theatre . He laid out 
his pl ans for the Festival at which tile f ol k - art - work of 
the future ~ould be produced . T~ ese art - theo ries in -
flue nc ed ;!ietzsche into seeing dra.ma throu gh \'/agne r's eyes . 
Previously he had take n no specIal inte r est in drama ; l ate r 
he was to de spisc it. After attending a pe rformance of t he 
Prelude to 'Tr ista n and Islode' and t;)e Overtu r e to ' Die 
tle istersinger', t!ietzsche heard the ve r y voice of h is i deals 
in Wa gn er's music . He be l ieved that t ile union betwe en 
Ge rman ph ilo sophy and mus ic pointed to a new mo de of 
ex ist ence . 
One of the d i ffe r ences betwee n the two men was that t agner 
made us e of the Ge r ma n l eoe nd ',vhil st IHetzsche ' s ideal of 
the tileatre was bo und up witil ~ reek mytholo gy . \i'a yner 
based his li brettos o n Ge r ma n mythol0 1Y , believing it to 
be the sou l of the Ge r man race. He said: "I f a ll that 
I regarded as esse nti all y Ge rman had hi the rto drawn me 
with ever -increas i n 0 force and cO;;lpellcc1 me to its ease l' 
p ursuit, I have found it suddenly p r esented to me i n the 
o ul ine s of a l e J end based upon tile old and we ll-kn own 
bal l ad of '. 6 1 'Tannhauscr" . 
00 . ~'/a !] ner , Cosima , Cosima r':a 'J ner ' s Diaries, Collins , 
St. Jar,le ' s Place , Lo ndon, 1978 , Vo lume II, paUe 8 70 . 
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Ruins of tile Hellenistic theatre at Epidaurus, Greece. 
104. 
The Grail Temple for the proJuction 0 F 'Parsifal' at Layreuth. 
Paul von Joukowsk y 's desi un, which was use d at i:ayrcuth 
from 1 88 2 to 1933. 
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In The Birth of Tra gedy', iiietzsche said: "The structure of 
th e Greek theatre reminds us of a lovely ~ountain valley: 
the architecture of the sta ge r e sembles a luminous cloud 
configuration which the 3acchae behold as they swarm down 
from th e mountain to ps; a marvellous fr a me in t he centre 
of whic!) Dionysus manifests h i mself to th e m. " 62. The 
theatre of ancient Gr e ece had been t i,e centre and supreme 
expression of a people's cultural life. "OYr love of 
what is beautiful does not lead to extravagance ." 63. 
Nietzsche and Wagner had been united by an allegianc e to 
a co mmon cause. Th e ho pes of both men were centred on 
Ba yreuth wh ic h had become the symbol and source of Ge r man 
emancipation to them. It was an expectant !'ietzsche who 
attended the first Sayreuth Festival , and a bitterl y dis -
illusioned one who left. The awakening is best conveyed 
in his own words. "Anyone who has any idea what visi ons 
had been flitting across my path eve n at that time can 
guess how I felt when I one day came to myself in Bayreuth. 
It was as if I had been d r eaming ••• Where was I? I 
reco gnised nothing, I hardly r eco gnised Wa gner. In vain I 
s canned my memorie s. Tribschen - a dis tan t isle of the 
blessed: not the sha do w of a rese mbla nce . Th e incomparable 
days of the foundation-stone l ayin g , the little band of 
initiates who celebrated them and who did not lack fin gers 
for delicate thin gs: not the sHadow of a resemblance. 
Whad had happened? - Wagne r had (jeen translated into German! 
The Wa gnerian had beco r.le maste r of ';'a gne r! ••• Truly, a 
hair -raising crowd ! ••• Not a single abortion was missing , 
not evcn the anti - Semite . - Poor Wa gner! To what a p ass 
ha d he co me ! - ~ette r for hi m to have oone amon g s wine' 
;Jut amon t] Germans!" :)L.!. 
62 . iliet z sc i-Ie, r . The ": ir t;"j o f Tr(2 ';ec::' , Lou iJl eday and Co . 
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If one re~crnbers the vast contrast ~etween tile si ~p licity 
of the r;reek Theatre ;'lietzsche IS ideal -and ','/aCJner's 
ela~orate presen ·tation, one can 2 0re easily grasp ~fle 
o,'Jvious reason for :l ietzsche '5 viol :.:: nt reactions to 'Tile 
i:ietzsche mentioned the hysteria and over-excitement which 
0a 0ner had brought upon the sta ge . The musician had now 
become an actor, and to ~,Iietzsche, this total transformation 
of art into play-actin; was . a sy,,,:;to ,,] of de CJ eneration. 
~a o ner represented the arrival of the actor in the world 
of music. The philosopher felt that the way in which the 
composer used his creative talents reflected a .. desire for 
power. Ilietzsche believed that as a consequence, Wegner 
was creating a little world of his own, one in which his 
word was law. One thing which , in the course of time 
:l ietzscl.e learned from ~agner was that even the sincere 
man is still very much an actor. 
An indication of the artificiality of the atmosphere 
which Bayreuth generated is ref erred to in Tchaikovsky's 
report of a visit to the Festival in 1876. "The town was 
in a state of great excitement. Crowds of people, natives 
and strangers, were gathered together from the four 
corners of the earth ..... ::Juring the Festival itself, food 
was the main interest of the public, the perforr,lances them-
selves taking second place. Cutlets, baked potatoes , 
omlettes are much more enthusiastically discussed than 
the music of l 'la ' n e r II 65. "':.1 • 
In his book 'The Wagner Case', :iietzsche cri ticizes the 
composer as being decadent, ~agner being characterized as 
part of the artistic degeneration of the l atter half of 
the nineteenth centur y. Althou gh he criticized ~~agner, 
;~ietzsche was actually ccnsurin o the Ger!i1any of his day. 
~e felt tl,at ~asner had misled Ili;.1, and he ~as unable to 
for~: ive the cor'~poser for once having enslaved hil:) . r\S 
65. Csborne , C. Wagner and His ;'/orld, Thafi1es and Hudson, 
London, 1977, pa0e 102. 
',\'a ~n er f S SU CC2 S5 JTG i': : :ie tz sc he became mo re per tur bed fa r 
he felt that the co ;~poscr ~~as no;v : ~ lsleQding all Ger~arlY. 
The philosop~er once said: "~ha t ,vas it I never for gave 
, .-
~~ : ner? That he condescende (~ to the Cer~a ns.11 vo. In 
later life, ~lietzsche vic~1e~ t~e tru~ Ger:~an as t~le 
middle-class man, the contente d confor~ist in thought illlJ 
moral s. 2eca use of ~asne rfs attitude of condescension 
towards the ordinary people, r: ietzsche considered hirr: to 
~e decidedly un-German. To the po)ular view that ';;asner 
~vas above all Ce rman, and tile national poet of the new 
~:eich : ': ietzsche countcred ,,"lith the claio that the composer 
\vas a French decadent. 
tl ietzsche felt t!lat it ',',as Sc;,openhauer's inFluence on 
'.'/a gner which had so changed ;lis art, "to such a oe0 ree that 
his later aesthetic vie\ys completely contradict his earlier 
67 
ones. n • He also attac/(ed ','/a g ner '5 ambiguity, the, 
radical change in the composer's notion of the position of 
music itself. Wagner ~as to see music as the culmination 
of all art, but correspondin c; to this rise in the value of 
music there came an increase in the p resti ue of the 
musician. He no~y beca~e an oracle, a l<ind of mouthpiece 
of the absolute. 
It was not because ~:ie tzsche thou ght ~ag ner to be a minor 
iil usician, but because he knew him to be a major one, that 
j-Ie launched his attacJ( on tile coraposer. 
'Parsifal' 
In atte~pting to asse~ ~a~ner's works and their effect at 
tJle tine of their ~rescntation as well as their influence 
on later Gene rations, it is necessar~' to zxa~line one of 
his r.lost controversial i.1usic drar.liJ.S, ';-"!ar:;ifal'. 
The work has heen viewed as havin r; C:lr-istian overtones, 
as in it, tIle composer returne d to the Grail le Qend, 
~v!lich !lad obsessed hi~ frOG hi s youttl. ~'i a s ncr based 
6'::;. :iol lin g dale, i1.J. ;: ietzsche, The j,a n and ;:i5 Philosophy , 
?:o utled ~1 e and Kegan, London, 19~)5, ~age 77. 
{5 7. ~!i-etzs,che,. ;- . , The :~e;lealo ;.; : ' of , iorals, CouiJleJaj' and 
Co., U.S.A. 19S6, pa0e 236. 
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his text on the poem s of \,'olf ra m von Eschenbach and other 
literar y sources. Tlle Hol y :rail is the cu p from which, 
a ccordin q to the f\rth uri an and ::>rov encal myth s, the 
Saviour d r anl~ at the Las t SUrll er. Tile cup became an 
object of q uest for the ;'~ ni Jh ts 0 f ;\rti)urian lC 0e nd . It 
could be said to symbolize the 'li f 3-iJlo od ' of etern.J l 
life. Vi ewed from this aspect, the thc';le of ';:-edemption' 
is clearly portrayed in 'Parsifal ~ •. In Cosima's Diaries, 
s:,e-t"ecords Richard sing-in g and playin') to her the "heavenly 
scene of tJle uncoverin g of the Grail! As tender and 
exal ted as Sal vation i tsel,"! Th e words ' ,',ine and Oread of 
t he La st Supper ' sound like an anci e nt sa g a told by angels. ,, 68 . 
The leadin g '.'.'a unerian so p rano, Gwy neth Jones, has commente d : 
"I sup p ose what people get out 0 F the ' I:ing' is a kind 
of ersatz reli g ion, I mean not ordinary Christianity or 
any other formal reli gi on, but they 'Jet something which 
puts them in touch with the essence of reli g ion. I feel 
this when 11m singing the ' [1 in g I or ' Parsifal' , the music 
is so sacred that I sense a great c loseness to God . Gy 
the third act of ';:>arsi Fal' wi til the Good Friday music 
I am always crying my eyes out on the sta ge ." 69. The 
En glish critic 3ernard Lev in, also says that he has never 
succeeded 'in sitting throu gh to the end of the ' Rin g ' 
Yet , I.'!ag ner said in the Diaries that 
he did not need the hypothesis of Christianity, nor of 
~od t l express the negation of the will in the , r-: ' I ,d.ng • 
He showed this as being accomplished through the individual 
stren g th of a proud natur e such as i/otan ' s , wi thout 
the int e rvention of a lli gh er g ra ce . 
However, th rou sh his articles wri tten for the I ~: a y reuthe r 
Slatt er ', Wa gner pre sente d anu justified the relI g ious 
sym~olis;;] of 'parsifal' to him sel F and hi s followel's. It 
$ ,~ . '.'': a f! ner, Cosi ma . Co si f:1a '}i)(] ner 's Oiaries, Co llins, 
St: Ja :~e 's Place, Lonc;on , 1 9 73 , Vol ur.1e II pa se 21. 
69 . ':.'ho 's :'.lh o in ~·.' a 9 ner's Li f e and ':,rork, 
"!cidenfeld and ;'licolson, Lon don , 19 3 4, p a J e 1 32. 
could 0e said tllat 'Parsifal f ca::le as t;"le "final ' 010;'/ I 
haunted him fo~ yeil~s • 
.) "? f in i t ~' 0 -;- tho U 'J h t t;1 a "t art i s e sse n -!: 1 all y non - C i ll.~ i s t i a:1 • 
and ;:i etzsche retaine d th is vi ·zw -For the res t of his Ii -Fe . 
In 'The Dawn of Day I he said: lI Christianity , in the moral 
province, kno ws nothin0 DU l: the niracle - the sudden chanrje 
of all valuations, tile sudden layIn g aside of all huGi t5 , 
the sudden irresisti ble affection for ne~y ojjects and 
rersons~." 70. To him, the defini te Christian connections 
asspciated '.'lith The ~rail , furthe r Co te" :or-ized ',';a:3 ner as 
c.:cgcnerate . In I The l:/ a ~nler Ca~e I, :; i~tzsche saie: of the 
COLlposer: "he flatters every kind of C:.ristianity and 
every reli gious for~l and e~~ression of decade nc e •••• 
:--:ichard ~. ':aJner, .••. a decLe;.1i t and desreratc ror,1antic, 
collapsed suddenly before the Holv Cross." 71. 
On the other hand, rparsifal' has oecn viewed not only as 
an un-Christian - but also a~ an anti-Cilristian work . I ;i or 
StravInsky (13 ~} 2 -1971) said: "1 do not ',vant to discuss the 
r,lusic of I Parsifal ' nor the f.lusic of '.':a~- ncr in 'Je neral •••• 
~hat I find revoltin~ in the \~hole affair is t he unLierlvin r. 
" " 
conception \1hicfl dictated it the pri nci ple of ~)uttin'J 
a ~ork o~ art on the sa~e level as t~e sacred and sy~bolic 
ritual which constitutes a reli g ious service.,,7Z. SO;lert 
Gu t man '.v l"'ites tho"\: in 'Parsifal ', At;l Tort.Js contrasts 
t:,e divine blood of Christ wi·tl, his O\~n sinful ~loorl , 
cor=upted by sexual cont3ct ~ith ! '~undry, a racial inferior; 
this cri minal 8isce~enation epitol~izin0 t:,c Aryall dileIJ ,.la . 
::ietzsche, ':.'/10 :)elievcd racial ;,li;(ture to be the source 
of ~!'eat cuI tures, :-eco :J nized the opera as ' a nork 0 f 
~l alic~ •••• an outra~c on moralit:, .' 
7" , } . 
71. 
;lietzschc , F. The Gari n Ot"!' 0a )/, Fisc!1er 0n',~lin , 
London, 19 :') 3 , ;1a:_:e 77. 
Durant, ~ ' ,' . 
Press, C"/ 
Tile Story of :)~': il ·,)so:)ilY , 
York, 1953, paGe 412 . 
72. ;-;odson, P . '::ho 's !.'/h o in ','!asner IS Life and · .. ,ork, 
n.'e i de nfeld and (: icolson, London, 19 [;4 , jJa gc 142. 
Squal"8 
.L 1. .J • 
' :.>ars i fal ' :loS also ::-een vi~l:i e d 115 ~oliticill and anti-
lance , li!.:: e ;~lin C' sor and his eilC;lantecJ castl~ T.:lllin :· to 
ruin befo re the sign o~ the cross made by tlle r zc lili ~e ri 
spear in Pa rsifal's hand . In ' !(no','1 ihyself ', 
o b served that only ','/hen his countrj' j ,l~n a','Joke and ceased 
pa rt y ~icker i ng , \would tJ,ere be no ~ore Je ws. Certainly, 
~'/a .; ner ','las no t t!lC only one with ;' laz i-lik c i d ~as and a 
~ ro ~ rilm fo r racial =eueneratio n . ~ut his mu sica l oenius 
and the increasi n g ~c~ul arit y of his ~or!ts Silve his 
t heor i zin g a unique and fatefu l po~e r. 
f\t t '.','elve , :-:itler sa~'J 'Lo hensrin ,' his first introduction 
to ope r a . Pr ~ suma b l y his e n thusiasm ~a s no t onl~ fo r the 
ro~ anti c senti~cnt associate d ''li tll the s\~a n - k ni Q ht, but 
also the nationalistic ? Qssa ge s. T he~e is the 2e r Qa n 
ki n a 's call for a R~ ic h which woul d crusa de as ainst 
ea st e rn villJlns menacing Ge rman soil. ' A ~e rman sr/ord 
for the Ge rm a n lan d ! Thus will tile ;lowe r of the 2eich 
be esta blis hed !' Gu tma n is of the opi nion t hat ' Parsifal ' 
could have sho:y n the way in t he shatterin s realiza t ion 
which came to the hero i n the ma gic ga rden . ' Ge r;.,any awake !' 
~·/as t: :1e slo San under wh ic h rii tIe r brou g i1t the t ~ re.)t 
I 
solution to reality . 
' q r eates t p ro p hetic fi : u r e the Ge rr.1 <1n peo!') l e ;la s had . I ~: c 
r ead th e ~a J nerian ~rose and stated that ' ~]loever want s to 
unde rs ta nd :iat ion a l Socialist :el"':nan~/ r;l ust kno~,',' '::a g n c r.' 
:-'ar a ll el s have bec n d r ar.' 1t !Jct ,:','een ' Parsifal' anLl Hit l ~r, 
c u t d i d t:'e FU;lrer not perhaps learn 't;le r.Tan '" les s o ns 
fro~ the o~e ra? ~itlcr failed to un dersta n d ~acne r's 
al l cc!ory fo r he clair.led to ha ve Juilt up ;-lis reli 0ion 
o ut of ' ? arsi ¥a l ' sa:.'in] tllat 10ne can serve Go d on l y in 
~ut ~~hatcver i nt erpretation : ~ itler 
placed on I ?arsi fal " ' · :'a ~;i1er I S ;Le ~ O :;'as ins tructed in 
t~lC arts of peace and ~ aG to lay Qsi~e ~1eapons of ; o~er . 
T!1e ~-:: r ail hol ds a ll ror;i1 S of life , e ven tiltit of a s'I'/an , 
1 1 .. 
..;....:.. ...... 
sacrosanct, an d tJ18 o ;JerL'! sili J as r;;uc h to ; ; i~ler ',.,, :",en h e 
it. ~n d h e ar d vnl ,/ 
of i~difference to hi~ :~h~t }ler ~ e o ~ le understoo ~ 11i3 verses, 
since they woul d certainly unders~and his d~a lJ a t ic action. 
:~ e clai~ed to beine no ~oet, and d i J no t care if peo ~ le 
re~roached ;11 iJ f or :lis choice of : ~ or d ~, as in his ~1 0r!(S 
In ackno',-,'lcd c in g t!"le !3uojective natur e of art, t h e !~ue!;tions 
iTIust arise : ',','hat ".','u.s '.'/a J ner ' s purpose for ' Parsifal ', and 
did he succaed in it? Ti'le ."71oral, if not t!le r.lorali ty , 
woul j i'dve been kno~n initially to ~a s ncr alone . ::e 
sJl0uld not be blamed for any misconce~tio n of his Ideas , 
nor tile Qutco!ne of suc~ misjud ~ e Glent. :"ie was no longer 
alive to defend hi l,]self a J ainst the accusations ai;ned at 
hi I:1, nor to r> revent the possible repercussions. One 
cannot heliJ "'/ondcrin :~ ',';hether ",':a 0 ner would have written 
and produced' f'arsi fal ' had he k~o':/n th~ 0ane ";"'ul influence 
it ~oul d have on the man ~hose 2ctions could lead to so 
(,luch !"luman ,liser:..' . ~~a : ncr had triad to justify t~e 
reli c! ious s ;-'- ;:1bo1 i 5[,1 of ' 2arsiFal .' The German connectIons 
must ~e thou ~:ht to be zecondary or i~a ~inary as in her 
Diaries, Cosi ma records ;:ichar d as sa y in s; : ti l ar.1 '.'a'itin:.; 
' :>arsifal ' only for illy r:ife - .i f I nul.! to dc ~) end on t~e 
Serf:lan slJirit , I shoul d hlJVC nothin g more to say. If 73 . 
In assessi~g Wagner as a creative iilus i c i a n one must ~akc 
into account not onl~ llis ac~ievcment , ~ut also his 
in flu e n ceo nth e his to J." : I 0 f J:l U sic . 
As a l.1usical drur.Jatist and as a cOr.1poser, ',,"a :] ner's influence 
was a ~owerful one . Fe~ o~er~tic cOQPosers !lave ~ ecn able 
to follo~ hi m in providin g their 0\1n li~rettos. 
73 . '.'} a g ner, Cosisa. Cosir.la ''-/a ;j ner ' s Jlaries , 
St . J .) :;1 c ' s PI <1 C e , Lo n cJ 0 n , I 9 7 3 , Vo I U'11 e I. 
Collins , 
iJa g e lOD G. 
hor,'ever , profit2d '~ro~ his oI'i J inal ideas, \'.'hich entiiJ12u 
the;:; to in traduce J reat e r drar:latic de:Jth , contlnui t:.' unu 
cohesion in t~cir ~or:~5. 
Some of the pos t- ~aJ nerian operas fir81y cstablis~e ~i in 
tt,e international repertory are Humperdinck's, '1~ansel 
1 1 ., 
.J...LL.. 
and Cretel' and ' Der f:osenkuvalier' , I Elek tra', 'Ariadne I 
and .'Salom e, ' of Richard Strauss. 
met and ~ecame friendly with ~a 0ner in Italy. 
invited to Join ; a cner a 't : ayr2ut:l, wJler e he assisted 
!'{ith the production of 'Parsi"fal'. Of all the ,l OS t -' 
;Yasner ian cOr.1posers, Strauss success fully short'S the 
influence of the master. Se cause of ilis ea rl y ent~usias~ 
for the operas 
Second. ' 
11C ~as nicl~na~ed ' ? icharu the: 
In Austria , the cOr.lposer Anton 2ruckner was a fervent 
ad~irer o f ~agner , desp it e the fact that he disliked o pe ru 
on the ':Ihole. :---l e met ":/u~ner in .1865 and d~dicated ;,is 
t j",ird symphony to tile master. ,\nother Austrian eo~poser, 
Gustav ~~hler always had a sy~~athetic understanding of 
~a~ ner's music and became an outstanding interpreter of 
the master. 
~a g n er 's influence on latcr writers and cO I ~ p osers 
was widespread. From Feuerbach to Freud the stream of 
thouoht clearly reflects J agner's symbolic art. The 
syi ,l~olism evident in such French composers as Debussy, 
hints at ~agnerian ideas. In ilis remarkable o~era " ,'iOzzcck I 
based on a real 1 i Fe story, i~erc; al so shol'led how "lUch he 
had assi milat3d ~a0ner. ~hat appears si gnificdnt now is 
not just how far 'rlagner influenced other composers, but 
the trend which he to'J ether with them, represents. 
In the purely :nusical fLeld, ';i a g ner's influence was even 
~ore far-reaching. :1e developed a ~i de expressive ran ge , 
creQting a uni q ue emotional \~orld of its own . I~ Join ] 
so he ruised the melodic and har~onic style of Ce rnlan 
music. ~a~ner's free mod ulation and intensive develolJ-
~ ent of chro ma "ticism \1a5 later carried furt lle r by Schoenberg, 
~roducin g in o ur century t~at chain-reacti o n of atonality 
an d serial is,l. 
T:le stan da rds set . . . .., ,Jy t.)e Or.l :J lnal. Cay r e ut h ?e r for:~a nces 
',',' ere musical, hi s to ric and dr aJ-:ld ti c. \ t a~ne r's sirlgle -
handed creation of his ow n ty, e o f ,~ usical drama was a 
fa n tastic achievement, considerin g the scale and scopc 
of his art. 
~agner's influence also penetrated the li te rary fie l d . 
Je rnard Shaw, the not ed pla yw ri gh t an d music critic , 
admired ;'iag ner's work ; in 'Th e Pe rfect '::agne rit e ', he 
explained in simp le terms the ideas behind 'T he kin y '. 
Th e En '11is h novelist and floet, D • • '; . La'vrence , became 
acquainted '.'! ith the Ilo rdic sa c;a s and owed a considerable 
deht to thc mu sic o f ~a g ner. In his earl y novel 'Th e 
Tr e s passer " and in his stories, 'T he Primrose Pa th' and 
'T i,e \i itch a.la Hode', he respectively eXiJlored the 
them e s of e rotic ecstacy, love and d eath and i mm olation. 
~a g n er even ha d devotees a:no n g st ba n ds men . Ed;'I i n Sw i ft ' s 
li.j. 
d iscovery of 'c /a -J ner in t he lat e IS7 0 's' le d to thc cr ea tio n 
of h is ' 2ay reuth' sel ection. 'Lin tlwa it e ' :"ecame one of 
the lea J in g ba n ds of the day a nd placed ~aj ner's music 
firmly before tl andsmen an(~ th ei r audiences . The ~:alifax-
horn composer, Sir Geo r ge uy son, rememberet.i that he had 
' f ir!;t hear d ~·:· a g ner on u bra ss i.>and. ' 
In 1 3 71 [-,111 He ckel started a ::,'a ;:: n e r SOCiety to he l p 
fund t ile eayrcut;, Festivul. To~a y there ure ~a : ] ner 
Societ i .:!s th rou qho ut the :'/orl c. In t he pe r iodical ' Ope ra' 
'}olume 3 6 ,19 55 , a ~ rou p of Scottish Glefil Ue rs of the ':, 'ag ner 
Society .ne ntion that tt·.ey have lon (~ felt a lack of events 
in Scotland. 
It is not po ssi bl e to separate ':. a ~: n e r 's ;,}u sic dra[;1as from 
~:.is C:laracter and his i dea s. The CO f:lpOSer's lif e , t;,e 
tho U0!ltS tha t I,e exp r e ssed in ilis :J rose works, \Ve re all 
dramat i zed on the sta ge . Certain l y , he wo uld refuse to 
11i;.. 
disassociate his dra!~1aS from the i dea s that fej t :leu . For 
".'ar;ner , his pro ductions were projections i nto the real::-; 
of art of all he wished to acco~plish as a social an d 
poli t ical refor!ncr . 
r\ century ha s passed since !.~I a g ner 's dea t h , ye t still the 
rel i<]io us, political and flhilo:;ophica l ar gur.lents about hir.l 
continue. 
comments: 
In t~e perio dica l ' Opera ', "olf Lieber r,l a nn 
as a poet and ' thinker 
composer must always be adm ir ed , 
he r e mains "c(ultro·versiai. Years 
on :'!ambur g Radio we broadcast a doz en or so pro~ ram~e s 
an alys in g hi s po litical an~ theo re tical wr itin gs. It is 
but 
i ''',) ossi bl c to i Unore the r aciSt,l and contempt for the 'coo.];;lO n 
man ' wh ich runs through hi s works and wh ic h Ado lf ~ ; it l e r 
[;lust have fou n d t o match his own i dea s so pe r fectly ." 
Recalling the ha rs h \','ords about i','a :J ne r wh ich Strav ins ky 
had once voiced, Li ebermann was astonished to fin d the 
famous Renoir portrait of ~a g ner i n Stravinsky ' s study in 
['e v e r 1 y :111 1 s • ','then q u es tio n ed , he r eplied :" 'I' ve 
c han ~ ed my op i nion , \'/ag ner is rJ. g re<Jt iila stcr anu is 
spiri tuall y al way s with r.le . 
of ha ro to the worl d, but he 
A geni us can 
ca n never be 
do a 'J r ea t dea l 
, 
" 
74 . 
wr o n g . 
In 1 908 the Fr e n ch nov8iist , Andr e GUe (1 86 9 -1 951) wa s 
asked to find out from the l e a din g artist i c and in tellectual 
fi gures , espe ci all y in France , what their opinion of the 
i nf luence of ~agner is r.l wa s. He r eplied : "I ho ld t ile per~on 
and the work of :)a l nc r in horror ..••. This amazin g ge nius 
joes not exa lt so ~uc h a s Ile c r us he s. He tJe roitte d a 
lar ~c nUii1~er of sno bs, of lit e rary ~)2o:; l e , an d of fools 
to th in k that th ey lo ved music , an (j a fe~ artists to 
think tha t 0e nius CQn be ac quired . 
nev e r proc!uced anyt:, in g at once so 
Ge r ~lany has pe r /l aps 
Gr e at or $ 0 barbarous . II 75. 
7 ', ~ . Li ebe r man n, ~~ . 'In SU:J ~ ort o f ;;usic Th f~cl tre ' , -Onera , Vol uitle 34, 
Ho.2, Feb ru a r y 1953 f p a ~ c 13 0 . . 
75. ;--!odson , P. '::La 's \';'ho iii 
~':ei de n fe l d and ;;ico l s on, 
'::a. . .' ner I S Li fe an d ~','o rk , 
LonJon , 19 84 , ;Ja ::; e ':+1 . 
• , r 
1..;",) .. 
und maste:c Oi~ the Gcr :.lan Lied, ;":u ;: o ~':o lf (1.3 00 - 1903) ','I ho 
':ira te to h is friBrl,cj ~:e nrie eta Lai1:~:" t Parsifal ' is ', / i thout 
doubt ll~f (3r t~~e ';'!ost 0eautif:.ll .:1nrl subl.L.ic ':Ior!~ in the 
f131 d of Ar t . II 75 . T' , ' t .Ie O:1e ;;:-a no LUUJ' e;~hioi ts the 
creations. ;~e worked lovin '11y at the orchestration, at 
times producing only a fe~ ~easures a day . en heari n ', 
' Parsifal ', tl,l exis - Ei:1!i1anuel Chabtier \~Irote in l Sc39 , that 
;\e had never in all his life i1ad a cO I~1paraole artistic 
experience . ':,'he n Jean Si~)elius visi ted t he : ayreuth 
Festival in 1 339 he sai~ that nothing in the world had ever 
made so overwhelmi n 0 an i ;,lpression o n hir.l , as ' Parsifal. I 
It is interestin,] to note, on t!1e ot:ler hand , that ,~obe rt 
Schumann , while admittin g the ., ; v, 'Tannhiiuse r I as 
a sta ge ;) lece, insi sted that Wa s ner r.'as 'not a 9DOd 
::Jusician' and that his mus ic was 'often 'Iuite a:nateu ris h .' 
Ti1at ~a 9 ner was able to c enerate so much controversy, 
'"as in i tsel F an achiever:lent . Cr itics c ould as!, t 11ern selves 
hor/ it could happen that in tile entire world i7!Ore has 0ezn 
\'lr i ttcn about ~ il g ner, than a bout anyone else in the ~hule 
history of art. 
On 17 i : a~1 1 ;3 77, durina his last visit to London , ~:,'agnGr 
read the complete text oT ' Parsifal' "~O a circle of 
frien d s and cJ.dr;]irers, ;1is audience include d Geo r se Elio t . 
Dinnr euther recal l ed the occasion: "T he reading was a 
\"lonuerful feat. The ~ reat actor-poet at hi.:.; !Jest, an 
i :-:1provi sation perfectl:/ balanced - every ~art stood fOl~ th 
as that of an indivi d ual - ;:>articularly in t h e second 
act . One hearrl ti,e wo rds, one hea rd the latent musi c . I t 
:1<15 ~ay reuth in mi niature .,,?7. 
76 . :ledson, P. ":: ho's '"":h e in 
'.'/e i de nfeld and li icolson , 
'.'/a Qner ' s Lif e and '.'/ork, 
La n don , 1.9 ~ 4- , ;) u':i e 1 7 ~. 
77 . ::osen thaI, :-1 . ' ":".'a!{ner in Lon do n', 
No.3, i'; arc h 19 J;" p a'1 e 2 ) 7 • 
Tiianks to the able direction of Sir ;"~eorj .salti , ';:a g iler ' s 
r:ol"' ks ila'le in re cen t ye a r s uell ieve d a ne ~v pop ul a r i ty in 
:::rltain . Follo~1in ~J ti1e :J resentation of the co ~p oser ' s 
~':orks under the J reat conductor, /\rturo Toscunini , he 
achieved ne\~ faQc in Italy . To S C cJ. n i i1 i, inc i de n t 1 ~/, was 
:.'/a0ner 's ~ =eat "char.1pion cal l ino hi,ll ' tile 0 rcatest CO i:l po ser 
of the cen tury. I 
Si nce the Seco n d ~:','o rl d ';\'ur the: state of Israel has i r:~p osec! 
an unofficial b an on the perforr:1ance of ':/agner IS wo r k s. T:le 
main reason for th is being the cO~Doser l s theoretical 
an ti - Secli tisOl. The Enu li sh mus ico lo ~ist , Han s I~eller , nho 
hil!1sel f survived the Nazi aeuth Ca~l~)!; , COnline nts: liTo be 
sure , one does occasionally hear '":'a 9 ner Oil Israeli ra ~ io 
with out his naQa being ~entioned . On such occasions the 
bitter l y iron i ca l desce nt to the flazi level is complete: 
in my lifeti~e , the o nly cor,lparable ~ iscarria ge of I~usical 
justice happened early in 193 ,) ':ihen I turne d on Vienna 
rad i o to cha n ce upon iiendc l ssohn rs Violin Concerto , 
played by the :lazi's single fiddlin ~ star, Geor :JC! Kule nkar.l f)ff 
a n d upo n this closin g annou nceQent 'The com po ser of the 
conce rto is unknown .'" 73 . !(eller added that o nl y the 
Naz i s and the bo yco t tin g Is r ael is have ever Hazified 
~.',· (lgner. 
It lVas Zubin :lehta ( D. 1930) who broka tile un :)fficia1 
Israeli ban o n ~e r formances of ~a 0 ner ' s lVork when he 
conducted the ?relude to 'Ti"istan I at a Tel t\v i v concert Dn 
15 October 1921 . ~ " ! e justifi2d :lis uction by r;lentioninJ 
tfle number of Volks~a 0 ens and ~;est S cr :~~ n -~ ade T. V. sets 
in Israel. :~e further :71entioned that he had the sU;J ;)ort 
of 113 out of the 115 oe~~ers of the orcilestra as well as 
thousands of subscri ;)e rs to thetr concerts ti1rou":;.out 
Israel . II I.'/e rlust .::l8stroy ti1e dnti - .. "a 'j nerian ;"lyths . It 
is vital that \ve ~~ r for~: th~ ~usic of the ninetee nt h 
73 .. l " ~odso n, p . r.h o ' s '.' '' lio i.., '; ",' a ~ ner ' s Life una "/or!":, 
· ..... eidenfeld and :!icolson, London , 19 6 4 , i"Ja ·;.I e 60 . 
cen t ury's g re atest r e volutionary after ~ cet~oven . If <I n 
orc ~e stra cannot ~] la y 
' 9 )',' e 11 not ::;:;, i st . II J .. 
Listenin 0 to ~ a sner'~ :Jusic after t~c ~a 5Sa ~je o f t i :~2 
we readily conce~e t ll at i t is th e I~usic that is t ile most 
ir,lflor t<1nt. Tellin g confir iJ a t i on of t~is assessme nt ~vas 
J iv e n iJY ,;rnol,j Scho e nber g \'i hen he wrote : 
is an e t e rn al ;Jhe no i;1c non, q uit e in uepe n ue nt of ;~ o~v ti :2 
curren ts of fa shion re ~ ar J ~,i~ . One Cd/l n ot even call 
I::a :-' ner 's wo rld of ideas oiJsolcte or unti c; ua ted ." 79 .. 1.n 
his 'T he Life of f: ichar d ";do ner', 
1 , -
.;. oJ.. / • 
the g reat e st critic ,yil O e ver lived ~rote: 11 .;!JQut tIle polel7!ics 
of t he ~"I ould - be critics of :,ia:; n c r .... .. the r e is nothiJl ~ 
:':1ore to say .... ..... today ~'Ihen ','Ie can survey his "Iork from 
sufficient distance in ti8 e , we r ecognize ~agne r as one 
of t he three or Four genuinely ori c lnal s fl irits in the 
entire his tory of musi c ; indeed , in a certain sense, even 
as that one of t hem who s e effect has bee n ~lOS ·t f ruit ful 
79. In 1927 , af t er a perrorr.lance of 
' Tristan ' he s a id : " Th e r:l ore I know r:a~.; ner, t he GlOre 
convince d I am tllat this i s the ~lo st ~on d erful a r tist -
;~ji n d tha t the ea rt h has ever 
, ~ 
c v !Je~n .11 • 
!(no ;'11ed r;e of ',"/a0ner's unLierl y in S! i deas obvio usl ~J ad d to 
an d ~rovide an extra d i~ cn sion when lis t enin g to his ~orl(s. 
~o~vever, an understan(~in g of these ideas is not ind e s pe nsi bl e 
ror our en .i o~ f m e nt or a ~p reciation - the o usic s peak s 
for itself. So~,le CQ .,i ;JO :3 erS ilave c::>nsciollsl:; su bmi tte d to 
79. :-: o d son, P . ",'ho 's ':';ho in :.'ia ,·: ner I S Lif3 an d ',,'ork , 
"'c idenfc1 r! and : 'icolso~ , Lo n don , 19 8 £;', p a r; e s 35 , 12 8 
an d 97 . 
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~la g ner'3 influ e nce ~hile others have bee n urlco nscious of 
it . ~enja~iJ' ~rltte n thou 0 h t tllat a ;) ~ reciation or r eceptivity 
t ile rc ") r eseed influence of ~ a ~flcr i ll 
. -
Eritten's ' ,l.liJert :-!e rrin :] ' to be i,l cr eat i ve operation, 
down to its thefilatic i n vention and th~ nat ur e of its 
rhythmic articu l ations. J ri tten r emar!ced that :(eller ;,ad 
discovered ' things ' o f i1:1 i cn he , i,i~,ise l f , had not oeen 
conscious . 
I!.'a u ne r clearly believed t:,at he had a :l~ission to 
revive the cuI tural :ler". ta ij e of the Geri7lan ;-) eo:>le b y 
p resentin g to the~ ~usic dramas incorporati n c the nationa l 
le sends , an(1 in a manner to \vhich tl,ey could relate . 
Portrayed in t:, c tY ;J i c al :'i'a£]nerian d r ama is not only the 
decade n ce and corru pt ion of t ile wo rl d , ::'ut also his i dea 
of the way in which human ':Jeaknesses - Sreed , Jealousy , 
hatred and f)o,'le r h un ge r - can be conquered -;: i til the 
concept of ' redemption throu gh lo ve '; his heroines do not 
liv e for l ove , t~;ey ~ie fo r it. Cos i ma has recor ded 
" ~icha r d expressed his plea sur e at havin ~ p rovi ded i n ' Ser 
0. in '] des J·l i i>e l uDoen I a cor,'plete picture of tile curse of 
~:ree:..~ for mone y and the disaster it bring s a bout . II 01 . 
In ' P(]rsifal " it i s po ssi ble that ;\mfortas, the Grail 
!(i n ry , and ;C u n dry, the allurin s ilado nna of dual fler sonalit:" 
s yc ~olized hu~anity wi t!, its con ?lictiflS good and evil , 
its asp irations of p urity and its r e la pse s i nto sin . 
~'an:1 woul d decry ','"a 'J ner ' s ,~lysticis;n , slate his anti -
Se;:l iti s ;n , C; uc!;tion his r,1oralit:-" ::; ut :-::~ ':, who ·,'r'oul;:! not 
ackilo '.'/led ~! e the ".; r~atness of !,is ar t . ' The i d eas have ;.Jec n 
su;;crse d ed ; ;','a sr ner '$ 1:1usic can never be su)erse dcd '. 
a ll 'l~usic lovers shoul;:! (l ):} r oach '::'u ::: ner's ':,'ork ':I i tnout 
r es~rvat i o ns , !..! i as or ~}reconceive d i de as . 
T;lUS 
G1 . ..a ::ner , Cosima . Casi r.~u ',·.:a :.:: nei"'I S '; .i.aries , Coll in5, 
St . JaEle l s PliJc e , L or. ~,1on , IJ7 S , '/oluL;-]e II , :1ti~;e "'; 2 ·~; . 
It is perhaps a;:Jprop ria te that Friedric h ii ietzscile, one 
of ',I:tiGner ' s severest c ri tics, should have the last ;iord. 
f' At a perforQance of a ~agneria n a r t - \vo rk one is not 
aware of wh a t is inter e stin g or enjoyable, or of ~a0ner 
hi mse l f , or of art at all: one feels only the necessit y 
of it all." 8 2. 
119. 
82. :lie tzsch e, F. i1 i c ha r d Wag ner in iJayreuth, Camb rid ge 
Un iversit y Press, Gr ea t 2rit a in, 1933, pa :J e 2 44 . 
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